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EFFECT OF ELEVON GAP CONFIGURATIONS
ON THE LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 43-0
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER (OAll8)
By
Terrance Hughes and Robert Mennell, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted on a sting-
mounted 0.0405-scale representation of the. -140A/B Space Shuttle Orbiter
(43-0) in the Rockwell International 7.75 by 11-Foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel
(NAAL). These test were conducted from 24 April to 26 April 1974. The
NASA designation for this test is 0A118.
The primary test objectives were to determine the effect of a new 6-
inch elevon gap configuration on longitudinal and lateral/directional stab-
ility and control effectiveness. Also investigated were no-gap and "Grumman"
gap elevon configurations to establish a base point. Differential inboard/
outboard elevon panel deflections with the 6-inch gap were investigated to
determine outboard panel aileron effectiveness. The elevons were deflected
from +20 to -40 degrees in various combinations.
Aerodynamic force and moment data for the Orbiter were measured in the
body axis system by an internally mounted, six-component strain gage balance
(2.5-inch Task MK IX). The model was sting mounted with the center of rota-
tion located at F.S. 60.172. The angle-of-attack (a) range was from -10 to
+24 degrees. No yaw polars were run during this test.
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
SCHEDULE OF
FIGURE COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
NUMBER TITLE PLOTTED VARYING PAGES
Fig. 4 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 1-5
Elevon = 0 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 5 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 6-10
Elevon = -5 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 6 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 11-15
Elevon = -10 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 7 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 16-20
Elevon = -15 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 8 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 21-25
Elevon = -20 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 9 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 26-30
Elevon = -30 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 10 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 31-35
Elevon = -40 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 11 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 36-40
Elevon = 5 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 12 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 41-45
Elevon = 10 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 13 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON - 46-50
Elevon = 15 Deg. Configuration
Fig. 14 Effect of Elevon Configuration, (A) ELEVON 51-55
Elevon = 20 Deg. Configuration
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
SCHEDULE OF
FIGURE COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
NUMBER TITLE PLOTTED VARYING PAGES
Fig. 15 Elevon Effectiveness, Solid Elevon (B) ELEVON 56-77
Fig. 16 Elevon Effectiveness, Baseline (B) ELEVON 78-99
Grumman Gap
Fig. 17 Elevon Effectiveness, Six Inch (B) ELEVON 100-121
Elevon Gaps
Fig. 18 Outboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (C) ELEVON 122-134
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 0 Deg.
Fig. 19 Outboard Ailron Effectiveness, Six (D) AILRON 135-139
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 0 Deg.
Fig. 20 Outboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (C) ELEVON 140-152
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = -10 Deg.
Fig. 21 Outboard Ailron Effectiveness, Six (D) AILRON 153-157
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = -10 Deg.
Fig. 22 Outboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (C) ELEVON 158-170
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 10 Deg.
Fig. 23 Outboard Ailron Effectiveness, Six (D) AILRON 171-175
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 10 Deg.
Fig. 24 Inboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (E) ELEVON 176-188
Inch Gaps, Otbd Elevon = 10 Deg.
Fig. 25 Outboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (C) ELEVON 189-201
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 15 Deg.
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
SCHEDULE OFFIGURE COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
NUMBER TITLE PLOTTED VARYING PAGES
Fig. 26 Outboard Aileron Effectiveness, Six (D) AILRON 202-206
Inch Gaps, ELE-IB = 15
Fig. 27 Outboard Aileron Effectiveness, Six (D) ELEVON 207-211
Inch Gaps, ELE-IB = 15
Fig. 28 Outboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (C) ELEVON 212-224
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 20 Deg.
Fig.-29 Outboard Ailron Effectiveness, Six (D) AILRON 225-229
Inch Gaps, Inbd Elevon = 20 Deg.
Fig. 30 Inboard Elevon Effectiveness, Six (E) ELEVON 230-242
Inch Gaps, Otbd Elevon = 0
.'
Fig. 31 Effect of Mach No., Six Inch Gaps, (A) MACH 243-247
Elevon = 0
Note: Schedule of Coefficients Plotted on next page.
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded)
SCHEDULE OF COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED:
(A) CL, CDF, CN, CLM, CAF, CAB, XCP/L, L/DF versus ALPHA
CL versus CLM, CDF
(B) CL, CDF, CN, CLM, CAF, CAB, XCP/L, L/DF versus ALPHA
CL versus CLM, CDF
DCL, DCDF, DCN, DCLM, DCAF versus ELEVON
(C) CL, CDF, CN, CLM, CAF, CAB, XCP/L, L/DF versus ALPHA
CL versus CLM, CDF
DCL, DCDF, DCN, DCLM versus ELE-OB
(D) CYN, CBL, CY versus ALPHA
DCYN, DCBL, DCY versus AIL-OB
(E) CL, CDF, CN, CLM, CAF, CAB, XCP/L, L/DF versus ALPHA
CL versus CLM, CDF






a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pl - P.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
P pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
a ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
SBETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
P mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab . base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
AREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis











S IMOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
C CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
N qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS




CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS4REF
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
C1 CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axic System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
CDb CDB base-drag coefficient; base dragqS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSfR-
F
C CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
n qSb
CI CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD





ABC balance cavity area, ft2
AB Orbiter base area excluding cavity, ft2
CA CA uncorrected axial-force coefficient
CABC CABC balance cavity axial-force coefficient
CA CAB base end (excluding balance cavity) axial-force
B coefficient
CAT CAT model weight tare axial-force coefficient
CAF CAF forebody axial-force coefficient
LB LB Orbiter reference body length, in
6a AIL-OB outboard aileron deflection, degrees
6BF BDFLAP bodyflap deflection angle, degrees
6e  ELEVON elevon deflection angle, degrees
6el ELE-LO LH outboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
6e2 ELE-LI LH inboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
6e3 ELE-RI RH inboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
6e4 ELE-RO RH outboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
ELE-OB outboard elevon deflection angle, degrees
6r RUDDER rudder deflection angle, degrees
6SB SPDBRK speedbrake deflection angle, degrees
ACAf DCAF incremental forebody axial-force coefficient
9
ADDITIONAL NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
ACDf DCDF incremental forebody drag-force coefficient
XCp/LB XCP/L longitudinal center of pressure location,
fraction of body length
ACL DCL incremental lift-force coefficient
AC DCBL incremental rolling-moment coefficient
ACm DCLM incremental pitching-moment coefficient
ACN DCN incremental normal-force coefficient
ACn  DCYN incremental yawing-moment coefficient
ACY DCY incremental side-force coefficient
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The model utilized for this test period was the 0.0405-scale (43-0)
model of the 140A/B Space Shuttle Orbiter. The model used the blended
wing-body concept with a double delta wing planform (750/450A LE), full
span elevons (unswept hingeline), a centerline vertical tail with rudder
and/or speedbrake capability, a base mounted bodyflap, a canopy and
Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) pods.





C9  -140A/B Orbiter canopy
E26 -140A/B Orbiter elevon with no elevon gaps
E28 E26 with "Grumman" elevon gaps
E43 E26 with new "6-inch" elevon gaps
F8  -140A/B Orbiter body flap
M7  -140A/B Orbiter OMS pods
R5  -140A/B Orbiter rudder
V8  -140A/B Orbiter vertical tail
W1 6  -140A/B Orbiter double delta wing (750 /450 ALE
X9  transition grit
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded)
The following total configurations were investigated:
B26 C9 M7 F8 W116 E26 V8 R5 X9
B26 C9 M7 F8 W116 E28 V8 R5 X9
B26 C9 M7 F8 W116 E43 V8 R5 X9
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The North American Aerodynamics Laboratory (NAAL) 7.75 x 11-Foot Wind
Tunnel is a continuous flow, closed circuit, single return type tunnel cap-
able of speeds up to 200 miles per hour. The test section is vented to at-
mospheric pressure and is 7.75 x 11 feet wide by 12 feet in length. Power
is supplied by a 1250 horsepower nacelle-mounted synchronous motor driving
a 19-foot, seven-blade, laminated birch propeller. The airspeed is con-
trolled by varying the degree of coupling between the motor and propeller
by means of a magnetic clutch. A damping screen and honeycomb section in the
settling chamber upstream from the contraction cone (ratio 7.53 to 1) min-
imizes turbulence in the test section. The NAAL Wind Tunnel has been in
operation since June 1943 and calibrations are available over a wide range
of test conditions.
Tests may be conducted using a variety of mounting systems; e.g.,
single strut, double strut, sting strut, reflection plane, cable suspension,
and two dimensional wall. Aerodynamic data may be measured by a planar type
external balance system or sting-mounted internal balances. An Astrodata
Automatic Data Acquisition System is used to collect, multiplex, digitize,
and record 50 channels of force and/or pressure data on magnetic tape. This
data is then rapidly reduced and plotted using automatic data processing
equipment and an automatic digital plotter.
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DATA REDUCTION
The aerodynamic force and moment data presented were measured by the
Task 2.5-inch Mk IX strain gage balance. The data have been corrected for
model base and balance chamber effects, model blockage influence on tunnel
dynamic pressure, wall interference effects, sting and balance deflections
and model weight tare.
The corrections made to axial force were done in the following manner:
CAF CA ABC - CAB -CAT
where
CA = uncorrected axial-force coefficient
C = - ( PBC P 0o ABCABC q
P B- P 0 ABC-AB B AB B =1/5 (PBI I B5
CAT = model weight tare axial-force coefficient
The model center of pressure location was computed in percent of body
length as follows:
Cm*C * C
XCP/LB = [XC.G. 
- CN
where:
XC.G. = MRP location, inches aft of the nose
E = Wing MAC, in
LB = Body length, in
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DATA REDUCTION (Concluded)
Reference Dimensions and Constants
The following reference dimensions were used in data reduction pro-
cedures to convert aerodynamic data to coefficient form:
Symbol Full Scale Model Scale
AB Base ,area, ft2  362.140 0.5940
ABC Balance cavity area, ft2  60.052 0.0985
S Wing reference area, ft2  2690.00 4.412
b Wing span (BREF), in 936.68 37.936
SWing MAC (LREF), in 474.81 19.230
LB Length of Orbiter body, in 1290.30 52.257
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TABLE I.
TEST 0A118 NAAL 724 DATE: 9 April 7
TEST CONDITIONS
MACH NUMBER REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATEMACH NUMBER (per foot) (pounds/sq. foot) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.20 1.42 x 106/ft 60 PSF 6090'F
026 1.85 x 106/ft 100 PSF 6090F
BALANCE UTILIZED: Tak-.2 5 inch Mk IX
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: COEFFICIENT
- TOLERANCE:
NF 1500 lbs* +0.25%
SF -,750 lbs* +0.25%
AF 200 lbs ±0.25%
PM





TEST ON I l KMUaL 24 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE 2Q3 AP.L t74
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TABLE II. - Continued.
TEST: QA&,I8 NbAL 724 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE,: 29 AP?1L, 974
DATA SET SCHD.! PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS
CONFIGURATION -- OF
IDENTIFIER C, 0 4 O(5c5?RUNS __
2F6020 A + E45 A 0 -11.7 4-5 45 +5 45 Q5 1 0
7- &2 -1-0 T T1IO o+10 2
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S23 +20 420 42 Z+20 23
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TABLE II. - Concluded.
TEST: CO AA 1 KJALU 724 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE 29 AjV.L 9-D74
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS
DT CONFIGURATION - OFSDENTI FIER I P 2.e & 1 RUNS
~,O9 + E43 A TI.-7 o C +to 25 _ C
S040 +50 0-5 40
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052 _ t15 + 5 52
c355 ,__ ____ _-_. 53
054 + + 20 10 410 0 54
05 5 _ __ _ 420 55 -
.35( _ ... . .. I j 56
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*REVISED 4/24/74
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT : Bny -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 140A/B Orbiter Fuselaae
NOTE: Bp6 is identical to Bi except underside of fuselage has been
refaired to accent W411.
MODrT.C SCAT.V. o.Cf45 MODET. DRAWTNG. Sq-AOOA47, RET.FSE 12




DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Length (OML: Fwd Sta Xo=235),In. 1293.3 52.379
*Length (IML: Fwd Sta Xo=238),In. 1290.3 52.257
*Max Width (@ X0 = 1528.3),In. 264.0 l062
Max Depth (@ X0 = 1464), In. 250.00 10.125
Fineness Ratio 
.64 .264
Area - Ft 2





TABLE III. - Continued.
*REVISED 4/24/74
MODEL COMPONENT : CANOPY - C9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 3Z. Canopy used with fuselage
MODEL SCALE O.O405 MODEL SCALT. SS-AO0147, RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER' vT.n-noO _A4 -()l014oAA
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Length(x o = 434.643 to 578) 1- 4 357 5.806
Max Width (@ Xo = 513.127) 1i52.41P 6.17








TABLE III. - Continued.
*REVISED 4/24/74
MODEL COMPONENT: FT.FvON- 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B Orbiter Elevons. Solid elevon,
no gaps.
MODFRT. nnAT.E. ooA rhf- MO-flET. DRAtIN,: S-A00148, RELEASE 6
DRAWING NUMBER: L.7O-QQQn1 hoQ140B
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Area - Ft2  21 4 o.344
Span (equivalent), In. 349.20 14.143
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 118.oo 4.779
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55-19 2.235
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096







*Area Moment (Product of area & c),Ft3  1587.25 0i54
*Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 90.7 3.673
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: SLOTTED ELEVON- EoA
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Same as elvnn 
-e' entpt for baseing "Grnmmin"
gaps at 312.50 and the elevon/fuselaae intersection.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL DRAWING: SS-A01179
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-O1 0A/B
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft2  
.- 344 4
Span (equivalent), In. 4 14143
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 118.04 4.77q
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55192 2.25
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
.o6 0 Q
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
_.4O4 o.44
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00
Trailing Edge 11 5
Hingeline 0.00 .'
Area Moment (Product of area & c),Ft3  1587.2 o 54
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, Inches 90.7 3-673
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: SLOTTED ELEVON (6-INCH GAP) 
- E4 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Sam as
at Y = 312.50 and elevon/fuseag intersection. ternal ap contours
are beveled 80 from the lower to u.per surface.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405
DRAWING NUMBER: NONE SKETCH ONLY.
DIMENSIONS: 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft 2  
-2 O.44
Span (equivalent), In. 349.20 14.143
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 118.004 4.779
Outb'd equivalent chord., In. 55.192 2.235
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.40oo4 0.4oo4
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees




Hingeline 0.00 o .o
Area Moment (Product of area & c),Ft3  18725 04
Mean Aerodynamic Chord 90.-7 3.673
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TABLE III. - Continued.
*PREVISED 4/24/74
MODEL COMPONENT : RnW FT.AP - F
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Orbiter body flap configuration used on body.
B26.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL DRAWING; SS-A00147, RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-O000140B, -000400
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Length (Xo=1520 to X=1613),In. 93.00 3.767
Max Width (In.) 21;p9 i0,611
Max Depth (@ Xo = 1520), In. 23.00 0.932
Fineness Ratio
Area - Ft2
* Max. Cross-Sectional 150525 0.247
Planform
Wetted
* Base 41.847 0.0686
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : OMS/nr Pnn -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 140A/B Orbiter OMS/RCA Podsa used
on B26 .
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL DRAWING! SS-A00147, RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER VL70-000145, VL7O-000140A
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (OMS Fwd Sta. 1233.0),In. 327.000 13.244
Max Width (@ Xo = 1450.0), In. 94.5 3.827








TABLE III. - Continued.
*REVISED 4/24/74
MODEL COMPONENT: RIMR R
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Rudder used on vertical tail VA.
MODT1.AT, •SM. - nbrn
DRAWING NUMBER: VLT7O-00146B, VL70-000095
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
* Area - Ft 2  100-15 0.1643
Span (equivalent) , In. 201.00 8.141
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. "91.985
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 50.83 0.20
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
.4o 0.4o
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 
Trailing Edge 26.25 ,
Hingeline 34.89 .8
*Area Moment (Product of area &) Ft 3  0.9  ,,
*Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 73.2 2.965
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TABLE III. - Continued.
*REVISED 4/24/74
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical tail with rudder and/or
speedbrake capability.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140c, VLTO-000146A MODEL DRAWTNG. SS-AOOIka, REL. 6
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo) - Ft
2
Planform 41353 O&..7.
Span (Theo) - In. 315 P  0 7A7
Aspect Ratio 1 675 675-
Rate of Taper O507 0507 _
Taper Ratio 0.44 O 04 ..
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees.
Leading Edge 45, o 45o.000
*Trailing Edge 26 .2 0
0.25 Element Line 41.1 4 0
Chords:
Root (Theo) ;WP 268.5 10.874
Tip (Theo) WP 8.47 4,393_
MAC 199.808 8 .2
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1463.50 _ 59-7
W.P. of .25 MAC 6355Pp ;S573A
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0 n
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge ,.ngle - Deg. 10.00 10.00
Trailing Wedge Angle Deg. 14.92 _1.920
Leading Edge Radius 2,00 P00
Void Area 11.17 0.0 _
Blanketed Area 0Q.0 0.00
28
TABLE III. - Continued.
*PJREVISED 4/24/74
MODEL :OMPONENT: WING-W 6
SENA DESCRIPTION: nnfigu~rjtjnn11LOA/R Arbif., Amblg Aitsf wing-
MonprT. srOAT,- n- .M
T'EST NO. DWG. NO. VL7o-00010B, -000200




Span (Theo In. -6.M R7.Q6
Aspect Ratio 2,6r
Rate of Taper 1 177 1.177
Taper Ratio o.an 00
Dihedral Angle, degrees n - on
Incidence Angle, degrees 0 o 0, so
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees + R.On + 40
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45,ooo 45.ooQ
Trailing Edge 
- o.06 - 10.0c6
0.25 Element Line 
-45n . 2(.p)
Chords:
Root (Theo) B.P.O.0. 6.2 2.
Tiop, (Theo) BP. 1 s .B8
MAC 474.81 19
*Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i136.84 -6.042
*W.P. of .25 MAC 290.58 11.768
*B.L. of .25 MAC 18 1 7R76
EXPOSED DATA 2
*Area (Theo) Ft 17. 2.873
*Span, (Theo) In. BP108 720.68 29.188
*Aspect Ratio 2.059 2.059
Taper Ratio 0.245 0.245
Chords
* Root BP108 2o 2 6c
*Tip 1.00 b 1 5-583
*MAC 1Q2,81 1910
*Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 118.98 48,o2
*W.P. of .25 MAC 2Q.- 11.
*B.L. of .25 MAC 251.77 101
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b 0.113 0.113
Tip b -  0.12 0.127
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
* Planform Area Ft 11R. 1
*Lading Edge Intersects FusM. L. 9 Sta ooonn an
* Le.,n Edage 'ntersects Wing 9 Sta lo .oo Li .4
29
TABLE III. - Concluded.
MODEL COMPONENT: TRANSITION GRIT -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Grit located on model nose and all swept surfaces
to provide forced boundary layer transition.
NOMINAL GRIT DIAMETER - IN.
Fuselage 0.0054
All surfaces except fuselage 0.0076
STRIP THICKNESS - In. 0.10
LOCATION:




1. Positive directions of force cofficients, N Cw
moment coefficients, .and angles are C  Y
indicated by arrow C
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability Cn
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Aileron & Elevon Deflections
(-6BF
()BF
b. Sign Convention for Control Surfaces









Figure 2. - Orbiter three view.
NAAL Orbiter Installation
Top View, 6-Inch Elevon Gaps




DATA SET SYMB0. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFENCE INFORMATIN
SBF6001) OAI8 B26C37F9VI 16E26VIR5X9 




n,,, ,SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 0 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE
IATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUIATf IESCRIPTION ELE-LSO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CEF6002 OAII8 B26C9M7F8VIIE26V9R5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.(CF6001 ) OAIl8 B26C9M7FV Il6E28V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6018) OA18 B26C9M7F8VI 16E43V8R5X9 
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 2
DATA SET SY9MBOL CONFIlRATION OESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INF1ORMATION(BFS002) g OA118 B26CSM7F8V116E26V8R5X9 
.000 .00 .000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.(BF6001 ) OA118 B2C9M7F8VllSEve9V8R5x9 
.000 000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHOESBF6018 OAl18 B2WC"FvlIG E43VO5XS9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5874 INCHES
YMRP 
.0000 INCHESMRP 15.187 5 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION@ ELEVON =0 DEG.
CA)MACH =-.26 
PAGE 3
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FI, FETO LVNCOFGRTOEEO DEGCA)MACH = .26 PAG 3
DATA SET SYMBO.L COFIGURiATIU 6dESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BFS6002) 0 A118 B2SC9M7F8VlISE2SV8R5X .000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.(BF6001 ) DAI8 B26C97F8Vllr16E28VSR5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INC-ES
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CO1WIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF LEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 5
DATA SET SYM83L CONFIGRATION OESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATIONP ELEVON = -5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG RATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFRENCE INFO1ATION
I 6011 I) OA118 2 'C9M7FVllI6E26V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5,000 -5.000 EF - .4 19 SO .FT.( BF601 0 ) CA18 926C9M7F8V1 l6E28VgRSx9 
-5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 LSREF 19.22919 INCHES(BF6024) 0A!18 B26C9M7F8V IG6E43VSR5X9 
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = -5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO4N DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REF FERt _C INE :C ,
(BFSOII) DAI8 B26C 97F8Vll6E2V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 S'i . .4 19 SC., .
(BF6010 DA18 B26CS9M7FSVII6E28V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 I.; :9.?:Is9 I.: S
( BF6024) DA l8 926CSM7F8W116E43V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 i_; if 3'/.939 .,c S
x <-Rp -1 3., )7* 1 11.2 S
.ccco :~*/YMP I . : .\zC" S
SCL .0.10bC SCA,
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION9 ELEVON = -5 DEG.
(AJMACH = .26 PAGE 8
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF60II) 0A118 B26CS9M7FVW16E26VBRSx9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6010) 0AII8 B26C9M7F8VWI16E28V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
CBF6024) O AllS B26C9M7FSWII6E43VBR5x9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = -5 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 9
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGULRATION I TION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-4RO REFERENCE IFOR3ATION
(BF6011) Q OAII8 B26C9M7F8 I v61SR5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(9 BF6010) U CA18 26C91M7F8 I 6 V2RSX9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF EVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON -5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONIBF60063 I g AI1 B26CSM7FSVII6E2GVSRSX9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -20.000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.(BF6005) 0A118 B26CSM 8116E28VRXSX 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBF60253 OA118 B26CSM7FB'116E43v8R5xs 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATIONP ELEVON =-10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 11
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF IGLRATI N DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFMATIO1
(BF600S6) OAB B26C9M7F8VlIlSE2SV8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
BF60061 0 CA! 8 B26C9?7F8vW116E26VR5X9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 S.FT.(I F 6005 ) I a DA 8 B26C9M7FBwli6E28v8RX9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LRF 19.2 INCIHES
C BF62b) OA 8 B26CM7FwI16E43VS Sx9 
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-10 DEG.
CA)MACH .26 PAGF 3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION .ESRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-Rl ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6006) 0 OAi B26C9MFVJjGE2GV8R5XS9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(B6FS005) DA118 B26C"'7F8V 16E28V8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-10 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 14
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE RI TION ELE-L0 ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION(BF6006) g OAII8 B26C9M7F8VI VIR5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.tBF6005) 0AII8 B26CSM7FBVI E VBR5X9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6025 0All8 B26CSM7FVSWI 3vSR5XS -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
1 . 2 I'" " " " " " " " " " " ' " ' " " "-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* * *- - - * -- - - * - - - - -
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FIG S EFFECT OF VON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-1O DEG.
ilAIMACH .26S PAGE 15
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B9F6015 0All8 826C9 Mf7F9VII6E26VBR5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
CBF6014) DAll8 B26C9M7F8wVll6E28V8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-15 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFOMATIONCBF6015) 0 OAIl B2SC9H7FSV116E2SvSR5x9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.EBF6O14) CAll8 B26C9M7FeVI16E2V8R5X9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 LREF 19.229: INCHESC6F6027] CAIlS B26CgM7FvI 16E43VRXS 
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATIONo ELEVON =-15 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 Pl:GE 17
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI&4 DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6015 OAII8 B26C9M7lFVSWil6E2SV8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
IBF6014)3 OAII8 B26CSM7FBVilI6E28VBR5x9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-15 DEG.
[A)MACH = .26 PAGE 18
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CBF60151 0 0All8 B26C9M7F8VWII6E26V8R5X9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.C SF6014 I OA119 826CM7F8VI 6E28VBR5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-15 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 19
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI0N M I )ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
BF6O151 ) OAII B26C9M7FOV 1 X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 SREF 4.4119 . SQ.FT.
(BF6014 V 0A118 B26C9M7F8VI X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF I 'ON CONFIGURATION9 ELEVON =-I 5 DEG..
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 20
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-20 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 21
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAflN t"SCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 22
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI.GLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6030 U CA! IS B2SCSM7FSwI IE2eveRXS 
-20.000 -20,0o0 -2(,00 -20,000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.(BF60283 9 OA118 B26C9M7F8WIv16E23VeR5X9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 LREF 19.229< INCHES( BF6021 ) OA118 B2SM7FSI IE43VSRXSX 
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
t BF6030) AR I B26CS FW 11E2V6-R5X9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
( BSF6029 ] OA 19 926C9M7F8V1 I16E28V8RSX9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 24
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC I 1TION ELE-LD ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF EL ON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-20 DEG.
(A)MACH .26 PAGE 25
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE. INFORMATION
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FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-30 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 26
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONCBF6031 Q 0 DOAI B26C9M7F8WII6E26VS Rx9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.SBF6032) ] Al18 B26CM7FSVII6E28V8R5X9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2 9 INCHES( BF6033) CAl18 B26C9M7F8I 16E43V8R5X9 
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FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-30 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 27
DATA SET SYMBOL C0WNFIcGURATIODN ;SCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BFI6031) Q 0A18 B26C9M7F8V 116E2V8R5X9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 SREF 4.41 19 SQ.FT.CBF60321 DA118 B26CSM7FVW116E28VBRSX9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION9 ELEVON =-30 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 28
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6031 Q OA118 B26C9M7F8~IS16E26V9R5x9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
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FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-30 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 29
DATA SET SYMOL C0WI"RATIN DECE, ITION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO 
REFERENCE INFOA1 N
CBF60311 Q 0A18 926C'9M7FVS 1 V*5X9 -30,000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
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FIG 9 EFFECT OF EL ON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-30 DEG.
CA)MACH .26 PAGE 30
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION(BF6036) OA118 B26 CSM7F9 iI26V8R5X 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4 19 SQ.FT.CB'6F0353 L OA118 B2SCSM7FSw116E28VBRSXS -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-40 DEG.
-A)MACH 5.26 PAGE 31
DATA SET SYML CONFIGlURATI* DESCRIPTION ELE-L E-LI ELE-R! ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BF6036) Q AI 90B26CW0Vil86E2SV9R5X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6035) OAlIS B26CSK7FOVilSE28VBR5X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-40 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 32
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BF6036 P CAllS B26C9M7F8V I16E26V8R5x9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6035 ] AllS8 B26C9M7FVWII6E28VBRSX9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESCBFS034 CAllS B26C9M7F8Vll6E43V8R5X9 
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FIG 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-40 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 33
QATA SET SYMBQL CONFIGURATI0N D0ESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BF603S 3 0A11 B26C9M7F8/ ISE2SV8R5X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6035) OA118 B26C9M7FSVI16E28V9R5X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON =-40 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 34
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEI T ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tBF6036) g 0A18 926C97F89VW V -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.(B9FS035) 0A119 926C9M7FBvI V -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6034 ) CAlS18 B26CSM7FSVII V X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 I NCHiES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 10 EFFECT OF El N CONFIGURATION, ELEVON =-40 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 35
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMA ION
(9 S003) Q OA118I B2SC9M7FOVIISE2SVBR5XS 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 SREF 4.4 19 SQ.FT.
(BF6004) I CA 2B 926C9M7F8VIl6E28V8R5x9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 36
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( BF6003) O 0A118 B26C9M7F98W 1 6E2SV8R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
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FIG 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 37
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG.RATIO 4 DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 38
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
BF60031 OA 18 B26C9MF811E26VRxg 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
(BF60041 C Al 18 B2C97FSVI 16E28VBR5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBF 020 ] 0A118 2CS7F WI6ISE43VR5x9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BEF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
rr ni IT f n,rr i Tln m l I T i T IT T flT r n l l iiiT.mi I.
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FIG 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON 5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 39
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLUATION OESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBF60030 OAl8 B26C9M7F VIE26VSR5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6004) L 0AIli B26C9M7FV' II6E28V8R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION9 ELEVON 5 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6013) 0 0AI18 826C9M7FSW116E26VSR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
(BF60SI2) 0All8 826C9M7F8llW6E28VBR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
tBF6021 ) CAl 18 B26CSM7F8VW I16E43VSRSX9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
xMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
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FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 41
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FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 10 DEG.
CA)MAC = .26 PAGE 42
DATA SET SYMBOL CO IGURLATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-R REFERENCE INFORMATION(8=60131 0 OAg 1C118 S7F8 lrE1162SV X9 MOO1.000 10.000 10.006 10.000 SEF 4.4119 SO.FT.CBF6012) OA118 B26C97Ff"v116E2BV8R1Xg 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INC-ES(BF60211 OA118 B26CsH7FeV1i6E43VRSX9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 37.9359 IrCES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHIES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 10 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 43
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGULIRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6013) OAll8 B2SCSM7F8VIIE2SV8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6012 ) OAll8 B2SCSM7FSVII6E28VBR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION.- ELEVON 10l DEG,
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 44
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION SCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6013 Q OAll8 B26C9M7F8 II6E26V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
( BF60123 O CAllS 26C9M7F : IE28V9R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 45
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6007) DA 18 B26C9M7F8W IsE2VR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
SBF6008 ] OA 18 B26C9M7F8VI tSE28V8R5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S1BF6022) OAII8B 926CSM7FWVI6E43V8R5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
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FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 15 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 46
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FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATIONP ELEVON 15 DEG.
CA)MACH ..26 PAGE 47
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6007) 0A11I8 B2SC9M7F8VIIE2SV8RSX9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
BF6008) U All8 B26C9M7FBVil6E2vBvR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
CBF60223 0 Al18 B26CSM7F8V116E43VBR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.18"5 I NC, CS
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 15 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 48
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
9BF6007 ) 0Al18 B26C9M7F8WIl6E26VBR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF60083 AllS8 B26C9M7F8Vl6IE28VR5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 15 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 49
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATI DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6007) 0AlI8 926C9M7 VIISE2SV8RSX9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6008 U AllS B26C9M7 Vi1SE28V9R5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
(BF6022) CAllS B26C9M7 VlI6E43V8R5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1 875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 15 DEG.
(A)MACH .26 PAGE 50
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BFGOI6016) OAII8 B26C9s7F9VIIE26V8R5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6017) 0A118 B26C9fM7FBWll6E28V8R5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 14 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 51
DATA SET SYMBOL CO~F IGURATIlNI DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 14 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 20 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 52
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FIG 14 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 53
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CF6016 ) OAllS 26C9M7VViE26v9R5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.( BF60173 CA 18 B26CS7F8VI 16E28V8R5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(SF6023) 0CAI18 B26C9M7F8WV116E43V8R5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
1.4--1.4
1.4 - -: 1.4 - --- - - - - -
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FIG 14 EFFECT OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION. ELEVON = 20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 54
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FIG 14 EFFEC OF ELEVON CONFIGURATION, ELEVON = 20 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 55
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGULRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(9F6036) OAI1l B26CSM7FW8VIE2SVBRSX9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.( BF6031 3U Al 118 B26C9M7F8Vl 6ISE26V8R5X9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(8F60303 All8 B26C9M7F8VW116E26V8R5X9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6015) OA118 B26C9M7FSVIlSE26VSR5x9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6006)] DA118 826C9M7F8VI16E26V8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6002) OA 18 B26CSM7FBV l6E26V8R5x9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 15 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SOLID ELEVON
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 56
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPT11N ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONI BF6036, I j OAt B2SC*G9M7FO116ErVeRSvX9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.0(00 -40.000 SREF 4.419 S.FT.(BF6031) OALIC 18B26CSM7F1 ISE26VBR5X9 
-30.000 -30.00 -30.000 -33.CC2 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6030) 0A18 B26CSM7FW1 1SE26vBR5x9 
-20.00 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6015) CAll8 B2KC91t7Fwii6E26veR5x9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 1NCES(BF6OO6) 0A118 B26SCMFBII6E26V8R5X 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHESt BF602 I% CA118 B26CSMFSW116E26VSR5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15. 1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
















(A)MACH .26 PAGE 57
DATA SET SYMBOL COF IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
B9F60361 0AII8 B26C9M7F8V116E26V8R5X9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
BFS0311 ] All8 B26CS9M7F8VIlSE26V8R5x9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC BF6030 ) CA118 B26C9M7F8VWI 16SE26V8R5X9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES( BF6015) CA118 B26CSM7F8VW 16SE2SV8R5X9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5574 INCHES( BF6006 CAllS B26C9M7F8VI!SE26VSR5X9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHESC 8FS002) O All8 B2SCSM7F8W116E2SVSR5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 15 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SOLID ELEVON
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 58
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LD ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
BF6036) OA 129B2SC9MLEv.0 I052SvCRSX
(BF603 1 OAI 118 B26C9M7F 11E26V8R5X9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SRFF 4.4119 S0.:1.BF 31.) OA18 B26CM7FIEVX 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(C F6030 ) A118 B26CM7F8V116E2V X8R5X9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 E F 37.9359 INCHES
BF60153 A18 B26CSM7FBw116E2svR5x9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
BF60061 OAI 1 B26CSM7Few116E26V8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHLS
C8F6002) C) AII8 B2SC M7F W 1 6SE26v8RS5XS .000 .000 .000 .c c ZMRP 15.18/5 INCtS
SCALE .0405 SCAL-tf
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE N ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMA1 ION
(BF603S) j 0Al8 B26C9M7F8WI ?eX9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6031) CAllS B26C9M7F8vI X9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2799 INCHES
(BFS030 CAll8 B26C9M7F9VI XS -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
(BF6015] AllS B26C9tM7FSVI x9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(SF6006) DAllS B26GC9M7FSWI X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
(BF6002) [( CAll8 B26CSM7F8VW I X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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G 15 ELEVON EF IENESS. SOLID ELEVON
MACH = .26 PAGE 60
DATA SET SYMBOL C~FIGIRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-Lr ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONBF6011) 0 OAII8 B26C9T7F8/II6E26v9R5X 
-5.00 -5.000 -5.00 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.CBF6002 1 OAI 18 926C97FBWI ISE26VBR5X9 
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FIG 15 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SOLID ELEVON
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 61
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
1BF6011 OA118 B26C9M7F8VII6SE2SVBRSX9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4,4119 SO.FT.
( F6002 OA118 B26CSM7FSVWI SE26VBRSX9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
(BF6003) CAll8 B26CSM7FBVW116E26V8RSX9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
(BFS013) CAll8 B2SCSM7F8WI16E26VBRSX9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 xMRP 43.5974 INCHES
SBF6007 cAll8 B26CsM7FVil6E26V8R5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6016) C CA18 B26C9M7F8VwilE26V9R x9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.n... . .. o .. ....... .... .. n .... . .. " .4 0 . " ... .. " " " " " ' '" " " " " "
1.6
1.-2-- -- ----
1-------- - ------- -- .2------ ------------
10------------- . --- -3- -- -------------
1.0- -------- -- ---------
.8"
.8--------. ------ ----- -- ------ - --------- - .15 ----- 0- ---- ------------
.6--------4 - -- --. - -------. 5 --- -- --
-' '.10- X- - - -- ' - -
.4-
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BFGOI 1 ) OAI8 92SC9M7F8VWIISE26V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
CBF6002) OA118 B26C9M7F8- 116E2SV9RSX9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF60033) CA118 B26C9M7F8W116E26v8R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(B9F6013} OAll B26C9M7FW8VIISE26VSR5 x9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF6007) CAll B26C9M7F8Wil6E26VBR5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6016) OAll8 B26C9M7F8ViWS6E26VBRSX9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1975 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 15 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SOLID ELEVON
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 63
DATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATION OESIPTI'liN ELE-LO ELE-L I ELE-Ai ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
C9F6011 OAI 8 B26C9M7FII.E2GVI5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.
CBF6002) CAllS B26C9M7FSVIIE26V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 1.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(9F6003) CAlI8 926C9M7F8VIISE2SV8R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
(BFS6013) AllSI B2SCSM7FBV116E26V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INC-ES(BF6007 A 0A 18 B26C9M7FSV.ISE2SV8R5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
(BF6016) AllS 8B26C9M7FSVI6ISE2SVBR5x9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP -15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI 1 1 TION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tBF60ll 0 IAlI9 826C I V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.CBF6002) F CAll 26C I 2 v8R5x9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(8F6003) CAllS B2C9 I 6 VBR5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESSBF6013)] CAl 18 B26CS 1 61 V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6007) CAll8 B26CS 1 2 68R5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES( BFS6016 C AllS B26C9M 1 6 8R5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE I~O~RMATION
0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 dF6036 -40.000 JF6031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESO -6.000 SPD 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJF6006 -10.000 F6011 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
-4.000 RUER .000 BETA .000 JF60 .000 4F6003 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCH-ESS -2.000 JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
.6---------------
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SYO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA S. ICE REFERENCE INFORATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O1 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6036 -40.000 JF603I -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 4.000 SP09RK 25.000 0BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJF66.000 RU006 -10.000 JF6011 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES6.000 RUER .000 BETA JF6002 .000 JF6003 5.000 YMRP .0000 INC-ES
8.000 JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESJF6016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
.7 
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FIG 15 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, .SOLID ELEVON
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.[ 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF0S36 -40.000 JFS6031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INC S
C 14.000 SPOBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJFS00O6 -10.000 JFS011 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INC-ESA 16.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 JF6002 .000 JFS003 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCH-ES
L 18.000 JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 SCALEZMRP 15.187005 INCHES
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UA i UBZSCSM7F8W116E26V8R5X9 CJF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATiNO 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.EO 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6036 -40.000 JF6031 -30000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJF6006 -10.000 JF60II -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 25.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 F002 .000 JF60 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES* ric2 .00 dro3 ZooYRP 1. 1075 INCHES
JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INC-ES
JFS016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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UA l18 B ZsM7Fi-8W1 16L26V8R'X9 (W'6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -o10.600 MACH .20 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O -8.000 ELE-RI -40,000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6036 -40.000 JF6031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BRF 37.9359 INCHESJF6006 -10.000 JF6011 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS -4.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 JF62 .000 JF6003 5.000 YMRP .000 NCHES
S -2.000 JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.175 INSCALE
JF016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DA118 B26C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 CJF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SRC REFERENCE INFORMATI1N
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEV1N DATASET ELEVN SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RD -40.000 JF603S -40.000 JF6031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 4.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJF6.000 RUDR .0000S -10.000 JF6011O -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
.000 RER .00 BETA .000 JF6002 .000 JF6003 5.000 YMP .0000 INCHES8.000 JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZWP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA1 18 B26C9M7F8W1 16E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFUtMATICN
O 10.000 MACH .2G0 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O1 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JFS036 -40.000 JF6031 -30.000O LREF 19.2299 INCHES
o 14.000 SPBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESS 06 1 00 1 -5. 0 XMRP 43 5974 N
A 16.000 RULCDER .000 BETA .000 JFS02 .000 JF6003 5.000 .0000 INCHES
18.00m JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6O16 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DA 118 B26C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 
.CJF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA S0.1RCE REFERENCE IWORMATIONO 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O[ 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6036 -40.000 JFS031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 SP0BRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF600 -20 000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
S 25.000 RUER .000 ETA JF6006 -10.000 JF6011 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES25.000 RLER . BETA .000 JFSo02 .000 JFoo 5.000 YMRP .co0 INCHESJF6013 10.000 F6007 15:000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 dF6036 -40.000 JF6031 -30.0D LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S -6.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHO-ESJF600G -10.000 JFS6011 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
-4.000 RUODDER .000 BETA .000 JF6002 .000 JF6003 5.000 Y .0000 INCHES
S  -2.000 JF6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DA 118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SY L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REERENCE IIFORMATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF03 -40.000 JF6031 -30 o.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 4.000 SPCBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF030 -20.000 JFS015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJF600 -10.000 JFSo011 -5.000 MRP 43.5974 INCHES6 6.000 RUOOR .000 BETA .000 JFSO02 .000 JF6003 5.000 YMP .000 INCHES
8.000 JFS013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZAP 15.875 INCHES
JF6018 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FI 15 ELVO ........S9 OLD LEO
UA1 L5 ZbLJM/8FW1 16E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO~RCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONO o0.0W MACH .26 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEV13 DATASET ELEV1N SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6036 -40.000 JF6031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 14.000 SP09RK 25.000 BDOFLAP -12.000 Fs6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.935 INCHESJ 6 6 -1 .  %TF601I1 - .  XMK'P 43.59'74 INCHES
A 16.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 F600 -1.000 JF6003 5.000 YP 43.57 INCHES
018.000 JF6013 1 .00  JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6016 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
U8 . -u
I8- ------ --------------- -----
zw .14 -
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E26V8R5X9 (JF6036)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLIES DAIA SOuRCE. REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DAIASET ELF,.VON DAASE FLEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.L 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6036 -40.000 JF6031 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 B0FLAP -12.000 J&G6030 -20.000 JF6015 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
JF6006 -10.000 JFi01i -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 25.000 RUDOER .000 BETA .000 JF6O02 .000 JF003 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
JF 6013 10.000 JF6007 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JFS601 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 15 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SOLID ELEVON
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMAT1ION
(BF6035 OA! 18 B26C9M7F8vIWIlE28V8R5x9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BSF60321 ] OAl18 B2SC9M7F8WIlSE28V8R5x9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6029) Q AllB B26C9M7FVBWIGE28VBR5X9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES( B 6014 CA11S B2SC6CSM7FSWi6ISE28V8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6005) L DA 18 B2SC9M7FBWII SE28V8R5x9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF60013) [ CA118 B26C9M7F8VI16E28V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INC tES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 78
DATA SET SYMBOL CO'IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6035) C AI18 B26C9M7F9VW116E28VR5x9 40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.41.19 SO.FT.C8F60323 OA118 B2SC9M7FBWI S16E28V8R5x9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
BF6029) 0A118 B26C9M7FVWI IS6E28V8R5x9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES[8FS0142 CA118 B26C9M7F8VII6E28V8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
BF6S005) 0AII8 B26CSM7F8VW116E28V8R5x9 
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FIG 1G ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
CA)MACH .26 PAGE 79
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-Li ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMAIION
( BF6035 I OAI B2SCT9M7F8VWIISE28VSR5X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6032) AII8 B2SC6C9SM7FBWiISE28VBR5X9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 29.2299 INCHES
(BF6029) OAI18 B2SCSM7FBVI6ISE28VSR5X9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BFG014 OAII8 826C9M7F8VWII6E28VSR5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF6005) CAIIB B26C9M7F8VWI6ISE28VBRSX9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6001 ) A 18B B26CSM7FSVwI 16E28VBRSX9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .040 SCALE
1 4 ... . .. ... . . . .. .. . .  .  ..  .. ... . .... .. .. ... . .... . .... . .... . .... .
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 80
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6035 DA118 B2SC9M7FWVII6E28VBR5x9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6032) ] CAl 18 B26CSM7FBVI ISE28VSR5X9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
(BF6029) A118 826C9M7FBwVI 16E28VSR5X9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BEF 37.93509 INCHES(BF6014 ) DAS B26C9M7F8VWlI6E28V8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF6005) OAIIS B26C9M7F8V116E28V8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
(BF60013) OAll8 B26CSM7FVS116E28vSR5xS .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.18/b INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALEm w !r'r .. . . . . .. W ... . .. T i, . .. .. ....... ...W W .. . .. ... ...I T I, .. . : ... .
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 81
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE I T ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6035) OAII8 B2 CSM7FVI V X9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6032) 0A118 826CSM7FSVI v x -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6029) AllS B26CSM7FSWI V X9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
(BF6014) CAll8 826C9M7F8VI V X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
BFS6005) 0All8 B2SCSM7FBWVI ,V X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
SBF6001) [ CA118 B26CS7FSWVI v X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
i . '" ..... .... .  ..... r rl T .. . . ... . . . . 1 4 .... " " " I" " ". . ... ... .. ...
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AMACH = .2 PAGE 82
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FIG 16 IIIIJVONI EFH oS9BSLN RMA A
CAMC 2 AE 9
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMA7ION
( BF6010 ) OAt i 926C9M7F8W116E28VSR5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SPEF 4.4119 SO.FT.[ BF6001) L O A 19 B2SC9M7F8V I 16E28V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6004) 0CAI18 B26CSM97F8V116E28VSR5x9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF60122 0AI19 B26C9M7FSWVI16E28vSR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES( BF6008) 0A118 B2SCSM7F8Vil6E28V8R5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6017) O AIS 92SC9M7F8VWIISE28V8R5x9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... • 0 ....... n n n.. ... ..................., , ' "' " . U "' " " " " " " " i " .. . . . .. . . ." .... .... .......
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 83
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BFS010)I CAllS B26C9M7F8WII6E28VBR5x9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF60013 ] AllS B26CSM7F8W116E28VBRSX9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF60043 OAl18 B26C9M7F8VIIGE28vBRSX9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BR~EF 37.9359 INCHES
[BF60123 Al18 B26C9M7FVI116E28V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6008) AllS8 B26CSM7FSWVI6E28VSR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
tBF6017) [1 OAllS B26CSM7F8V116E28vSR5x9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
(A)MACH. = .26 PAGE 84
DATA SET SYMBOL COI$IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
BF6010) 0Al18 B26CSM7FW8VI16E28V8R5x9 
-5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.C BFS001 ) DA18 B26C9M7F8V 1ISE28VBRSx9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6004) DA118 B2SC9M7FSVW1SE28V8R5x9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6012) DA118 B26C9M7FSw116E28V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6008) CAllS 826C9M7FSWil6E28V8R5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6017) C CAll9 26C9M7F8VW116E28VSR5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
* 1 4 !"' ""~ "" "" "" ' "'~ "' '" "" "" "" '" "" ' . 1 2 t'. YW '"' "" TI FlY lly' !IT T" " " "" T** W,
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
-A)MACH = .26 PAGE 85
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUIRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6010) O 0A AII8 B26CSM7FVII6E28VSR5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5,000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6001 ] OAII8 B26CSM7FBVWII6E28VR5)9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
(BF6004 I A118 B26C9M7FSW116E28VBR5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6OI2) 0AII8 B26C9M7FB8I6E28VBRSX9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF60083 OAll B26C9M7FSV116E28VBR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
(BF6017) [ O CAl18 B26C9M7FW8V116E28VBR5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.18r75 INCHES
SCALE .0405b SCALE
179 111i1 III 17 I 1*T1 IflI nTi lITi 171 117iii 11 1 I IT! IT TY'1ii i7. 1171 fIi 711i i TITi 179 i ll T 171i iiii 11ii .7l19,l l 7I1.
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 86
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFWIGLRAT I DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-L] ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BFS6010) OAII8 9B26C VI6E28V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
EBF6001 CA 118 .26C9M W116E28V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
C BF6004 I OA11 B26C9 / VI 6E28VBR5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES[BF6012) OA128 B26CS V I6E28V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCI ESCF6008) L AIIB B26C9M wi 6E28VBR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
C BF6017 ( DAlB B26CSM7 V 16E29VBRSX9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALEI '.... .... , lrWVWWW ..... .. ..... ...... 14 !... .... . .. . . ... ..... .. ......1 .2 I " "- ' " 14 I " " I I " T Y
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FIG 16 ELEVOI EFF CTIVENESS, BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
CA)MACH .26 PAGE 87
CA118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
[L -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS -6.000 SPOBRK 25.000 B0FLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 F6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
-w KF6005 -10.000 KF600I -5.000 XMRP 43.5914 INCHES
A -4.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 iKF6001 .000 KF6004 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
-2.000 KF6012 20.000 KF6008 15:000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
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A 118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMB1L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMtATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEV1N SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.I 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INC-ESO 4.000 SPwRK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESKF6005 -10.000 KF6010 
-5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INO-CHES.000 RU0ER .00 BETA 000 KF6 000 KF6CO4 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES8.000 KF6012 10.000 KF6008 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 (KF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S 14.000 SPOBR 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 EF 37.9359 INCHESKF600S -10.000 KF6010 -5.000 XP 43.5974 INCHESL 16.000 RUDDOER .000 BETA .000 KF6001 .000 KF6004 5.000 YMP .0000 INCHES
18.000 KF6012 10.000 KF6008 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
KF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
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0All8 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SORACE REFERENCE IWOFIMATIO
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.0 LREF 19.2299 INCO-ES
C 24.000 SPOBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
KF6005 -10.000 KF6010 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 25.000 RUDER .000 BETA .000 KF6001 .000 KF6004 5.000 YRP .0000 INCHES
KF6012 10.000 KF6008 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
KF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 16 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, BASELINE GRUMMAN GAP
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAIETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO.0 -40.000 DATASET ELEVON 0ATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
] -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6O35 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 -6.000 SPOBR 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KFI6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESKF6005 -10.000 KFSOIO -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS -4.000 RUODER .000 BETA .000 KF6001 .000 KF6004 5.00 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S -2.000 KF6012 10.000 KF6008 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCES
KF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 (KF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOMRC REFERENCE INFORMATIONo .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO 
-40.000 0ATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SPEF 4.4119 S.T.O 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF8035 -40.000 KF0 -30000 LREF 19.2299 INES4.000 SPiBRK 25.000 SOFLAP -12. 000 K6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESKF6005 -10.000 KF6010 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 6.000 RUER0 *000 BETA 000 KF1 .000 KF6004 5. 000 YRP .0000 INCES
.000 KF6012 10.000 KF600S 15000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESKF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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Al118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOLRCE REFERENCE INFORMATIC4
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.O 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
o 14.000 9PCBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 KF602 -20.000 F6014 -15000 BREF 37.9358 INCHES
16.000 RL0ER .000 BETA tKF6005 -10.000 tKF6010 -5.000 XW 43.5974 INC-ESS 1.000 RUER .000 BETA .000 KFO1I .000 KF6004 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
18.000 KF6012 10.000 KF6000 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
KF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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CAl 18 B26C9M7F8W1 18E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYU0L ALPHA PARAYETRIC VALUES DATA SOU0CE REFERENCE INFORWATIIo 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-O 
-40.000 OATASET ELEVCEN OATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KFS035 -4.000 F6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 SPBGR 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESKF6005 -10.000 KFI010 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 25.000 RUDER .000 BETA 000 KF6001 .000 KF6004 5.000 YRP .0000 INCHES
KF6012 10.000 KF600S 15= ZMRiP 15.1875 INCHESKF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DA 118 B26C9M7F8W1 16GE28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -10.o000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KFG 035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 -6.000 SPOGRK 25.000 SOFLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.0 BEF 37.93 INCHESA .FS005 -10.000 KFoio -5.Oc XMWP 43.5974 INCHESS -4.000 RER .000 BETA .000 KF6001 .000 K6004 5.000 YM .0000 INC ES
b. -2.000 KF6012 10.000 KF60S" 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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0A1 18 B26C9M7F8W1 16E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOL.RCE REFERE NCE INF ATION
o .000 MACH 
.2r60 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.41 19 SQ.FT.
o 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S 4.000 SP0RK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 KF029 -20.000 - F6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES6.000 RER KF6005 -10.000 KF010 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
.0 0OER .6000 BETA 0  001 .000 KF6004 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
. .000 KF6012 10.000 F6008 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCS
KFS017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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CA118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 (KF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 F G= -40.000 KFS032 -30.000oo LREF 19.2299 INCES
) 14.000 SP08R9 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 8F029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESKF6005 -I0.000 KF6OI0 -5.000 XMtIP 43.5974 INCHESA 16.000 RULOOER .000 BETA .000 KF6 01 .000 KF6004 5.000 YRP .0000 INCHES
18.0 KF012 1.000 KF600 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
KFOI7 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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A 118 B26C9M7F8W116E28V8R5X9 CKF6035)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFRATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 KF6035 -40.000 KF6032 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INO-ES
O 24.000 SPOBRK 25.000 80FLAP -12.000 KF6029 -20.000 KF6014 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESKF6005 -10.000 KFS010 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 25.000 RUDDER .000 BETA 000 KF01 .000 KFS 04 5.000 YP .0000 INCHES
KF6012 10.000 KFS00 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 I S
KF6017 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(rS0343 0 OAIIS B26CM'4WFSVI6E43v-R5x9 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
(6033) )L OA18 B26C9M7F8Vl 16E43V9R5X9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
CBF60283 C 0A18 B2SC97F8VI16E43VSR5X9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6027 ) CAll8 B26C9M7FSVII6E43V8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF6025) CAl lS B26C9M7F8ViW16E43V8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
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FIG 17 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH ELEVON GAPS
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 100
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlRATION ESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFW MATION(BF60343 OAII 826C9M7F8IS6E43V8R5X9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.SBF6033 OAI18 B26C9M7F8 V116E43V8RSX9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC BF6028 ] OAll8 926C9M7FSI1 IE43VBR5X9 
-20.00 
-20.000 
-20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESCBF60271 CA118 B26C9M7F8Vil6E43V8R5X9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESC BF6025 All1 B2SC9M7F8VWI I6E43V8R5X9 
-10.000 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YtMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6018O OA118 BCI 2SCSM7FBvIISE43VBR5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6034) DAt 8 B26C9M7FW8V116E43V8R5x9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF60333 DAIB8 B26C9M7FBWV116iE43V8R5X9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6028) OAl1S B2SCSM7FSVI16E43VBR5x9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6027) DAllS B2SC9M7FVI116E43V8R5x9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6025) DA118 B26C9M7FBVWII6E43V8RSx9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YZMR .0000 INC-iES(BF6018) CAll8 B26CSM7FBV116E43vSR5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 'SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION(BF6034) 0 OA1I1 BGC9M7F8VII6E43v8R5x9 
-40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.BF60333 2 CAllS B2SC9M7FSVlI6E43V8RSX9 
-30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6028) ) OA18 B2SCSM7F8VWI16E43VBR5x9 
-20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6027) CAll8 B26C9M7F8VIISE43VSR5X9 
-15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRFP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6025) C AllS B2CSM7F8vI6lE43VSR5X9 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES[BFSO182 0A18 B26C9M7FSBW1E43VS5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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CA)MACH .26 PAGE 103
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEE I ION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(eF6034) 1 OAIIS B26C9H7F6Vt1 8R59 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 -40.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6033) OA118 B26C9M7F8VWI 8R5x9 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
SBF6021 0Al18 B26C9M7FBV¥ lSR5X9 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 -20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
BF6027" CAl1l 826CM7F8v F8R5X9 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 -15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF6025) DAll8 B26C9M7F8Vl1 18R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
[1F6018) [ OAll8 B2SC9M7FSVI 6 8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INC ESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
EBF6024) AII8 B26C9SM7FBVlE43V8R5X9 
-5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.BFs6018) OAII8 826C9M7F8WVi16E43V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC9 F60203 0A118 B26C9M7F8v116E43VSR5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
BF6024) j OAIS B26C9M7FSV1l6E43VSR5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF6018) CAllS B26C9M7FS1i6E43V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
t 9F60203 AllS B2SC9M7F8V1I16SE43V9R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
EBF6021) CAl18 926CSM7F8VI16E43V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
( BF6022) All8 B2CMC9T7F8V116E43V8R5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES(BF6023) ( CA8I B26SC97 FSV1I6E43VSR5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUORATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(OF6024) OAi 8 826C9M7FV ll6E43vSR5x9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
BF6018) L A118 B26C9M7FVl 16SE43V8R5x9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF60201 Q AII8 B26C9M7FvW I 6E43v8R5x9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESt BFS6021 ) DAII8 B2SCSM7F8VIISE43VSR5x9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES(BF6022)] DAll8 828C9M7FBWIISE43V8R5x9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES( BF6023) [ A 0 ll8 B26C9I7FSVIISE43VSR5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG URATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IF6024 0A110 B2SC9M7FViw I6E43VBR5x9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BFS018 , DA118 B26CS M7F8VI16E43VSRSX9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6020) 0A118 92SC9M7F8WlISE43V8R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6021) OAlIB B2SC9M7F8W116E43VBR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
(BF6022) CAlIB B26C9M7FBVW116E43VSR5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
(BF6023) 0A118 B26CSM7FSW116E43VSR5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATI SCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(9B6024) 0Al 18 26C 116E43V8R5X9 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 -5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
CBF6018) 0AI 8 B26CS 116E43VBR5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
I BE6020) CA118 B26C9 11SE43V9R5X9 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
(BF6021) CAl18 B26C9 I16E43v8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 XMRP 43.b974 INCHES
( BF6022) CA118 826CS 11SE43VBRSX9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
( BF60233 [ CAl 8 B26C9 I16E43VeR5X9 20.000 20.000 20.000 20.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DAl b 2bUlM/iF8W116E43V8R5X9 CJF6034)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
-6.000 S 2.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6028 -20.000 JF6027 -15,00 BREF 37.9359 INCHESS -. 000F6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5.= XMRp 43.5974 INCHES
A -4.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 4F6018 C.000 JF6020 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S -2.000 021 10.000 JF022 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CJF6034)
SYIMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOAURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 4.000 SPDB9RK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 4F6028 -20.000 JF6027 -15.000 EF 37.9359 INCHESJF6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
S 6.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 JF6018 .000 020 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 6021 10.000 F6022 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCES
,JF6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (JF6034)
SYMB1L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOJRCE REERENCE FaRMATION
O 10.000 MACH .2GO60 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SOQ.FT.
O 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF60 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCES
0 14.000 SPOBRK 25.000 BC0FLAP -12.000 JF6028 -20.000 JF6027 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES,rF6025 1  604 - .  XMRP 43.5974 A 16.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 JF6018 00 JF6020 5 X 43 INCES
S . JF021 10.000 JF602 5 MRP 15.15 INCHES
JFo23 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (JF6034)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
[] 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2?99 INCHES
O 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF628 -000 00 TF6027 -15.000 BREF 37.93b9 INCHES,.WF6025 -10.000 ,JF6024 -5.ooo XMRP 43.59"74 INCHES
A 25.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 JF60 10 .000 JF6020 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
JF6021 10.000 4F6022 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
JF6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7FSW116E43V8R5X9 JF6034)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -I0.00 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.41 19 SO.FT.
[J -8.o000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2259 INChES
C -6.t00 SPOBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF6028 -20.00o JF6027 -15.000 BREF 
37.9359 INCHES
SJ.F6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A -4.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 jFr018 .0oo0 F6020 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S -2.D000 ,F6021 10.000 JF6022 15.000 SZMRPALE .0405 SCALE
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OAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (JF6034)
SYMB. AL.PHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA S RCE TV REFERENCE I1 ATICN0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 OATASET ELEVON OATASET ELEVeN SREF 4.419 SO.FT.O 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 6034 -40.000 JF=6033 -30.000 LREF S19.2299 INOES0 4.000 SPOBR 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 F -20. 802 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCES
6.000 RUDOER .000 BETA 000 6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
96.000 B JF|86 .000 JF6020 5.000 YMRP .00=0 INCHES06021 10.000 dF6022 15.000 MP 15.1 W5 INCHES
S15.1875 'S
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A1 18 B2GC9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 (JF6034)
SYPUS. ALPHA PARAmETRIC vALuEs dATA S5.W FEWCE INFMIATION0 10.000 MACH 
.260 ELE-LO -40.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119o 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE.-RO -40.000 .JF603 -4 J 3 -o.000 LREF 19.2299 IMC> 14.000 SPOBSW 25.000 BDFLAP -12 cO JP6028 -20.000 JP6027 -15 EF *9359 INCESA 16.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 m 0 006020 5 MRP 3.00 INCHES18.000 J6021 10.000 JF6022 15000 ZMRP 155 INES1o~oZMRoP~ 15.1875 INCHES
JF6023 20.00 SCALE .o045 SCALE
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DAl18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CJF6034)
SYMBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI ON
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 J1F034 -40.000 J F033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 0BOFLAP -12.000 JF028 -20.000 JF6027 -15.IC EF 37.9359 INCHES
JF6025 -10.000 JFS6024 -5.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCESA 25.000 RLER .000 BETA .000 JF36018 .000 JF6020 5.000 YRP .0000 INCHES
JFS021 10.000 JF6022 15.000 ZMRP 15.175 INCHES
JF6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CJF6034)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFERENCE IFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .280 ELE-L0 -40.000 OATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O -8.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-R -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
> -6.000 SPOBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 JF602 -20.000 JF6027 -15.000 REF 37.93 INCHES,,,FGM2 -10.000 ,;F6024 -5.000 XMRP 43.59'74 INICHES
A -4.000 RUDDER .000 BETA .000 JF0 -10.000 ,F6020 5.000 x 43.57 INCHES
S -2.000 JF6021 10.000 60 15.000 ZRP 15.1875 INCHES
.F6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 17 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH ELEVON GAPS
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OAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (JF6034)
SYM3 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFRMATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LD -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.O 2.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 J6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCIES
S 4.000 SP9RK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 JF6028 -20.000 JF6027 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESJF6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5. X MRP 43.5974 INCHES6.000 RLCO ER .000 BETA .000 JF6018 .000 JF20 5.00RP .0000 INCHES
8.000 JF6021 10.000 JF6022 15000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCES
JF6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (JF6034)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO.RCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 12.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.00 jF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
C 14.000 SPRK 25.=000 BLAP -12.000 JFG 02 -20.000 6027 -15.000 BF 37:9 INCESJF6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5.000 XMRP 43.5S74 INCHESS 16.000 RUODER .000 BETA .000 JF6018 .000 JF6020 5 000 YRP 0000 INCHES
S 18.000 JF6021 10.000 JF6022 15.000 ZP 15.1875 INCHES
JF 6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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Al118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 CJF6034)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOAMATIONO 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO -40.000 DATASET ELEVON DATASET ELEVON SREF 4.4119 SO.PT.
O 22.000 ELE-RI -40.000 ELE-RO -40.000 JF6034 -40.000 JF6033 -30.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BFLAP -12.000 JF6028 -20.000 JF6027 -15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
JF6025 -10.000 JF6024 -5.000 XMIRP 43.5974 INCH-ES25.000 ROER .000 BETA .000 JF018 .000 JF6020 5.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
JF6021 10.000 JF6022 15.000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCES
JF6023 20.000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IBF6037) 0A118 B2C9M7F8WII6E43V8R5x9 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BF60189) OA118 B26CSM7FSWIS6E43V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
CBF60393 OA118 B26CSM7F8Vll16E43v8R5x9 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.187/5 I NCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 122
DATA SET SYMBOL CiONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-L I ELE-RI ELE-R RENCE INFOIFATIONSBF607 I OAII8 B26C9MF8VII6E43VR5X9 
-o10.000 .0000 000o -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.(BF6039) AIIS 826CSM7F8V116E43V8R5x~x9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCOESSBF639 CA8 B F8116E43 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INC -ES
xRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .. 0000 INCHESZMRP 15.1875 INC ES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBO ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PG 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RD IREFERENCE INFORMIATION
(BF6037) OAII8 B26C9K7F8VI6E43V8R5X9 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
( F60189 OAll8 B26C94M7FSVISE43V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 124
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rAMC = 2!AG:2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
tBF6037) 0AS19 B26C9M7F8VWll6E43V8R5X9 -10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
aBF6019) OAll1 92BGCSM7F v 1GE43VSR5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
EBF6039) OAIIS B26C9M7F8W116E43v8R5x9 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 I NCHES
YM P .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15. 187Tb INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS. INBD ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 125
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS. INBD ELEVON =0 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 126
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON =0 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 126
OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REREE INFOMATINO -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-B DATASET ELE-1 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O -8.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FF6037 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SPDRK 25.000 FF6039 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5874 INCHESS -4.000 8OFLAP -12.000 RULDER .000 YMRP 0o INCHES
-2.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE7. 7i i g g Tl t r I Ig N mlg I Ii i.i r ii gg NT I IIg iI III.. ... l i.. i.li I il. . II.. ii T
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 0 DEG.
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DA 118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
1 2.000 ELE-La -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FFS037 -1O.00 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 4.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP 25000 FF039 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
S 6.000 B0FLAP -12.000 RU00ER .000 YRP .0000 IM-ES
8.000 AIlL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOJRCE REFERENCE INFORMATI
O 0.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-B DATASET ELE- SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 12.000 ELE-LD -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FFS037 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCES
C 14.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP 2=RK 5.0 FF6039 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43 5974 I
L 16.000 90BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
18.000 AIL-08 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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Al 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYMBKL ALPHA. PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
S 22.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FF6037 -10.000 FF6019 .000 LREF 319.2299 INCHES
2500 FM 000 RF 37 .S IN~CHES( 24.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP 25.000 FF039 10.000 XRP 43574 NCHES
L 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RlJ00ER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
AIL-OS .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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FIG 18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 0 DEG.
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DA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOLARCE REFEREN IWNRMATO
0 -10.000o MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-0B DATASET ELE- SIEF 4.4119 SO.FT.
0 -8.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FFG037 -10.000 FF6018 L000 REF 19.2299 INESS -6.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP19RK 25.000 FF5039 10.000 * BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
-4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUODER .000 Yep .0o INCHES
-2.000 AIL-CB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8Wl 16E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SPr REFERENCE INF MATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-B OATASET ELE-OB StEF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FF6037 -10.000O FF6018 .C) LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 4.000 ELE-RO -10.000 25.000 FF6039 10.000 BEF 37.935 INCESXMP 43.59"74 CH
S 8.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YRP .0000 INCHOES
90.000 AIL--B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
7 11 III n I l I II gil II I r I I gil WlllllI! ITI I IIII T II 735 1l l N I TII rvI nl nI IIII g i g i IIII I rl Til I! fil 11l
.6-3 ----------------
- .2----------------
-: 2--------------------- ------------ 
------------
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FIG - OUTBOARD ELEVEN EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEViN = 0 DEG.
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-5----------- -.25--0 '
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FI 7.~ z~ ELE-OB 20ELE-OB
FG18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPSo INBD ELEVON =0 DEG.
A I 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6037)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA S5. REFERENCE INFORATION
0 10.000 MA04 .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET ELE-B DATASET ELE--B SRF 4.4119 S.FT.O 12.000 ELE-LO -0.000 ELE-RI .000 FFS037 -0.000 FF6018 .0 LREF 9.2299 ICES
S 14.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP0BRK 25.000 FF6039 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXP ~ 43.5674 INCESA 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUCDER .00 XMRP 43.500074 INCHES
18.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE7 ti iii ig J ill ii i ir rii ghl lT.BIgiii .. ... . 3 5 T i W IT .. i . .
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OA 18 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 C(FF6037)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI *000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-B SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 22.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI .000 FF6037 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC 24.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SPBRK 25.000 FF6039 10.000 BREF 37.59 INCESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUCCER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
AIL-OS .000 BETA .000 ZRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
7 11 II III 1 !11111 IIII III l11 II 17 li n IIlll 7 1 13 1 7 !111 7 1!11 IT vv I in rw I 1 I l' il rIII II711111 Inllti T
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FG18 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH GAPS. INBO ELEVON =0 DEG.
PA1F 114
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFO0RMATIONCRFe6O1 ) DAu18 926C9M7F89IIGE43V8R5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.CRF60401 .i 0A1 826CSM7FSWvISE43V8RXSg 5.000 .000 .000 -5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHEStRFS0383 Q DA18 B2"6MF8W9I6E43V8R5X9 10.000 .000 .000 -10.000 RfEF 37.93b9 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.18 5 INCHES
SCALE .040 SCALE
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FIG 19 OUTBOARD AILRON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 0 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 135
0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIOIN
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 OATASET AIL-08 DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
S -08.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI .000 FFS6018 .000o FF6040 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SP08RK 25.000 FF6038 10.000 BRE 43.5974 INCHES
A -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUMCER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
-2.000 ELE-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.175 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6018)
SYMBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI NO .000 MAOCH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-0B SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI .000 FFS018 .000 FF6040 5.00 LREF 19.2299 INoESS 4.000 ELE-RO .000 SPBR 25.000 FF6038 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXt'P 43.5974 INCHES6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RLCDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES8.000 ELE-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 19 OUTBOARD AILRON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS. INBD ELEVON = O-DEG.
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CFF6OI8)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR ATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 OATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-OB SRF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
0 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI .000 FF6018 .000 FF6040 5.00 REF 719.2299 INCES2500 FS38 1.00 RF 37.9359 IN~CHES
0 14.000 ELE-R .000 SP 25.000 FF6038 10.000 xMRP 43.5974 INCES
A 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUMER .000 YP .00W INCHES
S 18.000 ELE-OB .000 BETA .000 ZSCALE .18705 ISCALESCALE .0X05 SCALE
.0 14 .. . . .. . .'" .' .." .T .0 45 "" ...... ..020'
.012- .040 .015-
.010 .035 -- .010-
.008 .030 - --. 005-
.006-: - . 025 ---- 0-
.004 .020--- -. 005-
.002- - .01-5- -. 010-
z 0- i .010- - - -. 015




-. 004 0 - -. 025
.006 .00 .030
-. 008: -. 010 --. 035-
. . " - ""- - i~ -- H I
.010 -. 015 -. 040
------ 
- -.- +, , --4- I '
-. 012- -. 020 -. 045--
i 2
-. 014t -.o- -- -H- -. 00
0 10 0 10 0 10
AIL-OB AIL-OB AIL-OB
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0A118 B26CSM7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6018)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIM
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI .000 DATASET AIL-1B DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
l 22.000 ELE-L0 .000 ELE-RI .000 FF6018 .000 FF6040 5.00) LREF 19.2299 INCES
O 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SPDRK 25.000 FF6038 10.000 XREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
ELE-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1975 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 ... .... " "" " .0 4 '. ..... . . '. . .0 20 . ." ". I" I. I"" ". .
.012- -. 040 ---- -- .015 ---------
.010- -------- .035--------- .010 --------
.008----------- .030-------- .005 --------
.006---------- .025-------- 0-
004------- .020 ------- -. 005 -- -
.002-- .015 -.010
S00 -- - -. 015
0 0
-.002-- - ----- .00 5-0-- ----- 20
-.004 ----------- 0- ----- -. 025
000: -. 00 -. 030
-.008 -.010 -.035
.010 :-.015 : .040f-
-. 012 -. 02 -.04
i . I
- .014 -.0255 .I. .0 - . i I n... . m.. n. .050
0 10 0 10 0 10
AIL-OB AIL-OB AIL-OB
FIG 19 OUTBOARD AILRON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH GAPS9 INBO ELEVON 0 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBL COFIGURATION 1ESCRIPTION LE-L E-l ELE- ELE- FECE IFATION(BF60sM5 Al ess1eI1EvRx ELE-LO -ELE-LI ELE-RlI ELE-RM REFERENCE IWFORMAT113N.825 C t I9 IS26C9P 7FSvl ISE43VSR5XS 
-00(CB6043 0A118 826CSM7F8V6E43VSR5x9 0.00 10.000 o -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES




ZMRP 15.1875 INCESSCALE -. 04M SCALE
... m.. in .. . n y , ,,, ,,,, IW, fly .w n scAmLEr m un mi NW .. .0.. .. .. L1 . I ""*
1.4-
- - - - - - - - - - - -. 65 -
1.0 4--
.8 .5.8 .45
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FIG 20 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS. INBO ELEVON =-10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26
PAGE -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONEBF60253 B OAII8 B2SCSM7F9VIIE43V8R5XS 
-10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.0o sEF 4.4119 SO.FT.CBF6043] 0A118 B26CS 7FIWIIlE43VBR5X9 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 20 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON =-10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 141
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFWOMATIION
(CF60253) 0 AI118 B26C9M7FOVI6E43VBR5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.






. 14 ......... .... "j ... .... .... .... .. .. . ... l.. .. .. .. . .. t. .. =
.12------- ----- .11 -------------
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.064 -------------- . 0 80












CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 142
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIG RATIION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO EF EEE IFOFMATIONEBF'6025 8 0AII8 82C F IGE43VWSx9 
-10.0 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 SREF 4.4119 S.FT.ES033L 0AII8 B2 SCM7F8VIIE43V8R5X9 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 LREF 19.2299 11INCHES
BREF 37.9359 INO-ES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHESZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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FIG 20 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON =-10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 143
DATA SET SYMB1L. CONFIG'URATIN DE! IPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
EBF6025) 0 0Al1l B26C9M7FBWI 43V8R5X9 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 - SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.




ZMRP 15.18 75 INCHES
SCALE .0*105 SCALE
1 . 2 ." " " F". " " ". I'" ' WI . 1W " ." " " ". 1 4 " I " ... " " ". ". ". I I ..... ... .... . '
1.1-- I12-
1 .0-- -- 10-----
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FIG 20 OUTBOARD L ON EFFECTIVENESSo SIX INCH GAPS9 INBD ELEVON =-10 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 144
OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6025)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SRCE REFERENCE INFOR4ATION
0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET ELE--0s DATASET ELE-08 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O] -8.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6025 -10.000 GF6043 000 LREF 19.2299 INCESL;EF 37.9359 INCHES
S -6.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP0RK 25.000 XR 43.59 INCHES
A -4.000 B0FLAP -12.000 RUDDOER .000 xMRP .0000 INCHES
-2.000 AIL-09 .000 BETA 000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 (GFS025)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUJCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET ELE-WB DATASET ELE-0B SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
0 2.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6025 -10.000 GF6043 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESB 37 935 INCHESC 4.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SPBRK 25.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
S 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RU0DER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 AIL-WB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
III r III in l IT I I I l I II T I T IIIIw ITII IIII IT. .11! .I 11' Ji l ITI IIl l IT I I 
I 
I !11 iT fi W III I mi~ 111TIT I I Jill 1 T
.6: °--------------
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2- 2---- -- ------------
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unLI o ozouDLr/iUw11bE43V8R5X9 (GF6025)
SYMBOl ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA ST EE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 CATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-B SREF 4.4119 60.FT.I] 12.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6025 -10.000 GF6043 .C00 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS 14.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP8K 25.000 XRP 437.5974 INCHESL 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RLUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHESL 18.000 AIL-O8 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.7 7 .... m. ... 
.5 ,, I I T I m " " I n I n 
...
./ 
.4 --- - - - - - - - - Ir rw Jn -T -T -l , TI - - -
• ---------- 
.. 35---------------
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ELE-OB 10L0 -0 " 2FIG 20 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SiX INCH GAPS, INBO ELEVON =-10 DEG.
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A 118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 GF6025)
ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES ODATA SOURCE 
REFERENCE INFORWATION
So 20.1 MAO .2 I ELE-LI -10.000 DCATASET ELE-~B DATASET ELE-B EF 4.4119 .FT.
] 22.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6025 -10.000 6043 BREF 
37.9359 INCHES
S 24.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP 25.00 Xl 43.5974 INCHES
YMR o0  S
A 25.000 BFLAP -12.000 RUMER .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
AIL-W .000 BETA .000 SCALE 0405 SCALE
.7 "..:4 5 !  '"
.6- .4c
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0Al 8 B26C9M7F8W11GE43V8R5X9 CGF6025)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SORCE REFEENCE INFOIATION
O -o10.000 MAc .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-COB SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.O -8.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000O GF6025 -10.000 GF043 0 LREF 19.2299 INBOO F 379359 I N{]-ES
0 -6.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SPoBRK 25.000 BREF 37.93 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
. -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
t -2.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZRP 15.1975 INCHES
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OA118 B26CSM7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 CGF6025)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET ELE-CB DATASET ELE-0B SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 2.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000 GO6025 -10.000 SF6043 o.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.9359 INCHES) 4.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SPDBRK 25.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 6.000 0BOFLAP -12.000 RUDER. .000 YIRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 AIL-O .000 BETA 000 ZMP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
7 II I!11 .. .l ll I III  IIII   III l l I TI I.. .. ll TIII .. 35 .! ' I TI .. l l .il . II I 111 I IT" " " '
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A1 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6025)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET ELE-B DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
] 12.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.00 G6F6025 -10.000 GF6043 000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 14.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SPBRK 25.000 XBREF 3.93594 INCHES
A 16.000 B)FLAP -12.000 RLCUDDER .000 YMRP .0 INCHES
S 18.000 AIL-B08 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INC-ES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
* 7 ry1 rUl l 1 11 Will Wig Ji IIIT 17 ! W l g II 11 n g111 IllT 111 TI ffll3 !iT 11 I I II T I I Igg rg Iug IIIm Jilg I III . il1 IT I! S ITU i ll m
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FIG 20 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH GAPS. INBO ELEVON =-10 DEG.
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6025)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETR1C VALUIES DATA SO.IRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MA04 .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET ELE-0B DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
0 22.000 ELE-LO -10.000 ELE-RI -10.000 OF6025 -10.000 GF6043 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESB 37 g5 INCHES
0 24.000 ELE-RO -10.000 SP0BRK 25.000 xiMRP 43.5974 IN'-ES
A 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YP .0000 INCHES
AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 156 1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
7 J l l7 Ti Ji~w ll W iIU J l i l 1 it il W| Tfl I ll Jl 3 f IW ll f1T eW 1TT |1 |it m ,liTlw1 Fiw ild s | l rfl ii.h lt TiW ,n,,m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. .o ... .. ... .... .... ...a n " " "  " " " " " " ' '' '' '" " " "
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
CRF6043) OA118 B>26C9M7FVII6E43VBR5X9 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
(RF6042 [] OAllS 926C9M7F8VII6E43V8R5x9 10.000 -10.000 -10.000 -10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 I NCH-ES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 .. .'' .045 ! ... .... .... .020 1 " .. . .... " '.
.012 .040: .015--
.010: .035: .010




0 .010 - - .015
S->-
-.002 .005- - - .020-
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- : -.005 -.030
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-.01 -.015- -.040-
-.012 - - --.020 -.045-
- .0 1 4 .. " .. U. ..- .0 25 . .- . ,, .. . I. ... ... I - .050 .. *., .... . .. ...  . ....
0 40 - 0 40 0 40
ALPHA ALPHA ALPHA
FIG 21 OUTBOARD AILRON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON =-10 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 153
OA118 B26C9M7F8W1 1E43V8R5X9 (GF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -10.000 MAOC .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET AIL-OS DATASET AIL-OS SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
0 -8.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6043 .000 GF6042 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.99 INCHES
0 -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SPDBRK 25.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
t -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
-2.000 ELE-O0 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 -- 7 " . . . .". "" T. . ..0 45 ... ... ... ... .0 20 * . .i " ... .. .'t
.012-- - -- .040-- .01 -----
.010 .035- -- .010-
.00-- .030- .005------ 4
.006- - - -- .025- 0----4--m--0
.004.------ .020- -- -. 005--------
0002-1-- .015,"- - -. 010-
-.002---- --- .005-- - -.020-0 C3dj
-.004- -- .05.- -.02  -
------ 0 --- -. 025
-. 006 -.005--- -. 030
-- -. 010 -. 035
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI1 -10.000 DATASET AIL-08 DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6043 .000 GF6042 10.00 LREF 19.2299 INC0ES
S 4.000 ELE-RO .000 SPRK 25.000 XBREF 37.93594 INCHES
S 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 I1NCHES
8.000 ELE-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15. 1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.014 " .045" " .020 r T " " T
.012: -. 040----------- .015----------
.00: - ---- 3 -------- 00 -- - -
.0!0- -. 035 - ------- .010
.008 - - .03 1-- ------ .005
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET AIL-S08 DATASET AIL-0B SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6043 .000 GF6042 I0.000 LF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.935  INCHES
S 14.000 ELE-R0 .000 SPDBRK 25.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 18.000 BDFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S 18.000 ELE-08 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 ... .... .. .... .. . .0 4 5 .... .... . .. . '. .0 2 0 . " .". " ". . . .
.012-- ------ .040- .015 ---- -
.010 .035- .010
.008---------- .030 .005-
.006 ---------- .025- 0- -
.004-- ------ .020- - -. 005----- --
.002 .015- -. 010------- ----
z 0 .010- -. 015 -
U -- ------ U ------ U --------->- 0
S -. 002 - - - .005- 1--.02 
-
-. 004 0- -. 025:
-.000 -. 005- -. 030
-.004 -. 010 -. 035
• r r
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6043)
SYMBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONO 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI -10.000 DATASET AIL-08 DATASET AIL-08 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 22.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI -10.000 GF6043 .000 GF6042 10.000 LREF 319.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SP08RK 25.000 XMRP 43.574 INCHES6 25.000 90FLAP -12.000 RUODER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
ELE-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 ' ... .... " "" ". .045 ... " .... . ..... .02 00 ... Y .... ... .I
01: .040----------- .015------
.010 
.035 -- ------ .01- - --
.008 - --- .030-------- 
.005
.00 - - -- .025-------- 0-.
.004 --- 
.020 -------- -. 005
.002 --- .015- -------- -. 010
z 0- - - -J .010 -. 015
S .0 
--- ' 
--.005 0 --- O
-.004 - - .0 
-.025
-. - - - - -
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DATA SET SYM'L CaFIGLRATIaN DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE I FAT I ON
(9F6057) OAIIS 826C9M7FSVIG6E43V8R5X9 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6021) CAIS 826C9M7F8VS1I6E43V8R5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 22 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 158
0ATA SET SYMSB CISFIGLRATION OESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF|GURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-R REFERENCE INFORMATIONIF57) Q CAII1 823FSVIIIE43VW,* 
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FIG 22 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 10 DEG.(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 161
DATA SET SYMBOL C'NFIURA I YIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(1F60 7) DAl 18W 16E43VSR5X9 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
(BFVI0) CAllS B26C F 16E43VXR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
(BF6055) CAllS 826C F 6SE43V8R5X9 20.000 10.000 10.000 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 ICHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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A)MACH = .26 PAGE 162
0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CHF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA . PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-0B SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O -. 000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 HF6057 .000 HF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESO -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SPDBRK 25.000 HF6055 20.000 BREF 7.9359 INCHESXRP 43.5974 INCHES
/ -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YRP I NCHES
S-2.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE* 7 lr 1 ll I l? llll fii I I IIIIWr~ Ill ll Wl III .l .l11 .7ll. JTI 45 I lmll 17 lT lllllll ll -l ml I I m fl I TIll ITI
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DAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
[] 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 HF6057 .000 F6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCES
> 4.000 ELE-RO .000 SPDBRK 25.000 HF6055 20.000 BREFx 37.9359 INCHES
A 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUOOER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 AIL-03 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6057)
SYMBO 0 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-WB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.EO 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 HF6057 .000 H:6021 Io0.o00 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS 14.000 ELE-RO .000 P 25.000 HF6055 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCiESS 16.000 B9FLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 XMRP 43.59740000 INCHES
18.000 AIL-09 .000 BETA .000 ZR 15.1875 INCHES
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FIG 22 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS SIX INCH GAPS9 INBO ELEVON = 10 DEG.
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0A 18 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 CHF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INf0MATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-B OATASET ELE-08 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O 22.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 WS6057 .000 WF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.9359 I N~CES
> 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SPDBRK 25.000 HF60 XRP 43.574 INCHES
L 25.000 0BOFLAP -12.000 RUD00ER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESAIL-8 .000 BETA .000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-0B SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
] -8.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-Rl 10.000 F6057 .000 HF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 ZN-CHES
O -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SPDBRK 25.000 5 20.000 X 43.574 INCES
L -4.000 BDFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
L -2.000 AIL-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCOESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 22 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON =10 DEG.
OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O .000 rACt .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-CO DATASET ELE-08 SREF 4.4119 S.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 HF6057 .000 HF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 4.000 ELE-RO .000 SPBRK 25.000 HFW6055 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43 5974
A 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDOER .000 - YMRP .0o INCHES
9.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE7 IIT T11 Il T III II ill I iii ... 111 . 3. .. i iii.. ..l i .i. i.3 .... .il. ..... m t. .1
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OA118 826C9M7F8W 16E43V8R5X9 (HF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-0B DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
l 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 HF6057 .000 HF602I 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCES
> 14.000 ELE-RO .000 SPBRK 25.000 HF6055 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RLODER .000 YMRP .000 INCHES
S 18.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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DAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6057)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 22.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 10.000 HF6057 .000 HF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.9359 INCHES0 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SPOORK 25.000 HF6055 20.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 RUDlDER .000 YMR .0000 INCHES
AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
7 1 I Ii i Ti i ii 111 ... .... .35F... l .... ..
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( RF6021 ) C A118 B26C9M7FW8VIIE43VsR5x9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.( RFS0563) 0A118 B26CSM7F8V ISE43VSR5X9 15.000 10.000 10.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
C RF6054) DAII8 B26CSM7F8wI6E43V8R5x9 20.000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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CA)MACH .26 PAGE 171'
OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6021)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-O8 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O] -8.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 10.000 FF6021 10.000 FF6056 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S -6.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPoeRK 25.000 FF6054 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCS
XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S -2.000 ELE-OB 10.000 BETA .000 ZRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6021)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFO ATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET AIL-09 ATASET AIL-0B SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 2.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 10.000 FF6021 10.000 FFS6056 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 4.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPOBRK 25.000 FF6054 10.000 XMRE 43.5974 INCHES
A 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDOER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 ELE-09 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6021)
SYMBOl ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SAURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
o 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET AIL-aB DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 12.000 ELE-LD 10.000 ELE-RI 10.000 FF6021 10.000 FF6056 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 14.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPDBRK 25.000 FF6054 10.000 REF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHESS 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
? 18.000 ELE-09 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8w11SE43V8R5X9 (FF6021)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOU.RCE REFERENCE INFORMATINO 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 10.000 DATASET AIL-0B DATASET AIL-B SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 22.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 10.000 FF6021 10.000 FF6056 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SP8RK 25.000o FFS054 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES6 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
ELE-0B 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6039) OAII8 B26CS47F8VWIl6E43VSR5X9 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
(BF6021) O A18 B2SCSM7F8VIIE43VSR5X9 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 24 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, OTBD ELEVON = 10 DEG.
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FIG 24 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS. OTBD ELEVON =10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 176
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFCRATION
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FIG 24 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS. OTBD ELEVON 10 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 177
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FIG 24 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, OTBD ELEVON = 10 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 178
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( 9F6039 1 0 A118 B26C9M7FVI16E43V RSX9 10.000 .000 .000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
( BF6051 3 AI IS B26CSM7F8VW116E43V8R5X9 10,000 10.000 100 0000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS8F60513 9 0At 11 B26C9MTFS8I6E43V8RSX9 10.000 20.000 20.000 10.000 BrEF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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CA)MACH .26 PAGE 179
DATA SET SYMBL CW I"AT SCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERE CE INFORMATION
(SF90393 0 AtI8 82rC9M7 I6E43VQR5X9 10.000 000 .000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.( BF6021 ) DA1lS 826CSM11 I6E43V9R5X9 10.000 10:000 10.000 10.000 LREF 19.229 INCHES(BF6051) 0 CAllS B26C9M7 16IE43V9R5X9 10.000 20.000 20.000 10.000 BREF 37.939 SNC-ESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .COOO INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHI-ES
SCALE .0405 SCALE1 .....  .I. .In'l " ! .... ..'  ... ..... ..... x ......................... .. . .....
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(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 180
DA118 B26CSM7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6039)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA 5OUCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.c000 MACH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI GATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
]O -8.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 6V6039 .000 GF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 SP08RK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 XBREF 37.9359 INCHES
A -4.000 RUODER .000 ELE-0B 10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
-2.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 (GF6039)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOWMATIIN
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-L0 10.000 OATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 GF6039 .000 GF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
4.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INC-ES
XMRP 43.55974 INCHES 6.000 RUDOER .000 ELE-OB 10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1675 INC*-IES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6039)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.1] 12.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 GF6039 .000 GF6021 10.00O LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 14.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 XBREF 37.93594 INCHES
A 16.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-08 10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES.
S 18.000 AIL-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA 118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6039)
SYI0MBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI0N
O 20.000o MACH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 So.FT.
[ 22.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 GF6039 .000 GF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 X 43.574 INCHES
A 25.000 RUDOER .000 ELE-0B 10.000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
AIL-C .000 BETA .0 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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OA1 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6039)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O -8.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 GF6039 .000 GF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 -6.000 SPBRK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43 5974
t -4.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-0B 10.000 YRP .0000 INCHES
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6039)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 2.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 GF6039 .000 GF6021 10.000 LREF 19.2299 INCES
O 4.000 SP0BRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
6.000 RUDLER .000 ELE-09 10.000 YRP .0000 INCHES8.000 AIL-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6039)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASOUE REFERENCE INFOMATION0 I0.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SEF 4.4119 S.FT.E] 12.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 OF6039 .000 GF|21 20.000 LREF 19.2m INCHES( 14.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF6051 20.000 REF 37.9359 INCHES
A 16.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-0B 10.000 xMRP 43.5974 INCHESym,, 0000 !INCHES
18.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZW 15. 1875 I NCES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 3B26C9M7F8W1 6E43V8R5X9 CGF6039)
SYMBOL ALHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO.RCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONO 20.000 MCH .260 ELE-LO 10.000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 22.000 ELE-RI .000 ELE-RO 10.000 GF6039 .000 F6021 I(.= LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S 24.000 SP0 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 GF05I 20:00 BREF 37.9359 INCHESa 25.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-OB 10.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
AIL-08 0 T00 
.0000 INCHESAL-O .000 BE A .000 ZMRP 15.1875 I
, .7- .,o, '" , " • 3 ",. . sCoA .o4o5 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATIONSBF 6044 0 0Afl8 B2CSCM7FsWIISE43V8g5X9 
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- -.26 PAGE 189
[.35
0 2 0 040-002 
.
ALPHA ALPHFG2 UBADEEO FETVNSSXIC AS NDEEO 5DG
C A )MACH = • 2 PAG.208
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(9BF60443 0Al18 B26C9M7F8V116E43V8R5X9 .000 15.000 15.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.(BFS045 ] 0A118 B26C9M7FVl116E43V8R5X9 5.000 15.000 15.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 25 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 15 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 190
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-La ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
[ BFS044 I DAII B26C9M7F8Vll6E43V8R5X9 .000 15.000 15.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.[BF6045) OA118 26C9M7FBV116E43VBRSx9 5.000 15.000 15.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 25 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS. INBO ELEVON = 15 DEG.
CA.)MACH. = .26 PAGE 191
DATA SET SYMBM CONFIGULRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
(BF6044) OAl I8 B26CSI7F8VI6E43V9R5X9 .000 15.000 15.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.S(8F6045 AI 18 B2SC9M7FBVI ISE43V8R5x9 5.000 15.000 15.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(tBF6022) OAllS B2SC9M7F8VIIGE43V8R5X9 15.000 15.000 15.000 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
xMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHO-ESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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1.4 - 1 1. 1.4 ------
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FIG 25 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS. INBO ELEVON = 15 DEG.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 1-?
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATI DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATI0N
(BF6044) 0 All8 826C9M7 IISE43VOSR5X9 .000 15.000 15.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6045) V A118 926C9M7 I16E43VBRSX9 5.000 15.000 15.000 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 25 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBO ELEVON = 15 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 
- PAGE 193
OAl 18 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 (GF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-0B SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.
El -8.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 000 GF6045 5.000o LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SPBRK 25.000 GFS6022 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
A -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDOER .000 YRP .0000 INCHES
S -2.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SRCE REFERENCE INFORMATI
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 OATASET ELE--B DATASET ELE-08 SREF 4.4119 60FT.
0 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GFBQ45 5.000 LREF 19.2299 1NCHES
0 4.000 ELE-RO .000 W W 25,=0 GF6022 15.000 LREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMP 43.5974 INCHES6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDXER .000 YxMRP 43.50o74 INC ES
8.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA 000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCES
SCALE 
.0405 SCALE.7 IT .... ... .. WITT U.7 I i IT W IT IT Tf 1 l II17 f TlfT f 45 VT .... ,nT Ftv IIIi11 III nlI l Iii~vt v IT I i fily i17 ll
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OA1 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6044)
SYIMBi ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMAT1IN
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE-0 DATASET ELE-W SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
[ 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 SF6045 5.00 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 14.000 ELE-RO .000 S 25.000 GF6022 15.000 XBREF 43.959 INCHES
S 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YRP .0000 INCHES
18.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE7 iiii r m i Fr tm i, rr Tn f~1Tiiiii! im iiii ii5 iiii iiiiiiii iii i ti r11 rii ,ll n i rn! ii i n i
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (GF6044)
SYIMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE-08 DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4 119 SQ.FT.E] 22.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GF6045 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INC-EO 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SP09RK 25.000 GF6022 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INC-ES
t 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YPMRP .0000 INHES
AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 826C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 (GF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IFORMATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O -8.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 OF6044 .000 GF6045 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SPIRK 25.000 GF6022 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A -4.000 80FLAP -12.000 RUDlER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
L -2.000 AIL-09 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INIFORATIONO .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE- DATASET ELE-08 SREF 4.4119 S.FT.O 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GF6045 5.000 LREF i9.2299 INCES
0 4.000 ELE-RO .000 SP0DBRK 25.000 GF6022 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43 5974
A 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUODER .000 YMRP .000 INCHES
8.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA 118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUIRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 io.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE-0B DATASET ELE-OB SR EF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GFS044 .000 GF45 500 BREF 3719359 INCHES
0 14.000 ELE-RO .000 SP8RK 25.000 GF6022 15.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDOER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHESZ 15 1875 I
18.000 AIL-08 .000 BETA .000 SCALE .0405 SCALE
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OA1 18 B28C9M7F8W11GE43V8R5X9 (GF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI
0 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET ELE-B DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.41j9 SO.FT.
- 22.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GF6045 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SPOBRK 25.000 G022 15.00 BREF 37.9359 INCHES•XMRP 43.59'74 1 NC-IESS 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
AIL-09 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 25 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS, INBD ELEVON = 15 DEG.
PA3E 201
DATA SET SYMBI CO GUlFRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
( RFSO44 ) 0A 19 92S6C9M7FVW II6E43V8R5x9 .000 15.000 15.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
( RF6047) AIl IB 926C9M7F8V1I6E43V8R5X9 5.000 15.000 15.000 -5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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FIG 26 OUTBOARD AILERON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAPS. ELE-IB = 15
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 202
OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SMICE REFERENCE INFORATION0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-. DATASET AIL- SEF E 4.4119 SO.FT.O -8.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GF6047 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC -6.000 ELE-RO .000 SP0BRK 25.000 GF6049 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESX?1RP 4305974 INO-ESS -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDER .000 YxMRP 43.500700 INCHES
S -2.000 ELE-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W1 16E,43V8R5X9 (GF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATI1O
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-B08 DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 SF6044 .000 F:6047 5,000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S 4.000 ELE-RO .000 SDBRK 25.000 GF6049 10.000 BREF 39359 INCHES4.00 LER3 .0  PD XMRP 43.5974
1 6.000 80FLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCES
8.000 ELE-B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.014 " . ." " "" . .045 "l' IT Ill .. . . I.I. . .020 .. ..11. .. fl I" " i "" "
.012 .040------- - .01
.010 ---- .035-- ---- .01 -- ---
.008 ---- .030----- -- .005--- ---
006 .02 0- --
004- .021----- - -. 00 -- - --
.002- - .01---- - -. 010--
z .01- - 0 --
a: " '1o
S -. 002 
.005 -
-. 020
-. 004 0 -- -. 025 : -
-. 006 : -. 00 -. 030
-. 0008 -. 010 -- 03%:
-. 010 -- .015% 1 -. 040
01 -. 02 -. 045- -
: . J L J I !~~i i = - - - b 1 n
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Al 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CGF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATICON
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-O8 SREF 4.41 19 S.FT.O 12.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GF6047 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 14.000 ELE-RO .000 SP0BRK 25.000 GF6049 10.000 XBRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 16.000 O80FLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 I NCES
18.000 ELE-08 .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCIES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.014 ." ... ... .. .. .. ""' .045 ... ... ..T ..I " " .020 I' II 1 .o "
012.- - -.
.010 --- .034---- .010 ---- -
.008----------- .030--- -- .00 -- - ii
.006 --------- 
.025-- --- 0--- - -
.004--------- 
.020-- -- -. 00- - -
.002---- - .015 - - - 010---
z 0 .010 -.015 - -
a 
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OA1 18 B26C9M7F8W1 16E43V8R5X9 CGF6044)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOMCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-OS DATASET AIL-CB SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.O 22.000 ELE-LO .000 ELE-RI 15.000 GF6044 .000 GFS047 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCES
S 24.000 ELE-RO .000 SP0BRK 25.000 GF6049 10.000 BRE 43.574 INCHES
A 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUJOER .000 YMP .0000 INCHES
ELE-CB .000 BETA .0m0 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE JINFORMATION
(RF60S453) AIlB B2C9M7FVW ISE43VSR5X9 5.000 15.000 15.000 5.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
( RFS60503 ) OA1I8 B26C9M7FBVI ISE43VSR5X9 10.000 15.000 15.000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
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"A)MACH .26 PAGE 207
0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6045)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONO -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-08 DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
[] -8.000 ELE-LO 5.000 ELE-RI 15.000 FF6045 .000 FF6050 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 ELE-RO 5.000 SP0RK 25.000 FF6048 10.000 XPBREF 37.93594 INCHES
A -4.000 BDFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YM .0000 INCHES
S -2.000 ELE-OB 5.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6045)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO.RCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONO .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 GATASET AIL-0B DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O1 2.000 ELE-LO 5.000 ELE-RI 15.000 FF6045 
.000 FF6050 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESC 4.000 ELE-RO 5.000 spo 25.000 FF6048 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESS 6.000 BDFLAP 
-12.000 RUDDER .000 YXMRIP 43.5000074 INCHESS 8.000 ELE-0B 5.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
S014 If . CALE .0405 SCALE
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OA118 B2GC9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CFF6045)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOLRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10o.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-C0 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
E] 12.000 ELE-LO 5.000 ELE-RI 15.000 FF6045 .000 FF6050 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCIES
S 14.000 ELE-RO 5.000 SPD3RK 25.000 FF6049 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
XMRfP 43.5974 INCH-ESA IS.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S 18.000 ELE-08 5.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 .. "" ". ". .. "" "" r. . .0 45 . ." . . ."" . .. " ' .0 20 '. ". 'T i. IT "i. 1.
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Al118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 
(FF6045)SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE NFORMATION0 20.000 MACH 
.260 ELE-LI 15.000 DATASET AIL-08 DATASET AIL-OB SREF 449 SQ.FT.
1] 22.000 ELE-LO 5.000 ELE-RI 15.000 FF6045 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFOR'IMATION
BFS6051 ) 0A118 82SC M7F VIISE43V8R5X9 10.000 20.000 20.000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
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CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 212
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO FERNC FMATI(9FG051) I A ll OA 9 26C9M7F8Vil6E43VMRx9 q-D EEL L-I EER REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 28 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAPS. INBD ELEVON = 20 DEG.
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 214
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATINBF6051 QOA18 92SC9M7FeV16E43VR5X9 10.000 20.000 20.000 10.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.(BF6023 A18 26CSM7F8VWI6E43V8R5X9 20.000 20,000 20.000 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
YMRP .0000 INCHESZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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FIG 28 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS SIX INCH GAPS. INBD ELEVON 20 DEG.CA)MACH = .26 PGE 215
PAE81
DATA SET SYMBl. C0FIGIRATI _ESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMAlION
CBF6051 I OAt 8 B v16E43V8R5X9 10.000 20.000 20000 10.000 
SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.

















FIG 28 OUTBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS9 SIX INCH GAPSo INBO ELEVON = 20 DEG.
.-A)MACH .26 PAGE 216-
. 1- --
-.1-- -1
0*-20 0 20 40 -0 0 0 4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-202 0TBAR 20VO 40ETVEES -20ICHGS IN0 N=20 40G.
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 216
DAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CHF6051)
SYMB1OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENC IFMATION0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-18 DATASET ELE0 S EF 4.4119 So.FT.13 -8.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 HF6051 10.000 HF6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INc-ES
BREF 37.9359 INCHESO -6.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SP0BRK 25.000 REF 37.9359 IICESA -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INC HES
, -2.000 AIL-09 .000 BETA .000 ZM 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CHF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-08 DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 HF6051 10.000 HF6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES• BREF 3"1.93tS ":..." ,
S 4.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SP0BRK 25.000 xp 43.b9"14 3/. S
S 6.000 BDFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 Y.M .000 NC, S
8 .000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 /MP lb.18/5 INC'..S
SCALE .040b SCA!
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Al 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOMACE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SG.FT.
[] 12.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 HF6051 10.000 HF6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES37.935J 0 14.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPDBRK 25.000 REF 37.9359 INCHESXMKP 43.5374 
A 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMR 0000 INCHES
S 18.000 AIL-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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CA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MACN .280 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-OB DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 22.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 HF6051 10.000 HF6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.9359 INCHES
0 24.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPDBRK 25.000 XRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUCDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE7 ilT III ! 11 II lT TnI 111 rII 111 II IIW i!! II IIII r I II 5 rI V r n rr Tl W W 11 ii l I' rii il
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOACE IEFERNCE I1WMOATI1OS-10.000 AEI .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-W DATASET ELE-OB SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O -8.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 HF6051 10.000 6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 NCSLBREF 37935  INOCIES
O -6.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPBRK 25.000 XRP 43.9597 INCES
A -4.000 BDFLAP -12.000 RUODER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S, -2.000 AIL-COB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15. I N ES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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Al118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE--OB DATASET ELE-CB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.O 2.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 F6051 10.000 eF023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESBREF 37.9359 INCHESS 4.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPOBRK 25.000 XMP 43.5974 INCHES
6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RLDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
9.000 AIL-B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHESSCALE 
.0405 SCALE
Jil f l~ l~l Ill Wi l IIII Ill Ir l IIII Will lll Tl llT lil 1IIIIi I T111l l il ll Illl ITI lill III Wll I!II 111 ftI iill ii*V
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0A118 B26CS9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 CHF6051)
SYM10L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-OB ATASET ELE-B SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.S 12.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 H6051 10.000 HF6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
BREF 37.9359 IN~CHESO 14.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SP0BRK 25.000 XMRP 43.574 INCHES
A 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUaDER .000 YxRP .0o INES
S 18.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZM1RP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
7 IIiI i , f Iti i l l 1 h I i T 3 5 F WY WY l ITII . fl ... .... .... ... ...
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OA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (HF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET ELE-08 DATASET ELE-B08 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O 22.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 H6051 10.000 HF6023 20.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
-R BEF 37.9359 INCHESO 24.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SP08RK 25.000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RU00ER .000 YRP .0000 IHES
AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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A11l8 B28C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET AIL-0B DATASET AIL-OB SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
C] -8.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 FF6051 .000 FF6052 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS -6.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPDBRK 25.000 FF6053 10.000 XBREF 37.9359 INCHES
xMRP 43.5974 INCHESA -4.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
-2.000 ELE-09 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOJRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION0 .000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-O8 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
-] 2.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 FF6051 .000 FF6052 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCES0 4.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPOD9RK 25.000 FF6053 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMfP 43.5974 INCHESA 6.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
8.000 ELE-OB 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.175 INCHES
SCALE 
.0405 SCALE
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DA118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6051)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LI 20.000 DATASET AIL-OB DATASET AIL-0 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O] 12.000 ELE-LO 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 FF6051 .000 FF6052 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCOESO 14.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPDBRK 25.000 FF6053 10.000 XRP 3. INCHES
A 16.000 BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S 18.000 ELE-08 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
.0 14 "'" . . .'" "" ." '. .045 ... .... . . . .02 .... ... . .... .......
.012- --- .040- -- .015-:------
.010 .00 -- -- -----
.008-: .030-: .005. -----
.006--- .025----- 0--4m
.004 .020-- -. 005 - --
.002-- -- .015- -.010- ---
z 002- - .010- - -. 015-
0-: 0--- --.0-2 .01- - -.02- --
.004 0i- -. 025i
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FIG 29 OUTBOARD AILRON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAP. INBD ELEVON = 20
Mfl - - -
0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6051)
SYMBO Ai t ',iA PARAMFIRIC VALUES DATA SO.URCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONC) ?C.COO MACt, .260 ELE-LI 2 0.000 ATASET AIL-8 DATASET AIL-08 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.[.J 72.000 ELE-L0 10.000 ELE-RI 20.000 FF6051 .000 FF6052 5.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS 24.000 ELE-RO 10.000 SPR 25.000 FF6053 10.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INC-ESA 2b.000 O0FLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000 YRP INCHES
ELE-OB 10.000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 29 OUTBOARD AILRON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAP. INBD ELEVON = 20
PAS,.. 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION(BF60432 ] 0A118 B26C/M7FBW116E43V8R5X9 
.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.(BF6018) OAf18 B26CTM7F8 Vl 1E43V9R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(BF6057) OAI18 B26CSM7FBVI16E43VSR5X9 
.000 10.00 10.00 .000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES[BF6044 ] OAl18 826CSM7F8VllroE43VSR5X9 
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FIG 30 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAP, OTBD ELEVON = 0
CA-MACH =-.26 PAGE 230
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION(BF60433 ] 0A119 B2GCS7FSVII6E43VBRSXS 
.000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 4.4!19 SO.FT.(BF6018) 0AI18 2C9M7FV IE43VBR5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES(CF6057) 0AII8 B26CM7FSW116E43VBR5X9 
.000 10.000 10.000 .000 REF 37.9359 INCHES( B6044) 0A118 826C9MFvI116E43V9R5X9 
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FIG 30 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAP. OTBD ELEVON = 0
(A)MACH = .26 PAGE 231
DATA SfT SYMBOL CONFIGURA11 ON DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 30 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH'-GAP, OTBD ELEVON = 0
CA)MACH = .26 PAA " 9M9
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFOWMATIONE B16043 A11S 926C947FSv116E43 
.0D -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.BFSOI A119 B2C9M7F8v G36E43V8R5X9 
.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESCBF60573 0 0A118 B26C9M7FBIVlE43V8R5X9 
.000 10.000 10.000 .000 B:EF 37.9359 INCHES(BF6044) OA118 B26C9M7FW3GjE43V8R5X9 
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FIG 30 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAP. OTBO ELEVON = 0
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 233
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DE ICRPTION ELE-LO ELE-LI ELE-RI ELE-RO REFERENCE INFORMATION
IB6S043 0All8 B26C9M7F8VI 43V9R5X9 .000 -10.000 -10.000 .000 SREF 4.4119 S0.FT.
(BF6I018) OA118 B26CSM7F I 43V8R5X9 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
(BF6S057) All B2SC96CM7F 1 643V8R5x9 .000 10.000 10.000 .000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES
EBF6044) All8 B26CHSM7F I 643V8R5X9 .000 15.000 15.000 .000 XMRP 43.5974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 30 INBOARD L ON EFFECTIVENESS. SIX INCH GAP. OTBD ELEVON 0
CA)MACH = .26 PAGE 234
~~~~~II 1 I I I II-.f
OAl 18 B26C9M7F8W 16E43V8R5X9 FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA S.RACE REFERENCE INFORMATIOo -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4219 SG.FT.
O -8.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO. .000 FF6043 -10.000 FF6018 000 LREF 19.2299 INCHESS -6.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES•XMRP 43.5974 INCH-ES
S -4.000 RUODER .000 ELE-OB .000 YxMRP 43.00005974 INCHES
S -2.000 AIL-09B .000 BETA .000 ZRP 15.1875 I'CHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 30 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESSP SIX INCH GAP OTBD ELEVON =0
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0A1 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IN1FMATI1N
0 .000 MACN .260 ELE-LO .000 OATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
O 2.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FF6043 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
0 4.000 SP0BRK 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESxMRW 43.59'74 INCHES
6.000 RUDDOER .000 ELE-OB .000 YxP .43 5 I NCHES
8.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCA Li .040b SCALE
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0A1 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
o 12.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FF6043 -10.000 FF6018 .000O LREF 19.2299 INCHES
S 14.000 SPBRK( 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHES14 00 S DB K 5 . 0 80 LA - 2 5: XMRP 43 59"74
A 16.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-0B .000 YR .0000 INCHES
S 18.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8Wl 16E43V8R5X9 CFF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.
O 22.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FF6043 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCIES
O 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 1 NCESA 25.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-0B .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
AIL-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1075 INC)ES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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DAl 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOWtATION
O -10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.O -8.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FFG043 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O -6.000 $PDR 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHES
A -4.000 RUODDER .000 ELE-OB .000 YMRP .0000 INCI-ES
-2.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERNCE INFORM.A1ION
O .000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SO.5'.
O 2.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FF6043 -10.000 FF6019 .000 LR.F 19.?99 INCHES
O 4.000 SPOBRK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESxHRP 4:3.59"74 1 Nd ES
S 6.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-1B .000 YMRP .000 INCHES
8.000 AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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0A118 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RFERENCE INFORMATION
O 10.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 OATASET ELE-LI. DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.419 SO.FT.O 12.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FFS6043 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 14.000 SP08R 25.000 BOFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESXMRP 43.5974 INCHESA 16.000 RUDDER .000 ELE-0B .000 YMRP .0000 INCHES
S 18.000 AIL-0B .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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Al 18 B26C9M7F8W116E43V8R5X9 (FF6043)
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFO MATION
O 20.000 MACH .260 ELE-LO .000 DATASET ELE-LI DATASET ELE-LI SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
E] 22.000 ELE-RI -10.000 ELE-RO .000 FF6043 -10.000 FF6018 .000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
O 24.000 SPDBRK 25.000 BDFLAP -12.000 FF6057 10.000 FF6044 15.000 BREF 37.9359 INCHESxMRP 43.59"74 INCHES
t 25.000 RU DER .000 ELE-OB .000 YMRP .0000 CEI S
AIL-OB .000 BETA .000 ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 30 INBOARD ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, SIX INCH GAP, OTBO ELEVON =0
PAGE 242
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON BOFLAP SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATIONZF6019 D S OAl B26C9M7F eVw6E43V8R5xg 200 .000 -12.000 25.000 SEF 4.4119 SO.FT.
tZF6018) OAII9 B26C9M"FSVII6E43VWR5X9 
.260 .000 -12.000 25.000 LREF 19.2299 INCHES
BREF 37.9359 I NC-ES
.3.b974 INCHESYMRP .0000 INCHES
ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES
SCALE .0405 SCALE
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FIG 31 EFFECT OF MACH NO.. SIX INCH GAPS. ELEVON : 0
CA)MACH = .20 PAGE 243
P2E 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEV1N BOFLAP SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 31 EFFECT OF MACH NO.. SIX INCH GAPS. ELEVON = 0
(A)MACH = .20 PAGE 244
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FIG 31 EFFECT OF MACH NO., SIX INCH GAPS, ELEVON = 0
CA)MACH = .20 PAGE 245
DATA SET SYMBL C1NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEV1N 87LAP SPCRK REFERENCE INFOMATION
(ZF60193 8 0All8 B26C9M7F8VIIlE4 3R5X9 
.200 .000 -12.000 25.000 SREF 4.4119 SO.FT.(ZF6018) 0A18 26CS7FV116E43VR5X9 




ZMRP 15.1875 INC-ESSCALE .0405 SCALE
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CLM CDFFIG 31 EFFECT OF MACH NO. SIX INCH GAPSo ELEVON = 0
C(A)MACH = .20 PAGE 246
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON BOFLAP SPO6RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ZF6019) 0All18 B26C9M7F8WI6E43V8R5X9 .200 .000 -12.000 25.000 SREF 4.4119 SQ.FT.
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APPENDIX
TABULATED SOURCE DATA
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
Data Management Services
0AVE t1 AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE 0ATA - 04106 
PAGE I
OA116 5tCSMCBFt6I6E2ViRSxS$ Iro001) ( ty NAY 4 7
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
aREP - 4.4tti SO.FT. X3RP : 43.5974 INCHES BETA s .000 
ELE-*LI .800
LqV - 1.tt99 INCHES YNRP 2 .0000 INCHES 
ELE-LO : .000 ILE-RI a .000
SREF - 37.9339 INCHES ZMRP Z 15.187S INCHES ELE-RO 
: .000 SPOBRK 9 M.000
SCALE - .040S SCAL 
60DFLAP c -tt.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. t/ 0 RN/L z 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL -4.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDV CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY 
XCPIL CAB
.e60 -to.470 -.56310 .08670 .05660 -.56940 *.01705 -.00080O .00270 
.00400 .66000 .03992
.260 -6.380 -.45920 .06570 .05160 -.46590 -.00184 -.00120 .00250 
.00500 .69300 .04053
.260 *6.290 -.55640 .05140 .04810 -.56190 .01186 -.00150 
.00190 .00500 .70100 .04060
.260 -4.170 -.26040 .04170 .04690 -.26270 .02267 -.00170 .00170 
.00600 .71700 .04006
.260 -2.1t0so -.16340 .05470 .04710 -. 16460 .02866 -.00180 
.00170 .00600 .75700 .03983
.260 *.030 -.06800 .03040 .04720 -.06800 .03035 -.00170 
.00170 .00500 .90700 .03970
.to 2.050 .03000 .02990 .04720 .05100- .02883 -.00150 
.00190 .00400 .09200 .03904
.260o 4.160 .12880 .03220 .04720 .13080 .02280 -.00160 .00190 
.00400 .51900 .03853
.260 6.220 .228O70 .03770 .04640 .23140 .01271 -.00170 .00170 .00500 
.57800 .03620
.260 6.500 .32990 .04790 .04490 .33540 -.00022 -.00170 
.00160 .00500 .60200 .03765
.260 10.400 .43020 .06240 .04370 .43440 -.01622 -.00180 .00140 
.00600 .61500 .03832
.t26 12.510 .53410 .08430 .04220 .53970 -. 03343 -.00180 .00120 
.00600 .62300 .03918
.260 14.590 .65060 .11790 .03660 .65930 -.04968 -. 00080 .00070 
.00300 .63t100 .04031
.260 16.730 .77490 .16210 .02960 .78880 -.06780 -. 00090 .00060 
.00300 .63800 .04198
.t6O 18.800 .89560 .21380 .02210 .91670 -. 06631 -. 00090 .00190 
.00300 .64300 .04462
.260 20.910 1.00650 .28240 .01610 1.04100 -.09535 .00330 
.00470 -. 00600 .64600 .04705
.260 2t3.010 1.10090 .36010 .01240 1.15410 -.09893 .00220 .00350 -.
00500 .64800 .05183
.260 25.1t0 1.20260 .43640 .00860 1.27410 -.11549 .00310 .00290 -.01000 
.64900 .05735
GRADIENT .04665 -. 00114 .00003 .04715 .00002 .00002 .00003 -.00029 -.05089 -.00018
DATE 2t AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA * OAtth PAGE t
OAIlS 82tC9MTFIWtI6Et6V6RSx (IRFI0c) ( 7 MAT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
Ir E 4.4119 SR.FT. XHRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA S .000 ELE-LI 2 .000
LPEF : 9.tZ99 INCHES YMHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = .000 ELE-RI : .000
*EF 37.9359 INCHES ZmRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = .000 SPOBRK = S.000
SCALE .0405 SCALE 80FLAP = it.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO, 2/ 0 RN/L Z t.6S GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN COL Cy XCP/L CAB
.toO *10.490 -.Set140 .08810 .06250 -.58770 -.0199 -.00070 .00280 .00400 .69t100oo .04020
.260 -8.390 -.47560 .06670 .05700 -.48020 -.00344 -. 00100 .00240 .00500 .69500 .04062
.260 -6.300 -.37500O .05190 .05320 -.37840 .01041 -.00130 .00210 .00600 .70300 .04045
.t60 -4.t210 -.27920 .04170 .05220 -.28150 .02110 -.00160 .001tO .00600 .72000 .03963
.260 -2.120 -. 18000 .03430 .05190 -. 18110 .02763 -.00160 .00170 .00600 .75700 .03974
.260 -.050 -. 08530 .02990 .05270 -.08530 .02986 -.00160 .00170 .00600 .67900 .03926
.260 2.030 .01270 .02850 .05290 .01370 .02787 -.00150 .00200 .00500 -.76600 .03927
.260 4.100 .11130 .03090 .05280 .11320 .02294 -.00140 .00190 .00400 .48000 .03804
.260 6.200 .21270 .03520 .05200 .21520 .01206 -. 00150 .00190 .00500 .56300 .03833
.260 8.290 .31330 .04540 .05120 .31660 -.00026 -. 00160 .00190 .00500 .59200 .03729
.260 10.380 .41690 .06050 .05090 .42100 -.01566 -. 00160 .00200 .00500 .60700 .03798
.260 12.470 .52260 .08270 .04870 .52820 -.03209 -.00150 .00180 .00500 .61800 .03874
.260 14.580 .63760 .11470 .04270 .64610 -.04956 -.00110 .00120 .00300 .62700 .04015
.260o 16.680 .76160 .15790 .03490 .77480 -.06745 -.00080 .0010o .00200 .63500 .04206
.260 18.810 .88620 .21080 .02730 .90690 -.08624 -.00090 .00220 .00500 .64100 .04448
.260 20.910 1.00380 .28190 .01860 1.03830 -.09496 .00340 .00470 -.00700 .64500 .04662
.260 23.000 1.10290 .35990 .01150 1.15590 -.09982 .00230 .00340 -.00500 .64800 .05209
.260 25.110 1.20550 .43710 .00670 1.27710 -.11599 .00290 .00260 -.00800 .65000 .05709
GRAOIENT .04688 -.00133 .00011l .04739 .00019 .00002 .00002 -.00024 -.09651 -.00018
CATE t2 lU 74 TASULAiTED SOURCE ATA - OA116s PASE 3
041t Bt26C9N7F$Wl16tvRSxt (IF0S03) ( If HAV 74 3
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRmr - 4.4119 SO.fT. XMRP = 45.5974 INCHES SETA z .000 ELE-LI 5 1.000
LREf a 12.t9 INCHES TMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE*LO : 5.000 ELE*RI = 5.000
REF x .9559ss INCHES ZIMRP : IS.1875 INCHES ELE-RO : $.000 SPORK = 25.000
SCALE = .0405 SCALE BODFLAP x -t1t.000 RUDDER .000
RUN NO. 315/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRAODIENT INTERVAL *6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN COL Cf XCPIL CAS
.200 -10.440 -.48040 .07330 .01630 -.48570 -.01491 -.00090 .00300 .00300 .66400 .04270
.e260 -6.340 -. 37890 .05560 .01200 -.38290 .00004 -. 00120 .00290 .00400 .66300 .0437?
.260 -6.250 -.27590 .04440 .00930 -. 27910 .01411 -.00140 .00270 .00400 .66400 .04345
.to60 -4.160 -. 17790 .05690 .00930 -.16010 .02396 -.00160 .00260 .00400 .67100 .04262
.20 -2.060 -.08090 .03230 .00930 -.08200 .02938 -.00160 .00280 .00400 .69400 .04289
.260 .010 .01550 .03130 .00950 .01550 .03132 -.00150 .00280 .00300 .42600 .04T75
.260 2.080 .11210 .03270 .00880 .11330 .02868 -. 00150 .00290 .00300 .62300 .0414t
.260 4.160 .21120 .03760 .00860 .21340 .02223 -.00160 .00270 .00400 .63700 .04100
.260 6.260 .31050 .04580 .00770 .31370 .01168 -.00180 .00250 .00400 .64300 .04037
.260 8.340 .41400 .05900 .00610 .41820 -.00171 -.00190 .00250 .00500 .64600 .04021
.260 10.430 .51500 .07700 .00440 .52040 -.01756 -.00200 .00260 .00600 .64900 .04093
.260 12.540 .62330 .10340 .00100 .63090 -.03435 -.00160 .00230 .00400 .65100 .04155
.260 14.630 .73950 .13980 -.00470 .75080 -.05180 -.00110 .00190 .00300 .65400 .04281
.260 16.750 .86440 .18710 -.01340 .88160 -.07002 -.00070 .00170 .00200 .65700 .04482
.260 18.850 .986580 .24300 -.02060 1.01140 -.06853 -. 00050 .00280 .00200 .65900 .04735
.260 20.960 1.09800 .31810 -.02710 1.13910 -.09586 .00460 .00660 -.01100 .66000 .05044
.260 Z3.080 1.19140 .40160 -.03310 1.25350 -.09763 .00250 .00270 -.00500 .66100 .05579
.260 25.180 1.29120 .48240 -.03820 1.37370 -.11274 .00320 .00380 -.00900 .66200 .06122
GRADIENT .04674 .00009 -.00009 .04727 -.00020 .00000 .00001 -.00005 -.00670 -.00025
DAt it AUG 14 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAtl PAGE 4
OAtts 826C9MTFWIIttEtGVsRSx (RF004) ( I7 MAT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
&REF 2 4.411s 56.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI = 5.000
LREF z 19.2299 INCHES YMRP z .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 5.000 ELE-RI = 5.000
6BRF a 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1675 INCHES ELE-RO = 5.000 SP0BRK = 5.000
SCALE .0405 3CALE 8OFLAP : -12.000 RUDDER = .000
RUN NO. 4/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRA0IENT INTERVAL : -6.001 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.2e0 -10.450 -.47540 .07230 .01160 -.48060 -.01491 -.00100 .00500 .00400 .66100 .04366
.260 -8.340 -.36960 .05580 .00720 -.37380 .00161 -. 00120 .00280 .00400 .65900 .04352
.260 -6.240 -.26700 .04420 .00490 -.27030 .01489 -.00140 .00260 .00500 .65800 .043st57
.260 -4.160 -. 17040 .03720 .00450 -.17260 .02483 -.00150 .00240 .00500 .66100 .04265
.260 -2.070 -. 07280 .03290 .00450 -.07400 .03030 -. 00150 .00250 .00400 .67400 .04217
.260 .000 .02230 .03140 .00410 .02230 .03144 -.00150 .00260 .00400 .58300 .04219
.260 2.090 .12100 .03360 .00360 .12210 .02916 -.00150 .00270 .00500 .64100 .04156
.260 4.200 .22030 .03830 .00360 .22250 .02209 -.00160 .00250 .00400 .64600 .04144
.260 6.260 .31780 .04680 .00250 .32100 .01187 -.00170 .00220 .00500 .64900 .04084
.260 8.570 .42090 .06000 .00090 .42520 -.00165 -.00190 .00230 .00600 .65100 .04034
.260 10.450 .52140 .07840 .00050 .52700 -.01745 -.00190 .00220 .00600 .65100 .04083
.260 12.530 .62510 .10420 -.00160 .63280 -.03392 -.00170 .00190 .00600 .65300 .04152
.260 14.660 .74240 .14100 -.00740 .75390 -.05158 -.00130 .00110 .00400 .65500 .04251
.260 16.740 .86610 .18750 -.01580 .88350 -.06990 -.00090 .00080 .00300 .65800 .04464
.260 168.690 .98880 .24480 -.02220 1,01460 -.08847. -. 00060 .00230 .00200 .66000 .04704
.260 20.970 1.09400 .31710 -. 02690 1.13500 -. 09542 .00U440 .UUb4U -. ut1uu .66bb .14-ti
.260 25.050 1.18520 .39800 -. 03040 1.24460 -. 09715 .00240 .00260 -.00400 .66100 .05548
.260 25.180 1.28490 .48000 -. 03710 1.36710 -. 11232 .00260 .00340 -. 00700 .66200 .06139
GRADIENT .04671 .00014 -.00013 .04724 -.00032 -.00001 .00002 -.00005 -.00299 -.00015
tl1t tt AUC 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - A081 PAGE S
04116 5t6C9MF8wtIfiEt*V6RSX9 (FGOOS) ( t MAY 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE[ - 4.4119 S.FT. XMRP 2 43.5974 INCHES BETA x .000 ELE-LI 2 -10.000
LRE - 19.2299 INCHES TMRP z .0000 INCHES ELE-LO c *10.000 ELE-RI a -10.000
BREF = 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP = tS.1t7S INCHES ELE-RO = -O.000 SPOBR$ 25.000
SCALE 9 .0405 SCALE BDFLAP 2 -it.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 5/ 0 RN/L 1 .85 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.te *-10.600 -.792t0 .1t3460 .16060 -.680390 -.0132tt .00050 .00400 .00300 .72T500 .03241
.260 -8.520 -.66260 .10390 .15120 *.69050 .00154 -.00050 .00270 .00500 .7?3200 .03555
.t60 -6.430 -.58100 .08220 .14590 -.56660 .01657 -.00070 .00250 .00500 .74300 .03360
.260 -4.330 -.48tt110 .06500 .14300 -.48470 .02843 -.00100 .00200 .00500 .7,6000 .03346
.260 -2.260 -.36270 .05110 .14140 -.38440 .03600 -.00120 .00160 .00600 .78700 .03376
.ro60 -.150 -.26490 .04050 .14070 -.28510 .03980 -.00130 .00150 .00600 .83300 .03369
.260 1.910 -. 16780 .03250 .14090 -. 18660 .036886 -.00130 .00160 .00600 .92900 .03374
.260 4.000 -.08970 .02890 .14090 -.08750 .03519 -.00130 .00170 .00600 1.24400 .03290
.260 6.080 .00580 .02710 .14140 .00660 .02637 -.00130 .00170 .00500 -5.36400 .03293
.to260 6.170 .10740 .03060 .14180 .11070 .01522 -.00120 .00180 .00600 .16000 .03205
.2eGO 10.260 .20650 .03660 .14340 .21010 .00145 -.00120 .00190 .00500 .40000 .03268
.260 t2.360 .30960 .05340 .14290 .31380 -.01411 -.00120 .00160 .00400 .48400 .035362
.260 14.460 .42630 .07800 .13970 .43230 -.03093 -.00070 .00160 .00300 .53300 .03545
.260 16.590 .55060 .t11360 .13440 .56020 -.04836 -.00070 .00210 .00300 .56300 .037Tt6
.260 18.680 .67100 .15740 .12850 .68610 -.06584 -.00100 .00220 .00500 .58300 .03925
.260 20.770 .76530 .21110 .12230 .80910 -.08120 .00040 .00280 .00100 .59600 .04t166
.260 22.000 .88980 .28500 .11510 .93060 -.08343 .00170 .00260 -. 00200 .60600 .04400
.260 25.000 .99030 .34890 .11280 1.04500 -.10241 .00260 .00220 -.00700 .61200 .04936
GRADIENT .04694 -. 00436 -.00023 .04763 .00079 -.00003 -. 00003 .00010 .05328 -.00006
OATIE t AUC 74 TABULATEDO SOURCE DATA - OAII PAGE S
Oti8 8btCSMTF8WIIGE 8VIRSX9S (R(G008) I? MAY 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
&REV - 4.4119 Se.FT. XMRP a 43.5974 INCHES BETA s .000 ELE-Lt a -10.000
LREF - 19.2299 INCHES yMRP z .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -10.000 ELE-RI : -10.000
8aRt - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP 2 15.1675 INCHES ELE-RO a -o0.000 SPORK a 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BOFLAP 2 -12.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. I/ 0 RN/L 1 .65 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.280 -10.610 -.610s0 .15610 .16890 -.82210 -.01349 .00020 .00350 .00400 .?2700 .03t30
.260 -8.500 -.69690 tOSt.10510 .15740 -.70470 .00081 -.00070 .00230 .00500 .73400 .03352
.280 -6.410 -.59310 .06300 .15270 -.59870 .01630 -.00080 .00220 .00600 .74600 .03348
.260 -4.310 -.49490 .06520 .14970 -.49840 .02764 -.00100 .00180 .00600 .76200 .03358
.260 -2.240 -.39840 .05160 .14000 -.40010 .05596 -.00130 .00140 .00600 .78800 .0332t
.260 -.140 -.29930 .04040 .14770 -.29940 .03970 -.00140 .00130 .00600 .83300 .03297
.E60 1.910 -.20480 .03280 .14760 -.20340 .03969 -.00150 .00100 .00700 .91900 .03278
.260 3.980 -.10760 .02800 .14800 -.10540 .05545 -.00150 .00130 .00600 1.16900 .032533
.260 6.080 -.01130 .02640 .14890 -.00850 .02745 *.00140 .00130 .00500 7.08600 .03164
.260 8.160 .08680 .02810 .15030 .08990 .01548 -.00140 .00140 .00600 .03600 .03217
.260 10.270 .1t6670 .03670 .15130 .19030 .00282 -.00150 .00140 .00500 .35900 .03152
.260 12.360 .29320 .05080 .15160 .29730 -. 01312 -.00160 .00120 .00500 .46400 .03313
.260 14.460 .40720 .07470 .14850 .41300 -. 02935 -. 00100 .00130 .00400 .51900 .03460
.260 16.570 .52890 .10850 .14270 .53790 -.04687 -. 00090 .00200' .00300 .55400 .03670
.260 18.690 .65210 .15260 .13730 .66660 -.06436 -. 00120 .00170 .00300 .37600 .03864
.260 20.790 .76660 .20650 .13110 .79000 -.07914 .00030 .00240 .00000 .59100 .04065
.260 22.890 .87940 .28080 .12210 .91570 -.08183 .00160 .00220 -. 00100 .60300 .04263
.260 25.000 .98030 .34590 .11760 1.03460 -.10087 .00270 .00200 -.00700 .61000 .04828
GRADIENT .04672 -. 00450 -.00017 .04741 .00092 -.00006 -.00007 .00005 .04555 -.00014
oATE it AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE OATA - OAttis PASGE
OAtt 6zEC9MFwtI1E2SVlRSxt (R1607) ( tI? At 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
StEr a 4.4t19 S4.FT. XNRP z 45.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI 8 15.000
LRw - 19.2299 INCHES TMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 15.000 ELE-RI a IS.000
6RF - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP 2 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO 15S.000 SPOBRK 25s.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE BOFLAP a -It.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 71 0 RN/L z 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL 2 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CoF CLM Cm CAF CYN CBL CT XCPIL CAB
.20o -t10.320 -.ZS990 .05460 -.08390 -.26550 .00735 -.00100 .00370 .00200 .53500 .04824
.2 0o -6.210to -.ts?15770o .04460 -.08690 -.16240 .02167 -.00tto2 .00340 .00300 .45500 .04893
.260 -6.1 0 -.05910 .03950 *.08780 -.06300 .03302 -.00130 .00340 .00300 .13900 .04935
.2t0oo -4.040 .03470 .05890 -.08870 .03190 .04133 -.0011tt0 .00340 .00300 1.67400 .04855
.260 -1.960 .13130 .04100 -.08920 .12980 .04561 -.00130 .00330 .00300 .90500 .04049
.260 .090 .22560 .04650 -.09040 .22570 .04617 -.00130 .00310 .00400 .79900 .04796
.260E 2.too .52490 .05480 -.09140 .32680 .04228 -.00150 .00310 .00400 .75500 .04744
.260 4.270 .41660 .06580 -.09050 .42030 .03456 -.00170 .00300 .00500 .73100 .04654
.260 6.390 .51670 .08130 -.09230 .52250 .0233552 *.00170 .00310 .00500 .71700 .04565
.260 8.460 .61490 .10150 -.09460 .62510 .00992 -.00180 .00290 .00600 .70800 .04479
.260 10.550 .72730 .12840 -.09950 .73850 -.00695 -.00180 .00540 .00500 .70100 .04566
.260 t12.650 .84010 .163530 -.10560 .85550 -.02459 -.00160 .00280 .00400 . .69700 .04629
.260 14.780 .95620 .20680 -.11190 .97790 -.04208 -.00140 .00230 .00400 .69400 .04790
.260 16.860 1.07690 .26590 -.11870 1.10720 -.06051 -.00130 .00250 .00400 .69100 .04987
.260 t16.950 1.19510 .32890 -.12620 1.23710 -.07709 -.00090 .00440 .00100 .68900 .05214
.260 t21.050 1.28220 .41180 -.12730 1.34460 -.07637 .00700 .01160 -.02000 .68700 .05770
.260 23.150 1.36840 .49860 -.13t100oo 1.45440 -.07946 .00150 .00080 .00000 .68500 .06349
.260 25.260 1.45050 .58840 -.13150 1.56290 -.08681 .0011tt0 .00310 -.00300 .68300 .06628
GRADIENT .04603 .00325 -.00028 .04682 -.00081 -.00007 -.00005 .00024 -.09768 -.00024
ODAlTE Et &Us v74 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - 0A116 PAGE I
OALti 8teC9MF8rwt*lEMtVRMXs IRFrOGS) ( 1t MAY 74 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sE * ..411 SQ.FT. XMRP = 45.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI : 15.000
La 19.2tt299 INCHES TMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = t15.000 ELE-R : __ 15.000
8REV : 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP m 15.1875 INCHES ELE*RO : 15.000 SPOBRK : 2S.000
SCALE : .0405 SCALE SODFLAP 2 -t2.000 RUDDER : .000
RUN NO. 8/ 0 RN/L : 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.001 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAP CYN COL CY XCPIL CAB
.20 -t10.310 -.26450 .05490 *.08190 -.27010 .00666 -. 00090 .00390 .00200 .54000 .04632
.t 0 -8.220 -.16200 .04450 -.08520 -.16670 .02089 -. 00120 .00360 .00200 .46500 .04945
.260 -6.110 -. 06240 .03980 -.08680 -.06620 .03297 -. 00120 .00370 .00300 .17000 .04664
.26 -4.050 .03250 .03890 -.08780 .02970 .04112 -. 00110 .00380 .00500 1.73800 .04868
.260 -1.930 .13070 .04130 -. 08840 .12920 .04583 -. 00100 .00400 .00300 .90400 .04796
.260e .100 .22340 .04580 -. 08940 .22340 .04544 -. 00090 .00400 .00300 .79900 .04829
.260 2.180 .31790 .05380 -. 08970 .31970 .04174 -.00110 .00390 .00200 .75500 .04718
.260 4.260 .40930 .06440 -. 08840 .41290 .03388 -.00100 .00380 .00200 .73000 .04637
.260 6.340 .50630 .07960 -. 08930 .51200 .02324 -.00130 .00360 .00400 .71600 .04518
.260 8.450 .60760 .09970 -. 09120 .61570 .00930 -. 00130 .00340 .00400 .70600 .04478
.260 10.520 .71540 .12620 -. 09410 .72650 -.00651 -. 00130 .00380 .00400 .69900 .04440
.260 12.630 .62470 .15960 -.09840 .63970 -.02460 *.00110 .00290 .00400 .69500 .04605
.260 14.750 .93770 .20390 -. 10340 .95880 -. 04157 -. 00080 .00270 .00200 .69100 .04686
.260 16.650 1.05740 .25720 -.11040 1.08660 -.06041 -.00050 .00220 .00100 .68900 .04914
.260 18.950 1.17780 .32260 -. 11800 1.21870 -.07741 -.00080 .00540 .00100 .68700 .05136
.2e60 21.040 1.26660 .40520 -. 12070 1.32760 -. 07655 .00760 .01290 -. 02200 .68500 .05670
.260 23.150 1.35950 .49410 -. 12520 1.44430 -. 08010 .00160 .00150 -.00100 .68400 .06242
.260 25.260 1.44040 .58340 -.12580 1.55160 -.08716 .00160 .00460 -.00500 .68100 .06703
GRADIENT .04534 .00306 -. 00012 .04612 -.00089 .00000 -.00000 -.00014 -.10447 -.00026
tiT tt AUG 74 TABUATEO SOURCE OATA - OA1t1 PAGE I
O6tS BtSC9MTFN6W1I6Et8V6RSX9 (WFIOOS) ( T11 MA 74 3
REFER(NCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SNEF a 4.411t9 SO.FT. XMRP a 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI c -S.000
LREF : 19.2299 INCHES YHRP S .0000 INCHES ELE*LO = -5.000 LE-RI -5*.000
BREr s 37.9359 INCHES ZHRP S 15.1675 INCHES ELE-*RO 9 -5.000 SPOBRK ts5.000
SCALE c .0405 SCALE BOFLAP 9 -It.000 RUDDER a 
.000
RUN NO. t10/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN COL Cy XCP/L CAB
.20o -10.540 -.66490 .10960 .11110tiO -.69340 -.01751 .00030 .00510 .00200 .71100 .03654
.260 -8.430 -. 57800 .08260 .10350 -.56390 -.00509 -.00050 .00450 .00300 .71700 .03?75t
.200 -6.360 -.47900 .06500 .09920 -.48320 .01tts6 -.00070 .00400 .00500 .77t00 .03731
.260 -4.250 -.37720O .05170 .09700 *.38000 .02364 -.00000 .00360 .00400 .74600 .03649
.t60 -Z.170 *.27900 .04060 .09600 -.28040 .03002 -.00090 .00330 .00400 .77800 .03719
t.260 -.110o -. 18300 .03390 .09560 -.16300 .03358 -.00110 .00330 .00500 .64400 .0363t2
.20 1.990 -. 08360 .02890 .09610 -.08250 .03161 -.00090 .00350 .00400 1.08000 .03677
.260 4.060 .01440 .02750 .09630 .01630 .02645 -.00090 .00360 .00300 -1.51100 .03666
.260 6.160 .11300 .03060 .09630 .11570 .01826 -.00080 .00360 .00300 .34500 .03485
.o60 8.250 .21530 .03730 .09540 .21840 .00604 -.00080 .00380 .00200 . .49100 .03435
.260 10.340 .31760 .04760 .09560 .32100 -.01015 -.00080 .00410 .00300 .54200 .03640
.260 12.440 .42620 .06650 .09460 .43100 -.02493 -.00060 .00360 .00200 .57100 .03592
.260 14.540 .53800 .09510 .09080 .54470 -.04302 -.00020 .00320 .00000 .59000 .03849
.260 16.640 .65880 .13360 .08380 .66950 -.06061 -.00010 .00360 .00000 .60600 .03995
.260 e18.750 .78100 .18280 .07480 .79840 -.07793 -.00030 .00440 .00000 .6t1700 .04102
.260 to0.860 .90190 .24540 .06740 .93010 -.09213 .00210 .00530 -. 00500 .62500 .04414
.260 22.960 1.00120 .32230 .06180 1.04760 -.09385 .00250 .00470 -. 00500 .63000 .04724
.260 25.060 1.09960 .39250 .05950 1.16230 -. 11034 .00330 .00410 -.01100 .63300 .05205
GRADIENT .04700 -. 00268 -. 00006 .04757 .00035 -.00001 .00001 -. 00010 -.20276 -. 00000
OCATE t AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAII PAGE to
OAitil B6CSMTFSWItGE2V8tRSXt (RF6O0I) ( 17T MAT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
Vr a 4.4119 SI.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI z -5.000
L *c = 19.2299 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : -5.000 ELE-RI -5S.000
BREF - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = -5.000 SPDBRK 8 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BDFLAP = -t12.000 RUODDER .000
RUN NO. 11/ 0 RNIL = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL .-6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN COBL C XCP/L CAB
.t60 *-10.540 -.70410 .11210 .12000 -. 71270 -.01865 .00010 .00470 .00200 .71400 .03566
.260 -8.440 -.59260 .08510 .11150 -.39070 -.00286 -.00060 .00410 .00400 .72000 .03575
.260 -6.360 -.49300 .06620 .10710 -.49730 .01115 -.00080 .00360 .00400 .73100 .03663
.260 -4.260 -.39480 .05110 .10440 -.39750 .02168 -.00110 .00320 .00300 .74800 .03717
.8260 -2.170 -. 29340 .04140 .10310 -.29470 .03027 -. 00120 .00280 .00400 .78000 .03599
.260 -. 120 -. 19850 .03290 .10320 -.19850 .03253 -. 00120 .00200 .00400 .04300 .03651
.860 1.980 -. 10080 .02870 .10590 -.09980 .03220 -. 00120 .00290 .00500 1.03500 .03550
.260 4.070 -.00200 .02690 .10410 -.00010 .02707 -.00110 .00310 .00400 32.76700 .03523
.260 6.160 .09710 .02870 .10420 .09970 .01809 -.00090 .00320 .00300 .26700 .03474
.260 8.230 .19460 .03420 .10480 .19750 .00606 -.00100 .00320 .00200 .45600 .03435
.260 10.330 .29730 .04580 .10440 .30070 -.00820 -.00120 .00320 .00300 .52400 .03422
.260 12.430 .40480 .06420 .10370 .40920 -. 02448 -.00090 .00320 .00200 .55800 .03558
.260 14.500 .52090 .09200 .10040 .52730 -. 04138 -.00050 .00260 .00200 .58200 .03720
.260 16.620 .64090 .12970 .09510 .65120 -. 05900 -.00040 .00320 .00000 .59900 .03872
.260 18.740 .76490 .17820 .08570 .78160 -. 07701 -. 00060 .00390 .00000 .61100 .04059
.260 20.860 .86500 .23970 .07710 .91240 -.09119 .00110 .00430 -.00300 .62100 .04t215
.260 22.950 .98830 .31810 .06770 1.03420 -. 09248 .00230 .00410 -. 00500 .62800 .04614
.260 25.070 1.09350 .38950 .06390 1.15550 -.11054 .00310 .00570 -.01000 .63100 .05177
GRADIENT .04701 -. 00293 .00001 .04756 .00061 .00000 -.00000 .00014 3.09535 -.00021
Otl tt &US 74 TABULATEDO SOURCE DATA * OAIIS PAsE It
OAtliS 6SCsMTFSwitl6EtiVRSxS (SFO01t) I t1 NAY 74 3
aCFEREacE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
sur 4.411tt S.FT. XMRP z 45.3974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI 9 10.000
Lr : ttt99 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 10.000 CLE-RI to 10.000
sae • 37.1359 INCHES ZMRP : 15.18tS INCHS ELE-RO x 10.000 SPOSDBRK s 5.000
SCALE .0405 SCALE BDFLAP s t.1.000 RUDDER s .000
RUN NO. 1/ 0 RN/L : 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL z -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COt CLN CN CAr CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.t60 -10.320 -.36440 .06000 -.03660 *.36930 -.00627 *.00070 .00340 .00200 .61500 .04614
.te0 -6.220 -.25990 .04670 -. 04010 -.26390 .00905 -.00t0O .00300 .00300 .99600 .04648
.260 -e.140 -.16020 .03900 -.04230 -.16350 .02168 -. 00130 .00 290 .00300 .5S600 .04670
.260 -4.050 -.06600 .03510 -. 04270 -. 06830 .03041 -. 00140 .00300 .00300 .42100 .04607
.260O -1.970 .03170 .03390 -. 04510 .03060 .03506 -. 00130 .00310 .00300 1.17t000 .04600
.260 .090 .12610 .03630 -. 04320 .12810 .0361tt -.00130 .00330 .00300 .177600 .045S39
.260 2.170 .22360 .04160 -. 04360 .22500 .033t17 -.00140 .00320 .00300 .72300 .04501
.260O 4.260 .32180 .04970 -. 04400 .32460 .02569 -. 00140 .00320 .00300 .70200 .04430
.260 6.360 .41970 .06190 -. 04560 .42400 .01498 -. 00140 .00310 .00400 .69100 .04333
.260 8.460 .51910 .07770 -. 04730 .52490 .00051 -.00160 .00310 .00400 .66500 .04330
.260 10.530 .61900 .1t0000 -. 04710 .62690 -. 01478 -. 00140 .00310 .00300 .67900 .04297
.260 t12.610 .72450 .1I930 -. 04970 .73530 -.03199 -.00t110t .00270 .00300 .67700 .04400
.26te0 14.730 .84110 t.16960 -. 05450 .65660 -. 04984 -. 00090 .00230 .00300 .67500 .04548
.260 16.830 .96510 .1ZZ30 -. 06350 .98780 -. 06758 -.00060 .00t170 .00300 .67500 .04669
.260 18.960 1.08570T .286250 -. 07100 1.1t1860 -. 08560 -. 00080 .00530 .00t100 .67500 .04666
.260 t1.060 1.1t86360 .36360 -. 07560 1.23520 -.08612t .00720 .tt01150s -. 02000 .67400 .05350
.2t60 23.140 1.27510 .44600 -. 07890 1.34780 -. 09103 ,00240 .00300 -.00400 .6?300 .05875
.260 25.260 1.36890 .53620 -.08460 1.46690 -.09932 .00150 .00480 -. 00700 .67300 .06362
GRAOINT .04660 .00178 -. 00015 .04722 -.00055 -. 00000 .00002 -. 00000 .00517 -. 00022
0 1 t AUg 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA * OAlIts PAGE It
OAtl Bt6C9MTF6wilt6EtGVRSX9 (RF$OIS) ( I? NAT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SAtR x 4.4119 SO.FT. XHMRP 2 43.5974 INCHES BETA z .000 ELE-LI a 10.00
LCP - 18.ttS99 INCHES YMRP a .0000 INCHES ELE-LO a 10.000 ELE-RI a 10.000
BRtr - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP c 15.18?75 INCHES ELE-RO a 10.000 SPORK = 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BOSDFLAP s o12.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 13/ 0 RN/L = 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL c -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN COL CV XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.350 -.37350 .06200 -.03400 -.37060 -.00607 -. 00060 .00340 .00200 .61900 .044i5
.260 -8.50 -.27020 .04780 -.03670 -.27420 .00855 -.00110 .00350 .00300 .60200 .04558
.20o -4.180 -.16980 .03680 -.03690 -.17300 .02031 -.00130 .00320 .00300 .56900 .04690
.2o0 -4.090 -.07320 .03480 -.03910 -.07550 .02955 -.00120 .00330 .00300 .46100 .0461?
.PA0 -1.990 .02290 .03380 -.03970 .02t170T .05464 *.00120 .00330 .00300 1.32500 .04571
.260 .060 .11930 .03550 -.04010 .11930 .03538 -.00120 .00330 .00300 .77500 .04562
.260 2.150 .21540 .04090 -.04110 .21680 .03284 -.00120 .00340 .00200 .72200 .0443$
.260 4.240 .31180 .04670 -.04190 .31460 .02557 -.00110 .00340 .00300 .?Ot70100 .04392
.260 6.30 .41160 .06040 -.04340 .41580 .01464 -.00120 .00340 .00300 .69000 .04325
.260 8.410 .51260 .07630 -.04550 .51820 .00053 -.00130 .00330 .00400 .68400 .04295
.260 10.500 .61570 .09680 -. 04780 .62340 -.01498 -.00130 .00330 .00400 .866000 .04269
.260 12.600 .72600 .12930 -.05200 .73680 -.03218 -.00100 .00260 .00400 .67800 .04382
.260 14.710 .64640 .17040 -.05680 .86190 -.05016 -.00070 .00260 .00300 .67700 .04557
.260 16.800 .97000 .22160 -.06800 .99270 -.06836 -.00040 .00230 .00200 .67700 .04749
.260 18.940 1.09150 .28340 -.07640 1.12440 -.08626 -. 00060 .00560 .00100 .67700 .04982
.260 21.040 1.19300 .36570 -.08210 1.24470 -.08713 .00750 .01130 -. 02000 .67600 .05461
.260 23.130 1.28410 .45420 -.08970 1.35950 -.08661 .00050 .00300 .00000 .67600 .06040
.260 25.220 1.37770 .53830 -.09090 1.47570 -.10008 .00130 .00440 -. 00500 .67400 .06500
GRADIENT .04627 .00166 -.00034 .04689 -.00047 .00001 .00001 *.00005 *.00569 -. 00026
DATE ts AUG 74 TASULATED SOURCE DATA * OAtll PAGE IS
0116 tSC9m7F8eilSEtSVIRMSX (t4014) ( It? NAY 74 1
tFWRENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
satr a 4.4t11 S4.FT. XMRP z 43.51974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI z -15.000
LarEF a 11.22tS INCHES TMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : -15.000 ELE-RI v -15.000
UaEr a 37.13$$ INCHES ZMRP a 15.1675 INCHES ELE-RO = -15.000 SPOGRK 9 25.000
SCALE z .04035 SCALE SDFLAP = -12.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 14/ 0 RN/L : 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAT CYN CBL CT XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.650 -.89350 .16280 .20770 -. 90830 -.00519 .00070 .00340 .00100 .73600 .02923
.260 -8.540 -.76610 .12490 .19120 -. 77810O .00946 -. 00030 .00320 .00500 .74200 .03014
.260 -6.450 -.66610 .09850 .16460 -.67290 .02303 -.00040 .00370 .00500 .75300 .03t203
.260 -4.370 -. 57120 .07900 .16160 -.57560 .03524 -.00060 .00330 .00500 .76600 .03198
.260 -t.270 -.47100 .06360 .17970 -.47320 .04498 -.00080 .00280 .00400 .79100 .03072
.260 -. 210 -.37520 .05000 .17920 -.37540 .04866 -. 00100 .00280 .00500 .8to700 .03119
.26e0 1.890 -.27870 .04010 .17910t -.27720 .04932 -. 00t10 .00260 .00500 .86900 .03059
.260 3.930 -.18270 .03320 .17940 -.16000 .04570 -. 00110 .00260 .00500 1.01600 .03035
.260 6.030 -.08640 .02900 .18030 -.08280 .03801 -. 00100 .00250 .00400 1.45200 .03013
.260 6.140 .01310 .02940 .18160 .01710 .02727 -. 00100 .00300 .00500 -3.25200 .02973
.260 10.220 .10890 .05450 .18440 .11330 .01466 -.00100 .00300 .00500 .05300 .03043
.260 12.300 .21000 .04560 .18510 .21490 -. 00017 -. 00100 .00300 .00300 .33500 .031S6
.260 14.410 .32430 .06660 .18260 .33070 -.01621 -. 00060 .00240 .00200 .44800 .033S
.260 16.500 .44360 .09690 .17770 .45280 -.03315 -.00060 .00300 .00200 .50700 .03472
.t60 18.640 .56490 .13710 .17380 .57910 -.05064 -.00060 .00390 .00100 .54100 .03725
.260 20.740 .68040 .18950 .16800 .70340 -.06371 .00070 .004t10 .00000 .56400 .03799
.260 22.640 .78920 .25720 .16060 .82720 -.06938 .00160 .00560 -.00300 .58000 .04067
.260 24.950 .88950 .31660 .15920 .94000 -.08621 .00270 .00340 -. 01000 .58900 .04565
GRADIENT .04669 -.00555 -.00024 .04755 .00122 -.00006 -. 00008 .00005 .02877 -. 000t16
oAlT It AUg 74 TABULATOED SOURCE DATA - OAII PAGE 14
OAttS 626CSMTNFSWIt6EtSV6SRSX9 (RFO0IS) IT MAY 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SKF a 4.4t119 SQ.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-L 2 -t15.000
LRF - 19.2t99 INCHES YTHRP s .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -15.000 ELE*RI z -15.000
BRE * . 37.9359 INCHES ZHRP : 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO : -15.000 SPOORK 
: 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BOFLAP = -it.000 RUDDER 
: .000
RUN NO. IS/ 0 RN/L : 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL: -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.t60 -10.660 -.90620 .16570 .21360 -.92120 -.00481 .00060 .00370 .00300 .73700 
.02075
.z260o -8.570 -.77820 .12580 .19600 -.78830 .00843 -. 00050 .00330 .00500 .74300 
.03135
.te0 -6.480 -. 67730 .10070 .18990 -.68440 .02365 -. 00050 .00350 .00600 .75400 .053129
.260 -4.390 -.58080 .08070 .18680 -.58530 .03605 -. 00070 .00320 .00500 .76900 
.03093
.260 -2.310 -.48400 .06390 .18540 -.48620 .04431 -.00100 .00270 .00600 .79200 
.0312t
.260 -.210 -.38650 .05100 .18500 -.38670 .04960 -.00100 .00260 .00600 
.82800 .03032
.260 1.860 -.29030 .04000 .18620 -.28880 .04951 -.00120 .00250 .00600 .88900 
.03059
.260 3.940 -. 19460 .03320 .18550 -. 19190 .04654 -.00100 .00250 .00500 1.00800 
.02966
.260 6.010 -.09960 .02850 .18660 -. 09600 .03886 -.00110 .00260 .00500 1.36700 
.02958
.260 8.120 -. 00440 .02810 .18810 -.00030 .02852 -.00110 .00250 .00500 32.76700 
.02919
.260 t10.t180 .08980 .03190 .19120 .09410 .01553 -.00110 .00270 .00500 
-.09500 .03029
.260 12.290 .19580 .04390 .19290 .20070 .00120 -.00130 .00280 .00400 .29800 
.03106
.260 14.380 .50710 .06370 .18960 .31330 -.01457 -.00080 .00210 .00300 .42900 
.03238
.260 t16.500 .42970 .09390 .18500 .43870 -. 03205 -.00070 .00270 .00300 .49600 .03461
.260 18.610 .54780 .15350 .16230 .56170 -. 04631 -.00070 .00380 .00500 .53200 
.03616
.260 20.720 .66560 .18490 .17680 .68800 -. 06256 .00060 .00410 .00100 .55700 
.03824
.260 22.820 .77490 .25310 .16860 .81240 -. 06736 .00150 .00320 -.00100 .57500 .05962
.260 24.950 .88020 .31360 .16650 .93030 -. 08702 .00280 .00350 -. 00900 .58600 .04531
GRADIENT .04638 -. 00571 -. 00009 .04725 .00126 -.00004 -.00008 .00000 .02759 -. 00015
0hic t AUt T4 TASULATEDO SOURCE DATA - OAtll PA6S Is
OkAtte teSCMTFwitltSVSexe t St1 SStel ( I NAT 14 1
REfCERENC DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sREtr a 4.4tif So.FT. XHRP z 43.5174 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI s 0.000
LREF 19.2299gg INCHES YTHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO 20.0 00 ELEt 1 20.500
BREF - 37.9359 INCHES ZHRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO : 20.000 SPOSRK 25S.000
SCALE. .040S SCALE BOFLAP = -*2t.000 RUDDER 2 .000
RUN NO. 16/ 0 RN/L = 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
NACH ALPHA CL COF CLMN CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.sO *-10.190 -.13570 .05400 -. 14050 -. 14320 .02916 -.00130 .00050 .00600 .29100l .050tt
.260 -8.tto -. 03900 .04790 -.14310 -.04540 .04197 -.00140 .00020 .00700 -.50600 .05176
.200 -6.030 .05400 .04760 -. 14380 .04670 .05311 -.00110 .00030 .00700 1.75700 .05130
.260 -3.960 .14560 .04910 -. 14410 .14190 .05909 -.001t0O .00030 .00800 1.02500 .05169
.260 -1.870 .235810 .05460 -. 14400 .23620 .06245 -. 00090 .00040 .00700 .87600 .05094
.260o .200 .33030 .06350 -. 14310 .33050 .06t39 -.00090 .00040 .00700 .81100 .05007
.260 2.280 .42170 .07440 -. 14160 .42430 .05754 -.00090 .00050 .00700 .77400 .04932
.260 4.350 .51040 .0880 -. 13990 .51570 .04987 -. 00060 .00020 .00600 .75200 .04835
.260 6.460 .61480 .10950 -. 14430 .62320 .03941 -. 00090 .00020 .00600 .73700 .04744
.260 8.520 .71740 .13320 -. 14820 .72920 .02538 -. 00120 .00040 .00900 .72600 .04779
.260 10.670 .65980 .17180 -. 16750 .87670 .00963 -.00160 -. 00070 .01000 .72200 .04873
.260 12.750 .96910 .21140 -. 17270 .99190 -.00774 -. 00160 -. 00110 .01000 .71600 .04896
.260 14.860 1.06150 .26020 -. 17790 1.11200 -. 02595 -.00140 -. 00220 .01000 .71100 .05042
.260 16.960 1.20260 .32020 -. 18630 1.24580 -. 04464 -. 00200 .00000 .01100 .70700 .05265
.260 19.080 1.50310 .39560 -. 187T10 1.36080 -. 05215 .00450 .00570 -. 00700 .70200 .05649
.260 21.150 1.56790 .47740 -. 18220 1.44800 -. 04845 .00200 .00240 .00100 .69800 .06tS31
.260 23.260 1.46610 .56850 -. 19000 1.$7150 -.05669 .00000 -. 00090 .00500 .69600 .06?71
.260 25.330 1.51670 .64670 -. 17830 1.64760 -. 06457 .00210 .00310 -. 00500 .69100 .07197
GRADIENT .04397 .00478 .00052 .04505 -. 00112 .00005 -. 00000 -.00019 -. 03122 -.00040
DATE it AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 0A114 PAGE to
041At1 826C9M7F8iW6Et8VSRSX9 (RF80ty) ( 17 MAT 74 I
REERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
t8E V 4.411t9 SQ.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA z .000 ELE-LI : 20.000
LRV t19.I99 INCHES TMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : to0.000 ELE-RI = to.000
B(r 37.9359 INCHES ZmRP : 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = to.000 SPOBRK 2 S5.000
SCALE .0405 SCALE BDFLAP = -t12.000 RUDDER z .000
RUN NO. 17/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN COL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.240 -. t9350 .05460 -. 13200 -.16080 .02664 -.00150 .00010 .00?00 .35000 .05034
.260 -8.130 -. 05260 .04820 -.13500 -.05890 .04029 -. 00150 -.00020 .00800 -.19000 .05145
.20 -6.060 .04120 .04770 -. 15620 .03590 .05181 -. t00170 -.00020 .00900 2.04400 .05062
.260 -3.960 .13550 .04930 -. t3750 .13180 .05864 -. 00180 -.00010 .01000 1.03600 .05t102
.260 -1.920 .22560 .05470 -. 13780 .22370 .06232 -. 00160 .00000 .00900 .67800 .05024
.E60 .1to0 .32000 .062t10 -.13760 .32010 .06119 -. 00150 .00000 .01100 .61000 .03045
.260 2.240 .41220 .07280 -. 13650 .41470 .05659 -.00120 -.00030 .00900 .77300 .04974
.260 4.320 .50200 .08720 -.13470 .50710 .04912 -.00090 -.00060 .00900 .74900 .04856
.260 6.420 .60120 .10630 -.13750 .60930 .03839 -.00120 .00000 .01000 .73500 .04770
.260 8.530 .70760 .13110 -.14210 .71940 .02459 -.00150 .00020 .01000 .72400 .04734
.260 10.610 .63750 .16500 -.15600 .85360 .00790 -.00160 -.00050 .01000 .71900 .04904
.260 12.700 .94510 .20400 -.16000 .96690 -.00886 -.00150 -.00110 .01100 .71300 .04856
.2O0 t4.820 1.05400 .25140 -.16340 1.08330 -.02660 -.00130 -.00210 .01000 .70700 .04964
.260 16.930 1.16950 .30900 -.17020 1.20680 -.04487 -.00170 .00000 .01000 .70300 .05157
.260 19.030 1.27590 .38020 -. 17160 1.33020 -.05662 .00200 .00320 .00000 .69900 .05386
.260 21.100 1.34110 .46480 -.16650 1.41850 -.04936 .00250 .00250 .00000 .69500 .06063
.260 23.230 1.44620 .55830 -. 17760 1.54920 -.05733 .00040 -.00080 .00400 .69400 .06637
.260 25.310 1.50440 .63860 -.16940 1.63300 -.06603 .00250 .00380 -. 00600 .69000 .07085
GRADIENT .04430 .00452 .00033 .04536 -. ot00119 .00011 -. 00006 -.00010 -.03268 -.00026
OATE tt US 4 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAtS PA.I I?
OkAIe 8t26ClNTriwI6[4sV6Sxt 4AF06I1) 1 04 JUN 74 1
EcrtaCNCtE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
Site s 4.41to SO.FT. XNOP a 43.9974 INCHES BETA g .000 tLC-LI a .600
LaEF. a t.1t9 INCHES YHRP a .0000 INCHES ELE-LO a .000 ELE-RI a ,000
Bat? a 3sT.9359 INCHES ZHRP t1S.1sTyS INCHES ELE-RO a .000 SPDORK a M.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE BDFLAP -1tt.000 RUDDER .000
ELE-06 a .000 AIL*Oe a .000
RUN NO. 1/ 0 RIN/L : 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL *8.001 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDr CLH CN CAF CYN COL CY KCPIL CAB
.260 -10.550 -. T57150 .067820 .05650 -. 57780 -.01686 -.00070 .00430 .00500 .68800 .0428
.2t60o -6.450 -.46770 .06650 .05110 -.47240 -.00296 -.00100 .00570 .00500 .69200 .04t17
.t26 -6.340 -.36560 .05210 .04820 -.36930 .01173 -.00130 .00310 .00900 .70000 .0411S
.260 -4.240 -.26650 .04160 .04690 -.27080 .02192 -.00140 .00260 .00S00 .71600 .04123t
.t6 *-t.140 -. 17030 .03540 .04690 -.17150 .02906 -.00140 .00270 .00500 .75200 .04033
.t0O -.050 -. 07430 .03060 .04690 -.07440 .03056 -.00140 .00290 .00400 .68400 .04077
.260 2.060 .02400oo .03000 .04680 .02510 .02913 -.00140 .00290 .00400 -.03t200O .04023
.860 4.150 . tt2240 .03170 .04640 .12440 .0tt24 -.00150 .00510 .00200 .51400 .04034
.260 6.240 .t216o .03760. .04560 .22440 .01328 -.00140 .00300 .00500 .57700 .03694
.260 6.330 .32640 .04620 .04370 .32990 .00043 -.00150 .00290 .00300 .60300 .03861
.t6o 10.460 .42970 .06330 .04320 .43400 *.01563 *.00160 .00300 .00200 .61500 .03945
.260 t.55O .53430 .08570 .04300 .54010 -.03249 -.00160 .00290 .00100 .t62200 .04016
.too 14.660 .64800 .11780 .03920 .65670 -.05023 *.00100 .00250 .00000 .63000 .04161
.te20 16.800 .77280 .16090 .03090 .78630 -.06945 -.00050 .00200 -.00100 .63700 .043682
.260 18.940 .69700 .21560 .02370 .91840 -.06732 -.00050 .00370 -.00200 .44200 .04528
.260 t1.050 1.01350 .28570 .01550 1.04650 -.09753 .00360 .00570 -.01200 .64600 .04653
.teo0 23.170 t.107to20 .36430 .01200 1.t16120 -.10065 .00270 .00410 -.01000 .64800 .0stat2
.260 25.290 1.20540 .44580 .00730 1.26030 -.11195 .00080 .00350 -.00600 .65000 .0s825
ORAnOENT .04661 -. 00122 -. 00005 .04713 .00009 .00001 .00004 -. 00033 -.05693 -.00009
chic ft &IUS 4 TABULATCO OURCE ODATA - OAIll PAtE is
OAIttS *2CINSMWFltIIC43VS4RI lfaRlil| I It 7AT 14 I
IRFE8HNCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SEP a 4.4111 SO.fT. XNRP a 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI x .000
LEr a t. 2299 INCHES THRP * .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = .000 ELE-RI a .000
sacr 37.t3ss9 INCHES ZMRP a 15.1675 INCHES ELE-RO x .000 SPOORK 3 t1.000
SCALE .0405 SCALE BDFLAP a -tt.000 RUDDER x .000
RUN NO. I91 0 RNIL u t.42 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.001 6.00
MACN ALPHA CL COP CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cv XCPIL CAB
.t200oo -to.390 -.595830 .08650 .05660 -.56460 -.01566 -. 00020 .00420 .00400 .66900 .04061
.200 -6.330 -.45490 .06520 .05050 -.45960 -. 00133 -. 00070 .00420 .00500 .69200 .04139
.200 -6.240 -.35540 .05120 .04760 *.35660 .01223 -. 00120 .00320 .00500 .70000 .04t15
.200 *4.170 -.2560 .04250 .04600 *.26100 .02350 -. 00140 .00260 .00600 .71700 .03947
.200 -2.080 -. 16650 .03530 .04610 -.16770 .02921 -.00140 .00270 .00500 .75300 .04043
.200 -.020 -.0711tt0 .03180 .04530 -.07110 .03176 -.00150 .00260 .00500 .6688600 .03946
.200 2.050 .02630 .03060 .04590 .02740 .02965 -.00150 .00270 .00400 .03600 .03975
.200 4.100 .12030 .03270 .04530 .12240 .02402 -. 00140 .00290 .00400 .51500 .03959
.200 6.170 .21660 .03850 .04480 .21950 .01498 -.00160 .00280 .00400 .57700 .03615
.too 8.240 .31660 .04800 .04290 .32020 .00215 -.00170 .00260 .00400 .60200 .03833
.too00 10.330 .41760 .06280 .04220 .42230 -.01315 -.00170 .00290 .00400 .61500 .0381?
.200 12.420 .52020 .08450 .04290 .52620 -.02936 -.00160 .00260 .00200 .62200 .03869
.200 14.490 .63050 .11390 .04090 .63890 -. 04747 -.00110 .00250 .00000 .62800 .04152
.200 16.600 .748e0 .15440 .03400 .76180 -.06599 -.00070 .00150 .00000 .63500 .04261
.200 16.700 .66830 .20600 .02620 .08860 -. 08335 -.00070 .00320 .00000 .64100 .04400
.too00 t0.790 .98350 .26450 .02050 1.01340 -. 10189 -.00060 .00470 -.00100 .64400 .04712t
.200 22.870 1.08390 .35t40 .01220 1.13530 -. 09759 .00260 .00620 -. 00800 .64800 .05179
.200 24.950 1.17410 .42120 .01210 1.24220 -. 11351 .00330 .00400 -.01200 .64600 .05535
GRAOIENT .04599 -.00118 -. 00008 .04653 .00007 -.00000 .00001 -. 00024 -.05427 -. 00004
DATE 21 AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE CATA - O&lt PAGE t19
04t11 8t6CSWMTFWtS6E43VR$SXt IFOtoe) I It NAY 74 1
WtFERENCE OAT& PARAMETRIC DATA
str 2 4.4111 Sg.fT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA - .o0 ELE-LI = 5.000
LREF 2 19.2t99 INCHES MRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 5.000 ELE-RI s 5.000
BREF a 37.935 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1$75 INCHES ELE-RO a 5.000 SPOBRK x 85.000
SCALE 2 .0405 SCALE SDPLAP x It.000 RUDDER z .000
RUN NO. to/ 0 RNIL = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL 3 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAP CYN CBL CV XCPIL CAB
.t26 -10.460 -.48490 .07410 .01720 -.49030 -.01525 .00000 .00630 .00100 .66500 .0453862
.260 -8.360 -.37950 .05620 .01310 -.38370 .00037 -.00030 .005860 .00200 .46400 .04462
.260 -6.290 -.26250 .04450 .0100oo *.28570 .01333 -.00060 .00540 .00200 .66600 .04506
.260 -4.160 -.16420 .05760 .00980 -. 18650 .02420 -.00060 .00530 .00100 .67100 .04390
.260 -2.090 *.09050 .03300 .00980 *.09170 .02968 -.00070 .00530 .00100 .6910t0 .043687
.260 .050 .01020 .03110t .00980 .01020 .03117 -. 00060 .00560 .00100 .29900 .04356
.teO 2.120 .10520 .03280 .00950 .10640 .02891 -.00070 .00560 .00000 .61900 .04298
.t60 4.250 .20610 .03640 .00900 .20840 .02299 -. 00080 .00540 .00000 .63600 .04162
.260 6.320 .30500 .04620 .00800 .30830 .01235 -. 00080 .00540 -.00100 .64200 .04122
.260 6.410 .40860 .05930 .00660 .41310 -. 00110 -. 00080 .00550 -.00100 .64600 .04050
.260TO 10.540 .50960 .07670 .00680 .51500 -.01780 *.00080 .00550 -.00200 .64700 .04123
.260 t12.630 .61370 .10220 .00670 .62120 -. 03451 -.00050 .00570 -.00300 .64600 .04t81
.260 14.750 .72910 .13740 .00270 .74010 -. 05272 .00010 .00510 -.00600 .65000 .04346
.260 16.890 .85250 .18450 -.00450 .86930 -. 07114 .00060 .00450 -. 00700 .65400 .04490
.260 18.990 .97320 .24080 -.01150 .99860 -. 08907 .00010 .00700 -. 00900 .65600 .04655
.260 21.140 1.08900 .31670 -.01670 1.12990 -. 09748 .00540 .00990 -. 02t100 .65600 .04998
.260 23.240 1.18220 .39950 -.02500 1.24390 -. 09952 .00310 .00610 -.01500 .65900 .05310
.260 25.370 1.27370 .48450 -.02760 1.35840 -. 10813 .00160 .00700 -. 01500 .65900 .05978
GRADIENT .04643 .00007 -. 00009 .04698 -.00015 -.00002 .00002 -.00014 -. 00688 -.00026
DATE It AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAlt PAGE to
OAIII 5t*C9MFWt6tSE43V8RSX9 (AF602I) ( 04 JUN 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S1EF S 4.4tt S6.FT. XMRP = 43.59974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI z 10.606
LREF s 19.22Z99 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 10.000 ELE-RI t10.000
6BEr - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = 10.000 SPOORK 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BOFLAP = -it.000 RUDDER = .000
ELE-B0 a 10.000 AIL-O z 10.000
RUN NO. 21/ 0 RN/L : 1.63 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CT XCPIL CAB
.260 -10.430 -.38440 .06200 -.02890 -.36930 -.00666 -.00020 .00480 .00200 .62400 .04713
.60 *-8.320 -.28210 .04870 -.03250 -.28620 .00732 -.00070 .00440 .00200 .61000 .04TO79
.260 -6.190 -. 18130 .04010 -.03460 -. 18460 .02037 -.00090 .00430 .00300 .386300 .04731
.260 -4.080 -.08460 .03560 -.03540 -.08710 .02949 -.00110 .00430 .00300 .50200 .04715
.260 -2.030 .00980 .03400 -. 03560 .00860 .03434 -. 00100 .00450 .00200 2.16600 .04701
.260 .060 .10680 .03560 -. 03620 .10680 .03554 -.00110 .00470 .00200 .77700 .04629
.260 E.160 .207t10 .03970 -. 03650 .20840 .03187 -.00120 .00460 .00100 .71600 .04652
.260 4.250 .30110 .04790 -. 03630 .30380 .02545 -. 00110 .00440 .00100 .69600 .04508
.260 6.400 .40270 .05980 -.03730 .40690 .01453 -.00130 .00440 .00100 .66500 .04375
.260 6.460 .50370 .07530 -.03880 .50930 .00044 -.00120 .00440 .00000 .66000 .04349
.260 10.560 .60740 .09790 -.03960 .61500 -.01513 -.00130 .00450 .00000 .67500 .04329
.260 12.680 .71350 .12710 -.04160 .72400 -.03271 -.00110 .00480 -.00100 .67300 .04438
.260 14.800 .82940 .16660 -.04580 .84450 -.05078 -.00080 .00450 -.00200 .67200 .04607
.260 16.950 .95390 .21830 -.05380 .97620 -.06927 -.00010 .00370 -.00500 .67200 .04700
.260 19.060 1.07510 .27900 -.06020 1.10730 -.08730 -.00050 .00660 -. 00700 .67200 .04894
.260 21.200 1.17730 .36200 -.06620 1.22850 -. 08834 .00770 .01250 -.02700 .67200 .05303
.260 23.310 1.27270 .44580 -.07000 1.34520 -. 09428 .00250 .00510 -. 01300 .67100 .05867
.260 25.420 1.35970 .53330 -.07350 1.45700 -. 10205 .00160 .00720 -.01500 .67000 .06580
GRADIENT .04644 .00145 -.00013 .04704 -. 00051 -.00001 .00001 -. 00024 -. 05165 -. 00022
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DATE t21 AU6 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAtII PAGE 2at
OAIII 8tCMNTFUWIIt6E43V4RSxt (AF602S) ( 04 JUN 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC ODATA
$REF 3 4.4111 SG.FT. XNRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI £ to.000
LRF 19.tt2299 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 20.000 ELE-RI 20t.000
eRke - 37.9359 INCHES ZNRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = 20.000 SPDBRK 25ts.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BDFLAP a -12.000 RUDDER : .000
ELE-OB = 20.000 AIL-08 z .000
RUN NO. 23/ 0 RN/L = 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.260 -.16730 .05700 -.12650 -. 17460 .02633 -.00100 .00180 .00500 .38100 .05043
.teO0 -8.150 -.06530 .05010 -.13290 -.07180 .04032 -.00110 .00190 .00500 -. 02900 .05224
.260 -6.050 .03320 .04850 -.13550 .02790 .05175 -.00120 .00190 .00500 2.43700 .05238
.260 -3.960 .12750 .05060 -. 13620 .t12370 .05931 -.00150 .00140 .00700 1.05700 .05193
.260 -1.660 .22360 .05580 -. 13770 .22170 .06311 -. 00160 .00160 .00700 .88000 .05175
.260 .220 .31960 .06470 -.13760 .32010 .06349 -.00160 .00160 .00700 .81000 .05029
.260 2.310 .41170 .07490 -.13600 .41440 .05825 -.00160 .00130 .00600 .77200 .04965
.260 4.420 .50330 .08960 -.13480 .50870 .05056 -.00160 .00100 .00700 .74900 .04940
.260 6.550 .60570 .10940 -.13820 .61420 .03960 -.00210 .00160 .00700 .73400 .04603
.260 6.620 .72460 .13640 -. 14910 .73680 .02621 -.00200 .00060 .00700 .72600 .04819
.260 10.770 .84420 .17060 -. 15680 .66120 .00979 -. 00190 .00090 .00500 .71900 .04826
.260 12.670 .95290 .20910 -.16000 .97550 -.00053 -. 00190 .00090 .00400 .71200 .04946
.260 14.980 1.05770 .25600 -.16190 1.08790 -.02614 -. 00190 .00070 .00400 .70600 .05019
.260 17.150 1.16310 .31740 -.17020 1.22410 -.04560 -.00160 .00160 .00200 .70300 .05227
.260 19.220 1.28000 .39100 -.17050 1.33740 -.05220 .00500 .00750 -. 01500 .69900 .05568
.260 t21.330 1.35860 .47340 -.16850 1.43770 -.05350 .00480 .00610 -.01400 .69500 .06113
.260 23.480 1.45930 .57110 -.17930 1.56600 -.05780 .00060 .00180 -. 00400 .69400 .06731
.260 25.540 1.51140 .64900 -.16670 1.64350 -.06619 .00290 .00630 -. 01600 .68900 .07202
GRADIENT .04490 .00464 .00022 .04600 -.00107 -.00003 -.00005 -. 00005 -. 03458 -.00035
OATE tt AUS 74 TABULATED SOURCE DA&TA * OAtt PASE 23
OAtt BetCMTF8swit6E43VORSX9 (iF0t4i ( I NAT 74 1
REtERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRET a 4.411tt S.FT. xMRP : 43.5974 INCHES BETA x .000 ELE-LI a -5.000
LEt * 19.2290 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO 2 *5.000 ELE-RI = -$.000
BEET a 357.9359 INCHES ZMRP 1S.1875t INCHES ELE*RO : -5.000 SPDBRK a 25.000
SCALE x .0405 SCALE BDFLAP s -tt.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 24/ 0 RMN/L z 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -6.00/ 6.00
hACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN COL CY XCP/L CAB
.teO -10.630 -.66820 .11070 .10230 -. ?4770o -. 01450 .00140 .00170 .00100 .70700 .038tl
.20O -6.520 -.55250 .08340 .09130 -.55880 .0006? .00050 -.00100 .00500 .71200I .039t4
.60O -6.400 -.45000 .06630 .08770 -.45460 .01573 .00020 -.00091 .00400 .72300 .03897
.t260 -4.300 -.351tSO .05370 .08600 -.35450 .02721 .00000 -. 00100 .00400 .74100 .03840
.260 -2.160 -.25000 .04360 .06460 -.25230 .05416 -.00030 -.00120 .00400 .77500 .03860
.2tO -. 100 -.15370 .03730 .08350 -. 15380 .03704 -.00060 -.00150 .00500 .85100 .03833
.20O 1.970 -.05810 .03410 .086310 -.05690 .036t11 -.00070 -.00150 .00500 1.18900 .03757
.2 0 4.060 .04010 .03340 .08310 .04240 .03050 -.00070 -.00150 .00400 -.06900 .03745
.260 6.180 .13750 .03660 .08340 .14070 .02157 -.00090 -.00120 .00500 .43400 .03643
.260 8.300 .23550 .04250 .08460 .23920 .00810 -.00080 .00010 .00400 .52100 .03655
.2tO 10.390 .33290 .05360 .08700 .33720 -.00717 -.00090 .00150 .00300 .55700 .03667
.20o 12.500 .43330 .07140 .08820 .43850 -.02402 -.00070 .00260 .00100 .57800 .03787
.260 14.620 .54610 .10010 .08630 .55370 -.04099 -.00010 .00290 .00000 .59400 .03906
.260 16.730 .67010 .13900 .07920 .68180 -. 05983 .00000 .00340 -.00200 .60900 .04t13
.260 16.880 .79220 .18830 .07200 .81050 -. 07816 .00010t .00480 -.00200 .61900 .04331
.260o 21.000 .91590 .25000 .06370 .94290 -. 09407 .00200 .00520 -.00700 .62700 .04626
.260 t3.100 1.01290 .32840 .05790 1.06050 -. 09547 .00310 .00540 -.01000 .63200 .05023
.260 25.240 1.11030 .39930 .05730 1.17460 -. 11246 .00400 .00540 -.01400 .63400 .05528
GRADIENT .04681 -.00241 -.00035 .04744 .00041 -. 00009 -.00006 .00005 -. 05782 -.00014
DATE it AU& 74 TABULATED SOURCE CATA * OA1I PAGE t4
OAtl SBtC9NMTF8WI6E43VlR$SX (AFsos) ( 04 JUN 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARANETRIC DATA
sEr . 4.41ts S.FT. XNRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE*LI a -10.000
LRcr . 19.2299 INCHES VMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : -o10.000 ELE-R a -10.000
SRcF - 37.9359 INCHES ZNRP = 15.187S INCHES ELE*RO m -10.000 SPOBRK 25s.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BOFLAP = -t12.000 RUDDER 9 .000
ELE-OB : -10.000 AIL-OB s .000
RUN NO. 25/ 0 RN/L : 1.5 GRADIENT INTERVAL : *-.00o/ 6.00
nACn ALPHA CL COar CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CV XCPIL CAB
.260 -o0.720?o -.79030 .13570 .15570 -. 0170 -. 015y71 -.00040 .00290 .00s500o .72500 .03444
.te0 -8.610 -.67400 .10290 .14580 -.68180 .00078 -.00130 .00240 .00700 .73000 .03517
.to60 -6.470 -. 568690 .08130 .13980 -.57440 .01659 -.00130 .00220 .00600 .74100 .03477
.tO -4.390 -.46980 .06390 .13730 -.47330 .02776 *.00140 .00210 .00600 .75600 .03558
.260 -2.S90 -. 37220 .05080 .13570 -.37400 .03592 -.00140 .00190 .00500 .78500 .03506
.260 -. 160 -. 27270 .04040 .13470 -.27280 .03959 -. 00170 .00180 .00600 .85300 .03512
.2t0 1.680 -. 17490 .03370 .13480 -.17370 .03952 -.00170 .00170 .00500 .9570o0 .03469
.260 3.980 -.08070 .03000 .13440 -. 07850 .03564 -. 00160 .00170 .00500 1.28200 .03392
.260 6.090 .01920 .02940 .13430 .02220 .02726 -.00170 .00170 .00400 -1.57200 .03341
.260 8.200 .12170 .03260 .13590 .12510 .01497 -.00170 .00170 .00400 .25800 .03365
.260 10.310 .223T70 .04100 .13350 .22750 .00035 -.00180 .00180 .00300 .43600 .03458
.260 itZ.4o20 .32560 .05660 .13430 .33030 -.01471 -.00180 .00150 .00300 .50200 .03511
.260 14.520 .45960 .08100 .13100 .44580 -.03177 -.00130 .00170 .00100 .54300 .03726
.260 16.660 .56490 .11670 .12470 .57470 -.05019 -.00120 .00160 .00100 .57200 .03921
.260 18.780 .68470 .16090 .11900 .70010 -. 06804 -.00110 .00230 .00100 .50900 .04144
.260 20.910 .80770 .21860 .11160 .83260 -.08416 .00040 .00280 -.00200 .60200 .04435
.260 23.040 .91280 .29450 .10440 .95520 -. 08616 .00210 .00370 -. 00600 .61100 .04696
.260 25.150 1.00870 .35760 .10520 1.06510 -.10501 .00290 .00350 -.01200 .61500 .05247
GRADIENT .04665 -.00406 -.00032 .04734 .00093 -.00005 -.00005 -.00010 .05735 -.00017
DATE tt AUS V4 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - Ol18 PAGE i5
OAlltt SC9MNFrwttIE45viRSxt (FORTI) t IT NAT 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
$REV a 4.4tt St.PrT. XNRP 2 43.5974 INCHES BETA = .000 CLE-LI a -1S.000
LREF s 19.2299 INCHES YHMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -15.000 ELE-Rt = -s15.000
BREr 9 37.9359 INCHES ZHRP = 15.1675 INCHES ELE-RO = -15.000 SPOBRK = 25.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE BDFLAP = -t.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 27/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL s -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN C8L CV XCP/L CAB
.2e0 -to.760 *-.68?360 .16180 .19660 -. 68870 -.00429 .00060 .00M70 .00400 .73300 .03150
.260 -8.620 *.75500 .12410 .16460 -.76510 .00959 -.00050 .00oo00 .00500 .74100 .03218
.2 0 -6.530 -.64560 .09960 .17600 -.65270 .02549 -.00040 .001680 .00500 .?$t75100 .03245
.260 -4.450 -.54920 .06020 .17340 -.55380 .03749 -.00030 .00150 .00500 .76700 .03283
.260 -2.300 -.44970 .06470 .17220 -.45200 .04665 -.00080 .00110 .00600 .79200 .03236
.260 -.230 -.35360 .05280 .17180 -.35390 .05136 -.00100 .00120 .00500 .83000 .03tt8
.260 1.850 -.25670 .04520 .17070 -.2510t .05S159 -.00120 .00110 .00600 .69600 .03t34
.tOo 3.940 -. 16000 .03780 .17050 -.15700 .04876 -.00110 .00120 .00500 1.05O100 .03176
.to 6.050 -.06300 .03450 .17080 -.05900 .04098 -. 00120 .00110 .00500 1.71600 .03163
.260 6.140 .03830 .03510t .17070 .04290 .02940 -. 00120 .00120 .00500 -.81000 .03191
.260 10.260 .13710 .04100 .17110 .14220 .01594 -. 00140 .00150 .00500 .20o900 .03265
.too60 2.360 .23700 .05320 .17250 .24290 .00122 -. 00150 .00160 .00400 .39000 .03383
.260 14.470 .34910 .07510 .17060 .35680 -.01452 -. 00090 .00140 .00200 .47600 .03549
.260 16.610 .48540 .11170 .15820 .497t10 -.03169 -. 00060 -.00140 .00500 .53500 .03761
.260 18.740 .80100 .15270 .15460 .61630 -.04652 -. 00040 -.00070 .00400 .55900 .03991
.t60 20.870 .71890 .20560 .15060 .74500 -.06403 .00130 .00070 .00100 .577ST00 .04333
.2t0 22.970 .62030 .27450 .14400 .86240 -.06742 .00310 .00210 -.00300 .59000 .04614
.260 25.100 .91630 .33390 .14620 .97140 -.08632 .00390 .00310 -.00900 .59600 .05045
GRADIENT .04650 -.00509 -. 00035 .04742 .00132 -. 00008 -. 00003 .00000 .03224 -.00010
OATE tt AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAIIS PAGE t6
OAttl Bt6ClMTFsWtItE43VlRSx (RFt02S) ( 1? MAT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sWF a 4.4119 S.rFT. XMRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA .000 ELE-LI a -0.00
LREF a 19.2299 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : -t0.000 ELE-RI a *t20.000
BaREF a 37.93S9 INCHES ZMRP - 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO -to.000 SPOORK z S.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE BOFLAP -1t.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 26/ 0 RN/L = 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.to -o10.780 -. 93310 .19090 .22640 -.95240 .01300 .00010 .00050 .00500 .73900 .03001
.260eo -6.060 -. 80520 .15240 .21120 -.81900 .02955 -.00060 -. 00190 .00600 .74700 .03001
.2t60 -6.530 -.68530 .12240 .19640 -.69470 .04362 -.00070 -. 00130 .00600 .75600 .03179
.too0 -4.440 -.58770 .10160 .19300 -.59380 .05577 -.00070 -. 00230 .00500 .77100 .03277
.260 -2.340 -.49440 .06460 .19210 -.49750 .06438 -.00090 -. 00260 .00600 .79400 .0326t
.200 -.250 -.40920 .07010 .19520 -.40950 .06830 -.00060 -. 00010 .00500 .862700 .03261
.too 1.8S50 -.31310 .05860 .19430 -.31100 .06875 -.00080 -.00060 .00600 .88200 .0320S
.2t60 3.900 -.21910 .04970 .19360 -.21520 .06456 -.00110 -. 00110 .00700 .98300 .03262
.260 6.060 -.11490 .04470 .19160 -.10950 .05667 -.00130 -.00190 .00600 1.29500 .03237
.260 6.180 -.01600 .04350 .19120 -.00960 .04538 -.00150 -. 00240 .00800 7.92500 .03265
.260 10.200 .06370 .04680 .19170 .09070 .03121 -.00180 -.00250 .00900 -. 12500 .03342
.260 12.360 .18270 .05690 .19340 .19060 .01649 -.00200 -.00240 .01000 .27800 .03470
.260 14.460 .28870 .07580 .19270 .29850 .00126 -.00160 -.00270 .00900 .41400 .03554
.260 16.580 .40350 .10380 .19060 .41640 -. 01562 -.00120 -. 00180 .00800 .48500 .03724
.260 18.730 .51530 .14110 .18930 .53330 -. 03178 -. 00080 -.00070 .00700 .52100 .03080
.260o 20.840 .62600 .18960 .18620 .65440 -. 04622 .00060 .00020 .00300 .54700 .04136
.t60 22.940 .73370 .24910 .18290 .77270 -. 05661 -. 00010 -.00020 .00300 .56500 .04409
.2t60 25.040 .82440 .30910 .18290 .87770 -.06696 .00260 .00090 -. 00600 .57500 .04765
GRADIENT .04401 -. 00622 .00016 .04522 .00106 -. 00003 .00021 .00019 .02450 -.00004
0AT 2It AU 74 TASULATED SOURCE DATA * OAIIt PAGE It
Oilts l6ClMrFIItiSEt2VlRSX (tFI6ti) ( IT NATY 74 I
RtFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
star ' 4.411ts 5s.Fr. XMRP c 43.09?4 INCHES SETA r .000 ELE-LI 9 *-0.000
LRt . t1t.t2l INCHES YNRP t .0000 INCHES ELE-LO a -0.000 ELE-RI 2 -tO.000
BREF - 37.95359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.t675 INCHES ELE-RO a -20.000 SPOBRK = t$25.000
sCALE - .0405 SCALE BDFLAP x -1t.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 291 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -6.001 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CODF CLM CN CAF CYN COL CV XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.640 -.96040 .19500 .24550 -.99960 .0070or .00000 .00490 .00500 .74200 .02174
.260 -6.710 -.64070 .15150 .22490 -. 85400 .02239 -.00100 .00590 .00700 .74900 .02869
.t 0 -6.600 -.73250 .12200 .21620 -.74170 .03701 -.00170 .00490 .00700 .75900 .02947
.260 -4.500 -.63400 .10000 .21180 -.63990 .04993 -.00180 .00530 .00700 .77400 .02917?
.260 -2.410 -.54030 .06180 .21110 -. 54320 .05895 -. 00200 .00510 .00600 .79500 .02957
.t6g -.320 *.44810 .06720 .21110 -.44850 .06469 -.00210 .00440 .00600 .82500 .02879
.te0 1.780 -. 35230 .05360 .21240 -.35050 .06454 -. 00220 .00310 .00600 .67500 .02932
.260 5.860 -. 25790g .04380 .21200 -. 25450 .06111 -.00220 .00260 .00600 .95800 .029t
.t60 5.990 -.16260 .05690 .21270 -. 15790 .05369 -.00210 .00250 .00500 1.14700 .02947
.260 6.090 -.06980 .03430 .21510 -. 06450 .04579 -.00200 .00220 .00400 1.60200 .02652
.260 10.160 .02380 .03520 .21870 .02960 .03049 -. 00190 .00250 .00300 -2.05900 .03037
.260 12.270 .11770 .04300 .22220 .12410 .01701 -.00190 .00230 .00300 -. 00600 .03100
.260 14.400 .22690 .06110 .22160 .23690 .00231 -. 00170 .00160 .00200 .30700 .03166
.260 16.490 .34200 .08640 .21750 .35250 -. 01426 -.00t30 .00160 .00100 .42500 .03425
.260 18.630 .45590 .12180 .21630 .47100 -.03018 -.00110 .00290 .00200 .48300 .03574
.260 20.750 .56970 .16850 .21230 .59240 -.04444 .00020 .00330 .00000 .52000 .0381t1
.260t 22t.860 .68140 t.22930 .20690 .71690 *.05351 -.00010 .00210 .00000 .54500 .03930
.t60 24.990 .77920 .28850 .20520 .82820 *.06767 .00190 .00270 -. 00700 .56000 .04254
GRADIENT .04496 -. 00604 .00012 .04600 .00034 -.00003 -.00031 -. 00014 .03280 .00001
DATE ti AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA * OAtti PASGE ts
OAtt B6C9MTF8IWttISEt6VIRSXl 4iFSS) ( I? NAT 14 3
tREfERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
SEP s 4.4119 SO.FT. XNRP = 43.5974 INCHES thr * .%%% tLt- L * .0.0
LREPt - is.29 INCHES YHMRP .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -20.000 LE-RI 2 -20.00
82EV = 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP z 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO : -20.000 SPOBRK = 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE 8DFLAP z -12.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 30/ 0 RN/L C 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL : -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLN CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.teo -t10.650 -1.00300 .20030 .25620 -1.02270 .008t13 *.00080 .00510 .00700 .74400 .027ts
.280 -6.660 -. 84330 .15170 .22670 -.65660 .02264 -.00130 .00490 .00700 .74900 .03026
.260 -6.570 -.72970 .12190 .21640 -.73860 .03764 -.00190 .00370 .00800 .75900 .03tt
.to60 -4.470 -.63400 .09950 .21220 -.63990 .04977 -.00200 .00350 .00700 .77400 .03190
.260 -2.380 -. 53940 .08150 .21190 -.54240 .05898 -.00210 .00320 .00700 .79500 .03195
.260 -.280 -.44910 .06680 .21340 -.44940 .06462 -.00210 .00300 .00600 .82600 .03153
.260 1.800 *.35030 .05480 .21260 -.34840 .06587 -.00240 .00280 .00700 .87600 .03122
.260 3.900 -.25510 .04550 .21370 -.25140 .06284 -.00250 .00260 .00500 .96400 .032tt
.260 6.020 -. 16330 .03870 .21510 -. 15840 .05571 -.00250 .00280 .00500 1.15100 .03018
.260 6.1t30 -. 07230 .03540 .21840 -.06660 .04531 -.00220 .00270 .00400 1.85800 .02997
.260 10.190 .01720 .03650 .22330 .02340 .03290 -.00220 .00280 .00400 -Z.85100 .03077
.2600 12.300 .11210 .04420 .22760 .11900 .01933 -.00230 .00340 .00400 -.05100 .03144
.260 14.400 .21650 .06080 .22670 .22480 .00502 -.00200 .00250 .00200 .28100 .03199
.260 16.500 .32730 .08590 .22490 .33820 -.01065 -.00170 .00250 .00200 .40700 .03380
.260 18.640 .43440 .11940 .22630 .44980 -.02576 -.00160 .00370 .00200 .46700 .03524
.260 20.750 .54660 .16520 .22360 .56970 -.03917 -.00030 .00400 .00000 .50700 .03728
.to0 t.910 .65880 .22570 .21980 .69470 -.04857 -.00060 .00260 .00100 .53500 .03911
.260 25.020 .75590 .28500 .21750 .80550 -.06145 .00140 .00280 -. 00500 .55200 .04144
GRADIENT .04526 -. 00644 .00018 .04641 .00158 -.00006 -. 00011 -. 00019 .02204 -.00010
ODATE 21t AV 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAttl PASt t9
o0tt 8tSCtNMF61t6Ett6v8RSXt (QF6031) I 17 NAT 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
IREF . 4.4tt11 SO.FT. xMRP : 43.5974 INCHES BETA z .000 ELE-LI a -50.000
Lqr 1t.22t99 INCHES TNRP 2 .0000 INCHES ELE-LO z -30.000 ELE-RI : *-30.000
BREF - 37.9359 INCHES ZHRP = 15.1675 INCHES ELE*RO z -30.000 SPOBRK z 25.000
SCALE .0405 SCALE 5DFLAP - -12.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 3t/ 0 RN/L 2 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL . -4.00/ 6.00
mACH ALPHA CL CDF CLN CN CAP CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.200 -t0.840 -.97540 .21920 .24140 -. 99930 .03186 -. 00060 .00t220 .00600 .74100 .03516s
.260 -6.710?t -.86060 .17800 .23140 -. 87790 .04565 -.00140 .00090 .00600 .74900 .0355
.260 -6.400 -.752t0 .14630 .22210 -.76420 .06081 -. 00190 .00040 .00600 .75900 .03597
.260 -4.300 -.65240 .12450 .21550 -.66020 .07296 -.00190 .00020 .00600 .77200 .03672
.260 -2.420 -.55530 .10590 .21320 -.55930 .08239 -.00220 -.00130 .00600 .79200 .03646
.2t0o *.30tO -.46500 .09000 .21400 -.46550 .08742 -.00230 -.00130 .00600 .82100 .03755
.tso 1.8600 -.36680 .07670 .21310 -.36420 .068829 -.00240 -.00100 .00600 .86700 .03735
.260 3.850 -.27410 .06640 .21230 -.26900 .08475 -.00250 -.00150 .00600 .94200 .053723
.260 5.940 *.17990 .05960 .21300 -.17260 .07793 -.00250 -.00150 .00700 1.10500 .03676
.260 8.070 -.08530 .05520 .21470 -. 07670 .06669 -.00260 -.00170 .00700 1.68200 .03688
.260 t0.140 .00310 .056t0 .21960 .01290 .05468 -.00290 -.00200 .00900 -5.58400 .03739
.260 t12.240 .09530 .06320 .22440 .10660 .04161 -. 00300 -.00150 .00900 -. 12200 .03777
.260 14.360 .19420 .07840 .22790 .20760 .02787 *.00310 -.00210 .01000 .24800 .03764
.260 16.430 .28940 .10040 .23310 .30600 .01431 -.00300 -.00180 .00900 .37100 .03792
.260 18.560 .38220 .13000 .23900 .40380 .00162 -. 00280 -.00010 .00900 .43400 .03767
.260 20.700 .48730 .17320 .23980 .51710 -.01024 -.00190 .00010 .00700 .48100 .03720
.260 tt.790 .56710 .22090 .24940 .60840 -.01611 -.00320 -.00360 .01100 .50100 .03809
.260 24.690 .63470 .26770 .26070 .68840 -.02435 -.00070 -.00340 .00300 .51200 .05922
GRADIENT .04518 -. 00624 -.00022 .04662 .00045 -.00005os -.00012 .00007 .02953 .00003
OATE ft AUG 74 TABULATEDO SOURCE DATA - OAll PAGE 36
OAItl st6CsN7FOWIIEIVIRSXIt (RFo03t) ( IT NAT 74 8
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sEV s 4.4t11s SQ.FT. XMRP % 43.5974 INCHES BETA = .000 ELE-LI -30.000
LR[F - 11.2299 INCHES Y"RP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -30.000 ELE-RI 2 -30.000
8REF - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.187S INCHES ELE-RO = -30.000 SPDBRK = 5.000
SCALE x .0405 SCALE 80FLAP -tt. 000oo RUDDER : .000
RUN MO. 32/ 0 RN/L 1,85 6RADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.840 -*.98420 .22220 .24580 -1.00850 .03308 -.00040 .00000 .00500 .74100 .03446
.260 -8.740 -.86760 .18140 .23480 -.88510 .04752 -. 00140 .00000 .00500 .74900 .03464
.260 -6.620 -.76470 .15240 .22810 -.77720 .06317 -. 00250 -.00120 .00700 .76000 .03503
.260 -4.540 *.66070 .12860 .22120 -.66880 .07598 -.00240 -.00030 .00800 .77300 .03494
.260 -2.410 -.55650 .10710 .21380 -. 56050 .08351 -. 00150 -.00050 .00400 .79200 .03482
.260 *.340 -.46290 .09250 .21580 -.46350 .08952 -.00190 -.00100 .00500 .82100 .05455
.260 1.770 *.37240 .07920 .21520 -.56970 .09082 *.00200 -. 00140 .00500 .86600 .03505
.260 3.640 -.27530 .06840 .21350 -.27010 .08674 -.00210 -.00120 .00600 .94300 .03563
.260 3.980 -.17680 .06100 .21330 -. 16940 07916 -.00200 -.00140 .00600 1.11500 .03532
.260 8.060 -.00280 .05640 .21410 -. 07410 .06754 -.00200 -. 00140 .00600 1.71500 .05577
.260 10.160 .00950 .05710 .21740 .01940 .05454 -.00220 -. 00150 .00700 -3.45300 .03655
.260 12.250 .10160 .06390 .22200 .11280 .04088 -.00250 -. 00070 .00700 -. 07100 .03745
.260 14.370 .20460 .07960 .22340 .21800 .02637 -.00280 -.00260 .00800 .27500 .03681
.260 16.460 .29630 .10080 .22950 .31280 .01269 -.00230 -.00180 .00700 .38200 .03780
.260 18.590 .39520 .13210 .23580 .41670 -.00082 -.00180 .00060 .00600 .44500 .03773
.260 20.690 .49780 .17490 .23680 .52750 -.01226 -.00100 .00000 .00600 .48600 .03804
.260 22.790 .57550 .22280 .24470 .61690 -. 01754 -.00210 -.00330 .00700 .50600 .03751
.260 24.900 .65020 .27150 .25410 .70410 -. 02754 -.00030 -.00360 .00200 .51900 .03969
GRADIENT .04565 -. 00636 -. 00053 .04713 .00036 .00000 -.00011 -.00006 .03008 .00007
aklt tt AUG 74 TASULATED SOURCE DATA 0AtM8 PASE St
OAtl 8tC9MF8.WIE43VlRSX9 I(RFe633SS I 1? NAT 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE a 4.4119 SO.FT. xNOP % 43.5974 INCHES BETA .000 LLE-LI *-30.000
LEF : 11.t299 INCHES VMRP z .0000 INCHES ELE-LO -30.000 ELE*R 2 -30.000
BREF * 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP : 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO -30.000 SPOBRK O5.000
SCALE z .0405 SCALE 80FLAP -tt.000 RUDDER = .000
RUN NO. 53/ 0 RN/L : 1.5 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF - CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.26e0 -10.840 -.96650 .21630 .23710 -.99030 .03271 -.00060 .00110 .00600 .74000 .03599
.260 -8.710 -.64910 .17910 .22530 *.86650 .04842 -.00130 .00000 .00600 .74700 .03550
.too60 -6.600 -.74830 .15020 .21970 -.76070 .06312 -.00200 -.00060 .00700 .75800 .05660
.260 -4.500 -.63540 .12450 .20840 *.64320 .07417 -.00220 -.00270 .00500 .77100 .03574
.260 -2.410 -.54830 .10780 .21020 -.55240 .08458 -.00250 -.00200 .00600 .79200 .03602
.260 -.320 -.45880 .09350 .21190 -.45930 .09097 -.00270 -.00160 .00700 .82100 .0358
.te60 1.760 -.36280 .08070 .21030 -.36010 .09191 -.00280 -.00160 .00700 .86700 .03589
.260 3.860 -.26550 .07030 .20850 -.26010 .08811 -.00290 -.00140 .00800 .94700 .03644
.260 5.980 -.16970 .06330 .20860 -.16220 .08066 -.00300 -.00160 .00800 1.12500 .03626
.260 8.060 -.07300 .05920 .20870 -.06400 .06888 -.00310 -.00220 .00700 1.85200 .03675
.260 to.150 .02320 .06030 .21120 .03350 .05530 -.00330 -.00260 .00900 -1.66400 .03778
.260 12.280 .11940 .06730 .21360 .13100 .04037 -.00350 -.00260 .01000 .05200 .03856
.260 14.400 .21980 .08260 .21610 .23340 .02536 -.00350 -.00290 .01000 .31100 .03914
.260 16.500 .32210 .10660 .21610 .33920 .01072 -.00290 -.00110 .00800 .41500 .03952
.260 18.590 .42270 .13880 .22150 .44490 -.00320 -.00210 .00110 .00700 .46800 .04077
.260 20.710 .51310 .17850 .22840 .54310 -.01452 -.00070 -.00040 .00500 .49700 .04340
.260 22.820 .59050 .22840 .23730 .63290 -.01848 -.00030 -.00010 .00300 .51400 .04436
.260 24.930 .66990 .27800 .24430 .72470 -.03032 .00100 .00030 -.00200 .52800 .04714
GRADIENT .04466 -.00588 -.00008 .04613 .00060 -.00007 .00010t .00029 .03116 .00005
DATE 2t AUf 74 TASULATED SOURCE DATA - OAl6 PAGE 3t
OAtls 6t6C9NTFtWt6E43VRESXS (If0034 ) 7t NAt 14 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRF x 4.4t11 S.FT. XMRP 2 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELT-LI z -46.00
LREF - 9.2t99 INCHES TWMp 3 .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -40.000 ELE*-RI -40.000
aEFV - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.18735 INCHES ELE-RO = -40.000 SPOBRK 2 25.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE 5OFLAP a -1t.000 RUDDER a .000
RUN NO. 341 0 RN/L 1 .85 GRADIENT INTERVAL x -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.te -10.670 -.99620 .25510 .24340 -1.02640 .06268 *.00110 .00010 .00700 .735900 .05l62
.260 -8.760 -.89950 .Zt680 .24210 -.92tto10 .07752 -.00080 .00000 .00600 .74600 .03765
.260 *6.660 -. 80050 .16te3e0 .23580 -.81660 .09154 -.00210to .00000 .00800 .75800 .03607
.t60 -4.570 -.70090 .15960 .23000 -.71140 .10327 -.00250 -.00060 .00600 .77100 .03790
.ZOO -2.470 -.59970 .13680 .22280 -.60500 .11079 -.00240 -.00060 .00700 .76700 .03770
.260 -.370 -.49240 .11650 .21640 -.49320 .11510 -.00200 -.00020 .00600 .81300 .038665
.260 1.760 -.37940 .09830 .20780 -.37610 .10992. -.00160 .00000 .00500 .85500 .03676
.260 3.840 -.27780 .06770 .20400 -.27150 .10613 -.00190 -.00010 .00500 .92800 .03842
.260 5.960 -.18230 .08000 .20430 -.17300 .09859 -.00200 .00000 .00600 1.08600 .03670
.260 8.010 -.09440 .07630 .20740 *.06290 .086878 *,-.00180 .00010 .00500 1.57200 .05916
.60 10.130 -.000t0 .07690 .20940 .01340 .07580 -.00170 .00110 .00500 -5.09700 .03960
.teo t.240 .10110 .06510 .21030 .11680 .06172 -.00190 .00170 .00600 -.01000 .04057
.260 14.370 .20900 .10000 .21070 .22750 .04501 -. 00160 .00170 .00500 .31000 .04276
.260 16.470 .31180 .12570 .21090 .33460 .03219 -.00080 .00250 .00300 .42000 .04286
.260 18.580 .41000 .15730 .21440 .43880 .01858 .00000 .00470 .00100 .47200 .04351
.260 20.710 .50690 .19990 .21810 .54490 .00767 .00130 .00440 -. 00100 .50400 .04505
.260 22.600 .58890 .25120 .22520 .64030 .00337 .00010 .00050 .00100 .52200 .04646
.260 24.920 .66370 .30090 .23520 .72870 -.00671 .00030 -.00200 .00000 .53300 .04902
GRAOIENT .04981 -.00764 -.00263 .05169 -.00055 .00004 .00006 -.00023 .02768 .00009
AiTt ti AUs ?4 TA&ULATEO SOURCE DATA - OkAttll PAGE
OAlttl 82GCIFAWilt6t2VItSxS (rtF60351) ( 7 NAT 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
ISEF a 4.4t19 SO.FT. XMRP t 453.5974 INCHES BETA .000 ELE-*LI 9 -40.000
LREF a is.tes INCHES YTHRP ,.0000 INCHES ELE-LO z *40.000 ELE-*RI -40.000
5REF 537.9359ss INCHES ZMRP 2 15t.1875 INCHES ELE-RO a -40.000 SPOSRK 2 25.000
SCALE 9 .0405 SCALE 80DFLAP 2 -tt.000 RUODER a .000
RUN NO. 35/ 0 RN/L z 1.65 GRADOIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL C1 XCPIL CAB
.tso -10.690 -1.02570 .26310 .25700 -1.05700 .06462 -.00130 .00170 .01000 .74100 .03586
.t 6 -. 770? -.91730 .21680 .25000 -.94000 .07633 -.00t100oo .00130 .00800 .75000 .03559
.260 -6.660 -.61870 .18700 .24550 -.63490 .09tt -.00230 .00000 .00900 .76000 .03666
.260 -4.570 *-.T50 .16te60 .24160 *.73010 .10421 -.00250 .00000 .00900 .77300 .03626
.260 -2.460 -.62370 .13870 .23550 -.62910 .t111e0 -.00280 -.00050 .00900 .78900 .03699
.260o -.340 -.51970 .11630 .22930 -.52050 .tt11522 -.00250 .00000 .00800 .81400 .03663
.oo60 .70o -.40800 .09950 .22030 -.40480 .11178 -.00210 .00070 .00800 .85200 .03757
.260 3.840 -.30020 .08700 .21430 -.29360 .10698 -.00180 .00120 .00700 .92000 .03705
.260 5.940 -.20530 .01900 .21320 -.19610 .09985 -.00170 .00100 .00600 1.05200 .03787
.2 0 6.050 -.11070 .07510t .21490 -.09910 .08997 -.00170 .00120 .00500 1.44900 .03761
.260 10.160 -.01420 .07430 .21750tso -.00090 .07568 -.00160 .00200 .0050s0 32.76700 .039?75
.260 12.230 .08290 .08180 .2t?1870 .09840 .06242 -.00240 .00150 .00800 -.16500 .05911
.260 14.360 .18920 .09820 .21780 .20770 .04820 -.00220 .00090 .00700 .26600 .03851
.260O 16.450 .28690 .12050 .22t100 .30930 .03429 -.00150 .00150 .00500 .38900 .03669
.260 18.580 .30900 .15300 .22460 .41750 .02109 -.00070 .00380 .00400 .45400 .036803
.2o0 20.680 .46040 .19200 .23100 .517St30 .00992 .00120 .00410 .00000 .48700 .03972
.2tO0 2t.610 .56590 .24280 .23790 .61580 .00431 .00020 .00250 .00100 .51000 .04038
.260 24.900 .64480 .29390 .24460 .70860 -.00499 .00130 .00160 -.00100 .52500 .04172
GRADIENT .05010 -.00805 -.00293 .05199 *.00054 .00010 .00015 -.00029 .02484 .000t11
DATE It AU 74 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA * OAIII PASGE 34
OAtl 85tC9M?F8UWIEf4V8RSXf (EFSOSGI ( I? MAY 14 1
EFREENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
%RIF a 4.41tt$ S.FT. XMRP = 45.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI s -40.000
LRF 2 19.t229 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : -40.000 ELE*RI -40.000
8R(r - 37.935$9 INCHES ZNRP z 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = -40.000 SPDBRK a tS.000
SCALE z .040$ SCALE BOFLAP -12.000 RUDDER .000
RUN NO. 36/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL 3 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CODF CLM CN CAF CYN CRL Cy XCPIL CAB
.tea -10.840 -1.01500 .25980 .25230 -1.04500 .06417 -.00040 .00120 .00700 .74000 .03541
.260 -8.740 -.90940 .21410 .24550 -.93130 .07340 *.00090 .00150 .00700 .74900 .03G20
.?60 -6.630 -.81150 .18270 .24050 *.82720 .08770 -. 00230 .00060 .00900 .75900 .03721
.20 -4.530 -.71350 .15660 .23680 -.72360 .09972 -. 00260 .00000 .00900 .77t200 .03608
.260 -Z.450 -.61900 .13500 .23260 -.62420 .10844 -. 00290 -.00020 .00900 .78900 .03860
.260 -.350 -.51940 .11620 .22830 -.52010 .11302 -. 00270 -.00060 .00700 .81300 .03833
.t60 1.740 -.41330 .09800 .22170 -.41010 .11050 -. 00230 -.00020 .00600 .85100 .03934
.260 3.840 -.30560 .08500 .21550 -.29920 .10539 -. 00170 .00070 .00500 .91700 .0396t
.260 5.940 -.20790 .07660 .21410 -. 19890 .09779 -. 00170 .00080 .00500 1.04800 .04017
.260 8.070 -.11340 .07250 .21600 *-.10210 .08777 -. 00150 .00080 .00400 1.43000 .04053
.260 10.150 -.01610 .07300 .21780 -. 00290 .07474 -.00150 .00140 .00400 t.S3500 .04027
.260 12.260 .08210 .07950 .21890 .09720 .06022 -.00199 .00200 .00500 -.17600 .04090
.260 14.400 .19110 .09600 .21870 .20890 .04552 -. 00160 .00150 .00500 .26600 .04084
.260 16.490 .29060 .11990 .22050 .31270 .03247 -.00100 .00230 .00400 .39200 .03938
.260 18.560 .38660 .15000 .22570 .41420 .01895 -.000613 .00410 .00300 .45100 .03924
.260 20.700 .48430 .19200 .22890 .52090 .00832 .00071) .00400 .00000 .49000 .03864
.260 2t.810 .56270 .24140 .23940 .61230 .00440 -.000510 -. 00050 .00200 .50800 .03992
.260 24.920 .63670 .29070 .25000 .69990 -.00460 .001311 -.00050 -.00100 .52000 .04214
GRADIENT .04876 -. 00775 -.00234 .05059 -.00029 .00011 .00010 -.00045 .02459 .00020
oAkt at &us 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 018 PAGE SS
041tt1s BtC9MTFOwU16E45V8Sx9 (AF6037) C 04 JUN 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OCATA
SREF s 4.4tt11S SQ.FT. XRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA = .000 ELE-LI = .000
LREF - ts.ers9 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = -10.000 ELE-RI x .000
BREF - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP z 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = -10.000 SPOBRK s 25.000
SCALE - 040s SCALE BOFLAP -12t.000 RUDDER a .000
ELE-06 : -10o.000 AIL*OB s .000
RUN NO. 37/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL 2 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN COL Cy XCP/L CAB
.2 -t10.610 -.64080 .10330 .08960 -.64690 -.01644 .00000 .00360 .00300 .70300 .03695
.260 -8.500 -.53570 .07710 .08350 -.54120 -.00286 -.00080 .00320 .00400 .70800 .04t107
.teO -6.410 -.43560 .06160 .08010 -.43960 .01277 -.00100 .00270 .00500 .71900 .03917?
.260 -4.310 -.33480 .04830 .07800 -.33750 .02305 -.00130 .00220 .00500 .73700 .03969
.260 -2.200 -.23620 .03900 .07700 -.23750 .02989 -.00140 .00210 .00400 .77100 .03989
.260 -.090 -. 14050 .05350 .07700 -.14050 .03328 -.00150 .00220 .00500 .85300 .03907
.260 1.980 -. 04590 .02990 .07710 -.04460 .03153 -.00150 .00200 .00400 1.26500 .039t11
.260 4.090 .05440 .03040 .07780 .05650 .02645 -.00140 .00230 .00300 .14500 .03655
.t60 6.1860 .14960 .03400 .07770 .15240 .01771 -.00140 .00220 .00200 .46400 .03744
.260 8.290 .25280 .04120 .07710 .25610 .00430 -.00150 .00220 .00300 .54100 .03752
.260 10.380 .36150 .05460 .07390 .36540 -.01120 -.00150 .00220 .00200 .57700 .038621
.260 12.500 .46610 .07490 .07320 .47130 -.02778 -.00160 .00210 .00200 .59400 .03936
.260 14.650 .58340 .10490 .07010 .59100 -.04601 -.00090 .00180 .00000 .60800 .04t126
.260 16.740 .70160 .14380 .06340 .71330 -.06432 -.00070 .00260 -.00100 .61900 .04272
.260 18.880 .62660 .19540 .05510 .64740 -.068332 -.00060 .00340 -.00200 .62800 .04t312
.Z60 21.020 .95110 .26530 .04450 .98300 -.09354 .00400 .00530 -.01200 .63500 .04820
.260 23.150 1.05630 .34280 .05650 1.10600 -. 10010 .00260 .00310 -.00900 .64000 .05315
.260 25.270 1.16420 .42470 .02860 1.23410 -.11294 .00100 .00320 -.00800 .64300 .05848
GRADIENT .04617 -.00214 -. 00001 .04674 .00040 -.00001 .00000 -.00019 -. 03204 -.00015
DATE tit &u 74 TABULATED SOURCE OATA * 011s PAE so
oAtIS 6t6CfMTF8WtISE4SV6RSXt (A06OSSI ( 84 JUN 74 3
2tC(SE(CE OLTA PARAMETRIC DATA
sREF x 4.41ts SO.FT. XMRP 2 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 [LE-LI a .000
LREF 9 i.Ztt99 INCHES YMRP z .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 10.000 ELE-RI : .000
aBRE - 37.5359 INCHES ZMRP z 15.1975 INCHES ELE-RO = -10.000 SPOBRK : t5.000
SCALE - .0405 SCALE BOFLAP : -12.000 RUDDOOER a .000
ELE-CO m .000 AIL-08 10.000
RUN NO. 38/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.570 -.57450 .09170 .05730 -.58160 -.01St -. 000'!0 .02170 .00100 .46800 .0411
.20o -6.460 -.46640 .06950 .05120 -. 47150 .00014 -. 00110 .02090 .00200 .69200 .0416
.260 -6.360 -.36430 .05550 .04800 -.36620 .01485 -. 001!0 .02010 .00100 .70000 .04514
.260 -4.250 -.26520 .04470 .04620 -.26780 .02503 -. 00120 .01950 .00000 .71500 .04100
.260 -2.160 -. 16980 .03780 .04580 -.17110 .03145 -. 000'70 .01950 -.00100 .75000 .04031
.260 -. 060 -. 07160 .03430 .04540 -.07160 .03422 -.000,0 .01980 -.00300 .88500 .04007
.260 2.040 .02590 .03320 .04520 .02700 .03228 .000110 .02000 *.00700 .03700 .03955
.260 4.120 .12350 .03540 .04480 .12580 .02650 .000!0 .02070 -.01000 .52000 .03964
.260 6.240 .22440 .04160 .04470 .22760 .01699 .000(0 .02120 -.01100 .57900 .03856
.260 8.350 .32590 .05140 .04370 .32990 .00351 .00090 .02130 -.01300 .60300 .03821
.260 10.460 .42800 .06640 .04350 .43380 -.01254 .00070 .02020 -.01400 .61500 .03898
.20 12.560 .53230 .08930 .04360 .53900 -.02857 .00080 .01980 -.01600 .62200 .03908
.260 14.680 .64540 .12100 .04040 .65500 -.04650 .00110 .01960 -.01800 .62900 .04127
.260 16.810 .76480 .16540 .03430 .77940 -.06482 .00110 .02020 -.02000 .65500 .04281t
.260 18.930 .89240 .21760 .02470 .91480 *.08575 .00040 .02180 -.01900 .64200 .04538
.260 21.080 1.01420 .29090 .01450 1.05090 *.09340 .00470 .02330 -.02900 .64700 .04856
.260 23.160 1.10660 .36900 .00940 1.16440 -.09678 .00220 .01850 -.02200 .64900 .05245
.260 25.280 1.20300 .44920 .00580 1.27960 -.10757 -. 00090 .01630 -.01700 .65000 .05808
GRADIENT .04656 -.00111 -.00016 .04714 .00018 .00020 .00014 -.00124 -.05291 -. 00017
0.1( ti AUG 74 TASULATEO SOURCE DATA - OhIll PAGE 37
Ots t 2CMtFSwlI6E43vlRSX (AF6039) ( 04 JUN 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP % 4.4tts sa.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELI-LI 8 .000
LREE 2 l.tes INCHES YMRP Z .0000 INCHES ELE-LO S 10.000 CLE-RI 8 .000
BREF a 37.9559 INCHES ZNRP a 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO 8 10.000 SPOSRK a 31.000
SCALE c .0403 SCALE B60FLAP 2 -|t.000 RUDDER 2 .000
ELE-05 c 10.000 AIL-O06 .000
RUN NO. 39/ 0 RN/L 2 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL • -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN CBL CV XCP/L CAB
.26te0 -10.480 -.50160 .07880 .02360 -.50760 -.01374 -.00040 .00290 .00300 .66900 .04t41
.260 -8.580 -.39270 .06070 .01720 -.39740 .00282 -.00090 .00230 .00400 .66800 .04245
.260 -6.290 -.29420 .04900 .01470 -.29780 .01647 -.00110 .00210 .00500 .67000 .04228
.260 -4.200 -.19710 .04070 .01410 -.19960 .02618 -.00140 .00190 .00500 .67800 .04200
.t260 -2.080 -.10110 .03530 .01400 -.10230 .03169 -.00140 .00190 .00400 .70200 .04206
.260 .000 -.00600 .03380 .01350 -.00600 .03381 -.00130 .00210 .00300 1.46700 .04119
.260 2.090 .09530 .03510 .01250 .09660 .03166 -.00130 .00200 .00300 .60400 .04109
.260 4.200 .19360 .03920 .01180 .19600 .02496 -.00140 .00190 .00200 .62900 .04068
.260 6.300 .29460 .04800 .01090 .29810 .01539 -.00150 .00190 .00200 .63800 .03954
.260 6.410 .39480 .05970 .01040 .39930 .00131 -.00160 .00180 .00200 .64200 .03959
.260 10.520 .49200 .07710 .01290 .49780 -.01402 -.00170 .00160 .00300 .64200 .03903
.260 12.630 .59490 .10150 .01250 .60270 -.03107 -.00130 .00150 .00100 .64400 .04013
.260 14.720 .70560 .13550 .00970 .71690 -.04826 -.00110 .00190 .00000 .64700 .04160
.260 16.640 .83100 .18150 .00180 .84790 -.06715 -.00080 .00090 .00000 .65100 .04357
.260 18.990 .95480 .23820 -.00640 .98030 -.08541 -.00100 .00330 -.00100 .65400 .04541
.260 21.120 1.07090 .313t10 -.01390 1.11180 -.09393 .00420 .00570 -.01400 .65600 .04808
.260 23.210 1.15520 .39160 -.01580 1.21600 -.09543 .00280 .00410 -.01100 .65600 .05295
.260 25.340 1.24180 .47400 -.01620 1.32520 -.10331 .00110 .00370 -.00900 .65600 .05793
GRAOIENT .04663 -.00015 -.00029 .04721 -.00012 .00000 .00000 -.00033 -.00936 -.00015
OATE 2l AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAIt PAME 3
OAtts BtSC9NFwuttSE45VRSX9 (AFO040) 04 JUN 14 1
RE[RENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
stF 8 4.4119 5.FT. XNRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA = .000 ELE-LI S .000
L4EF . tt.22t9 INCHES YMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE-LO 5.000 ELE-RI a .000
BREF a 37.953S9 INCHES ZMRP = 15t.1675 INCHES ELE-RO = -5.000 SPOBRK = tS.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE BDFLAP a -t.000 RUDDER a .000,O
ELE-08 a .000 AlL-08 s 5.000
RUN NO. 40/ 0 RN/L = 1.5 GRADIENT INTERVAL 2 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.o60 -10.540 -.57300 .06900 .05840 -.57960 -.01725 -.00030 .01500 .00300 .68900 .04061
.20o -8.430 -.46560 .06740 .05220 -.47040 -.00156 -.00090 .01220 .00300 .69300 .04091
.te260 -6.350 -.36670 .05320 .04950 -.37030 .01245 -.00120 .01150 .00400 .70100 .04077
.260 -4.230 -.26870 .04260 .04790 -.27110 .02270 -.00110 .01080 .00200 .71700 .04074
.260 -2.130 -.17140 .03570 .04720 -.17260 .02931 -.00120 .01070 .00200 .75200 .04035
.260 -.040 -.07440 .03150 .04720 -.07440 .03144 -. 00090 .0to1070 .00000 .86500 .04045
.260 2.030 .02310 .03090 .04680 .02420 .03007 -.00060 .01110 -. 00100 -.05900 .03971
.260 4.170 .12380 .03290 .04690 .12580 .02383 -. 00050 .01140 -.00300 .51500 .03960
.260 6.230 .22070 .03880 .04600 .22370 .01462 -. 00040 .01150 -. 00400 .57600 .03859
.260 8.350 .32400 .04900 .04450 .32770 .00147 -. 00050 .01130 -.00500 .60200 .03815
.260 10.480 .42840 .06410 .04410 .43290 -.01484 -. 00070 .01050 -. 00400 .6t400 .03876
.260 12.550 .52840 .08580 .04540 .53440 -.03110 -.00060 .01060 -.00600 .62000 .03943
.260 14.700 .64380 .11780 .04200 .65260 -.04935 -. 00010 .01020 -. 00800 .62800 .04116
.260 16.810 .76350 .16050 .03500 .77730 -.06714 .00020 .01050 -.01100 .63500 .04248
.260 18.940 .89130 .21460 .02590 .91280 -.08640 -. 00010 .01220 -.01100 .64100 .04505
.260 21.080 1.01060 .28710 .01620 1.04620 -. 09570 .00430 .01420 -.02100 .64600 .04824
.260 23.190 1.10610 .36580 .01140 1.16260 -. 10011 .00250 .01150 -. 01700 .64800 .05255
.260 25.510 1.20020 .44570 .00930 1.27550 -.11054 .00010 .01020 -. 01400 .64900 .05746
GRADIENT .04673 -. 00115 -. 00011t .04726 .00014 .00009 .00008 -. 00062 -.05758 -. 00014
041t( t AUG 74 TABULATEDO SOURCE OATA - GAitt PAGE St
Ott %t6CSMTFWtI6tSE43VlRSX% (AF64t) I 64 JUN 74 1
REFERENCE OATA PARAMETRIC OAT&A
SREf a 4.41t9 SQ.rT. XMRP : 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI 2 -10.000
LREF I.tIs INCHES YNRP ..0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 10.000 ELE-il -10.000
OREF * 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP a 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO a -10.000 SPOBRI a 25.000
SCALE * .0405 SCALE 8DFLAP z -tt.000 RUDDER a .000
ELE-06 9 .000 AlL-0S 9 10.000
RUN NO. 4t/ 0 RN/L a 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAr CYN CBL Cy XCPIL CAB
.2o0 -to10.6t10 -.64890 .11100to .05960 -.65830 -.01033 -.00030 .00200 .00400 .70200too .03655
.260 -8.500 -.53830 .08500 .07980 -.54500 .00440 -.0012tt0 .00160 .00600 .70600 .037568
.t60 -6.400 -.43410 .06850 .07600 -.43900 .01966 -.00140 .00140 .00500 .71500 .037St4
.260 -4.290 -.33650 .05620 .07490 -.33980 .03090 -. 00150 .00130 .00500 .73300 .03696
.260 -t.t180 -. 2538e80 .046$0 .07370 -.24040 .03768 -.00160 .00120 .00500 .76500 .0571tT
.260 *.090 -. 14110 .04100 .07280 -. 14120 .04083 -.00160 .00130 .00500 .84100 .03650
.260 t.000 -.04130 .03750 .07150 -. 04000 .03698 -. 00160 .00140 .00400 1.31000 .0367T
.260 4.070 .05630 .03830 .07050 .05890 .03422 -.00160 .00140 .00300 .21200 .03603
.t9 6.210 .15730 .04220 .06960 .16090 .02499 -. 00140 .00160 .00200 .49500 .03500
.too80 8.290 .25490 .04950 .06990 .25930 .01226 -.00160 .00160 .00300 .55200 .03468
.260 10.400 .35240 .06230 .07190 .35780 -.00231 -. 00170 .00140 .00200 .57800 .03503
.260 12.5t10 .45460 .08140 .07280 .46150 -.01900 -.00140 .00140 .00200 .59400 .03674
.260 14.590 .56450 .110t60 .07130 .57410 -.03515 -.00100 .00160 .00000 .60600 .03797
.260 16.710 .68500 .15070 .06440 .69940 -.05266 -.00120 .00070 .00t100 .61800 .03954
.260oo 16.880 .81090 .20120 .05740 .83240 -.07210 -. 00120 .00170 .00000 .62600 .04227
.2tOO 21.000 .9zso500 .26360 .05290 .95810 -.08553 .00050 .00350 -. 00400 .63100 .04339
.260oo 23.110 1.00620 .33890 .05390 1.05650 -.08329 .00270 .00480 -. 00900 .63300 .04719
.260 25.210 1.08730 .40520 .05650 1.15640 -.09659 .00240 .00260 -. 00800 .63400 .05tra
GRADIENT .04704 -. 00216 -.00053 .04774 .00038 -. 00001ot .00002 -. 00024 -. 02351 -. 0ot0011
DATE It AUO 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAItA PAGE 46
OAItl 8tSCsNTFSWItIE43VaRSXt (AF$6431 ( 84 JUN 14 |
REFERENCE CATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF & 4.41ts SQ.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA .000 ELE-*LI -10.000
L*E - t19.t99 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE*LO : .000 ELE*RI z -10.000
RCtr . 37.9359 tINCHES ZNRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO z .000 SPOBRK s25.000
SCALE = .0405 SCALE BDFLAP : -it.000 RUODDER .000
ELE-OB : .000 AIL-00 9 .000
RUN NO. 45/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.650 -.71660 .11800 .12260 -.72600 -.01642 -.00030 .00310 .00500 .71400 .03570
.260 -8.550 -.60260 .08960 .11250 -.60920 -.00097 -.00140 .00260 .00700 .72000 .03650
.260 -6.440 -.49790 .07110 .10730 -. 50270 .01484 -.00150 .00230 .00600 .75000 .03620
.260 -4.330 -.40110 .05690 .10500 -.40420 .02646 -.00170 .00200 .00700 .74700 .03618
.260 -2.200 *.29930 .04650 .10360 -.30080 .03495 -.00160 .00190 .00600 .77800 .ds52
.260 -.120 -.20250 .03770 .10300 -.20260 .03725 *.00180 .00200 .00600 .85900 .03620
.260 1.940 -. 10500 .03340 .10230 -. 10390 .03699 -.00180 .00230 .00500 1.01t400 .03554
.260 4.080 -.00470 .03170 .10160 -.00240 .03199 -.00163 .00260 .00300 15.73500 .03536
.260 6.140 .09350 .03370 .10060 .09660 .02348 -.00163 .00250 .00500 .26800 .03449
.260 6.260 .19600 .03920 .10000 .19960 .01062 -.00173 .00250 .00300 .46700 .03477
.260 10.360 .29060 .04940 .10260 .29470 -. 00362 -.00183 .00210 .00200 .52300 .03478
.260 12.480 .39410 .06660 .10380 .39920 -. 02016 -.00161 .00220 .00200 .55600 .03620
.260 14.580 .50310 .09360 .10220 .51050 -. 03606 -.00133 .00190 .00000 .57800 .03695
.260 16.700 .63070 .13190 .09420 .64200 -. 05497 -.00141 .00130 .00100 .59800 .03985
.260 18.840 .75390 .18020 .08750 .77170 -. 07297 -.00141 .00200 .00200 .61000 .04155
.260 20.970 .87150 .23930 .08030 .89940 -. 08848 .000611 .00340 -.00300 .61900 .04459
.280 23.090 .96640 .31600 .07770 1.01300 -. 08835 .00271) .00400 -.00900 .62300 .04686
.260 25.190 1.05370 .38040 .07940 1.11540 -. 10434 .00280 .00280 -.00900 .62500 .05212
GRADIENT .04709 -.00305 *-.00039 .04773 .00063 .0000:. .00008 -.00043 1.44598 -.00007
DATE t1 AU6 74 TABULATED O.SOURCE DATA - OA118t PAS 41
OAtIS StCIMFlWtSEG45ViRSXt (AF6044) 9 04 JUN 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
$sEF - 4.4119 S.FT. XNRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA c .000 ELE-LI : 15.000
LRCF - 18.t2s9 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : .000 ELE-RI : 5.00
BaEF - 37.6359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = .000 SPDOBRK a tSOO.
SCALE 2 .0495 SCALE 80FLAP : -12t.000 RUODER 2 .000
ELE-08 = .000 AIL-08 : .000
RUN NO. 44/ 0 RN/L 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.410 -.37580 .06320 *.03210 -.37900 -.00540 -.00050 .00300 .00300 .62000 .04748
.t60 -8.320 -.27490 .05120 -.03400 -.27950 .01085 -.00090 .00290 .00400 .60700 .04696
.to60 -6.290 -.17100to .04270 -,03700 -. 17460 .02398 -.00120 .00270 .00500 .57400 .04744
.260o -4.110 -.07460 .03850 -.05870 -.07720 .03312 -.00130 .00270 .00400 .46700 .04731
.260 -2.010 .02210 .03720 -.03930 .02080 .03604 -.00110 .00300 .00400 1.34700 .04743
.260 .070 .11680 .03930 -.03970 .11690 .05918 -.00110 .00300 .00300 .77700 .04724
.260 2.170 .21540 .04460 -.03970 .21690 .03645 -.00130 .00300 .00200 .71900 .04600
.260 4.290 .31150 .05160 -.03890 .31450 .026819 -.00120 .00300 .00300 .69700 .04594
.260 6.380 .41020 .06420 .-. 04010 .41480 .01824 -.00140 .00320 .00300 .68700 .04398
.260 8.460 .52050 .06080 -.04540 .52670 .00330 -.00160 .00300 .00300 .68300 .04494
.200 10.570 .62910 .10460 -.04950 .63760 -.01263 -. 00160 .00320 .00300 .68000 .04463
.260 12t.690 .73350 .13390 -. 05030 .74500 -.03030 -. 00150 .00280 .00200 .67700 .04566
.260 14.810 .85520 .17570 -.05640 .87170 -.04975 -. 00110 .00270 .00000 .67500 .04707
.260 16.930 .97550 .22500 -.06370 .99670 -. 06892 -. 00020 .00290 -. 00300 .67500 .04915
.260 19.110 1.10240 .29030 -.07310 1.13670 -.08671 -. 00050 .00510 -. 00400 .67500 .06119
.260 21.190 1.20720 .37430 -.08150 1.26090 *.08753 .00810 .01020 -. 02400 .67500 .05594
.260 23.300 1.29660 .45770 -.08480 1.37190 -. 09267 .00260 .00290 -. 01000 .67400 .06077
.260 25.470 1.40600 .55600 -.09610 1.50850 -.10284 .00150 .00510 -. 01200 .67500 .06679
GRADIENT .04602 .00160 -.00004 .04669 -. . M _ A -4S _ -6 -. 00797 -. 00020
oATE tt AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAtIS PAGE 4t
OA11 B6tSC9N?FSUIl6E43VR5SX0 (Af045s) ( 04 JUN 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
Sktr x 4.4110 S.rT. XuRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA z .000 ELE*LI s 1S.000
LEr t1.22t99 INCHES YMRP a .0000 INCHES ELE-LO a S.000 ELE-RI $15.000
BREF - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP S15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO z 5.000 SPOBRK : 2S.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE 0BOFLAP = -t.000 RUDDER .000
ELE-06 5.000 AIL-06 = .000
RUN NO. 45/ 0 RN/L = 1.65 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -. 00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CDF CLN CN CAF CIN COL Cy XCP/L CAB
.160 -10.380 -.34210 .05930 -. 046860 -.347t0 -.0052? -.00030 .00310 .00300 .60200o .04710
.2tea0 -8.300 -.24330 .04810 -. 04900 -.84770 .01t25S *.00070 .00270 .00300 .57900 .04783
.260 -0.160 -. 14200 .04120o -.05170 -. 14560 .02567 -.00tto20 .00250 .00500 .52100 .04794
.260 *4.070 -.04440 .03610 -.05300 -. 04700 .03490 -.00110 .00250 .00400 .23700 .04764
.20 -t.980 .05150 .03770 -.05360 .05020 .03953 -.00120 .00260 .00400 1.04500 .04763
.260so .100 .14660 .04090 -.05350 .14670 .04063 -. 00110 .00260 .00300 .76600 .04899
.260 2.190 .24230 .04610 -. 05390 .24380 .03683 -.00120 .00240 .00300 .73300 .04671
.2060 4.290 .33830 .05510 -.05290 .34140 .02960 -.00140 .00250 .00400 .70900 .04578
.260 6.390 .43860 .06840 -. 05430 .44350 .01913 -. 00150 .00250 .00400 .69700 .04453
.260 6.490 .54150 .08580 -. 05710 .54820 .00485 -.00160 .00200 .00400 .69000 .04435
.260 10.620 .65580 .11060 -. 06240 .66500 -. 01218 -. 00150 .00250 .00300 .68600 .04510
.260 12.740 .75770 .14130 -. 06150 .77020 -. 02926 -. 00140 .00250 .00200 .686100 .04545
.260 14.860 .67710 .18290 -.06780 .89470 -.04813 -. 00100 .00190 .00000 .68000 .04713
.260 16.970 .99620 .23450 *.07600 1.02320 -.06720 -. 00010 .00150 -. 00100 .67900 .04890
.260 19.110 1.12310 .29880 -. 08530 1.15900 -.08550 -.00030 .00410 -. 00300 .67900 .05155
.260 t21.230 1.22680 .38560 -.09220 1.28320 *-.06496 .00830 .01030 -. 02500 .67800 .05596
.260 23.350 1.31890 .47160 -.09710 1.39780 *.08967 .00260 .00180 -. 00800 .67700 .06140
.260 25.470 1.41510 .56570 -.10390 1.52080 -. 09769 .00150 .00420 -. 01100 .67700 .06659
GRADIENT .04577 .00203 *.00000 .04645 -.00064 -.00003 -. 00001 -.00005 .03024 -.00023
0DATE t AUZ 14 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAIttls PAGE 43
OAtte lt2C9tTF6UIttE43VlRSxt 1AF6647) 8 04 JUN 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETR1C DATA
SR[F : 4.411tt9 St.FT. XMRP a 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI 9 15.000
LRF a 19.2299 INCHES VMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE-LO 5.000 ELE-*RI a 1S.000
6REP F 57.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO a -5.000 SPOSRK a t.000
SCALE 3 .0405 SCALE BOFLAP *t-.000 RUDDER a .000
ELE-06 Z .000 AIL-08 a 5.000
RUN NO. 47/ 0 RN/L 2 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COf CLM CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.410 -.37500 .06460 -.03020 -.368050 -.00417 -.00010 .0t30 .00200 .62200 .04T75
.260 -8.300 -.27380 .05230 -.03270 -.27850 .01222 -.00060 .01190 .00300 .60800 .04679
.t60 -6.21t0 -.17270 .04380 -.03640 -.17640 .02493 -.00090 .01110 .00200 .517600 .0477
.260 -4.090 -.07490 .03920 -.03800 -.07750 .03384 -.00080 .01080 .00200 .47100 .04759
.o60 -2.000 .02200 .03920 -.03850 .02060 .04003 -.00060 .0O1100 .00000 1.34000 .04646
.to60 .120 .11970 .04090 -.05890 .11980 .04065 -. 00050 .01110 .00000 .77100 .04665
.260 2.170 .21490 .04570 -. 03890 .21650 .03754 -.00020 .01140 -. 00200 .71800 .04581
.260 4.280 .30850 .05260 -. 03740 .31160 .02970 -. 00010 .01160 -.00400 .69600 .04541
.260 6.390 .40910 .06520 -. 03890 .41380 .01930 -.00010 .01200 *.00400 .66600 .04431
.260 8.510 .51470 .08200 -.04190 .5tt0 .00495 -. 00020 .01110 -.00400 .66100 .04401
.260 10.650 .62900 .10620 -. 04810 .63780 -. 01165 -. 00010 .01210 -.00700 .67900 .04477
.260 12.720 .73060 .13510 -. 04780 .74250 -.02914 -. 00030 .01090 -.00700 .67500 .04535
.260 14.6840 .84880 .17550 -.05410 .86540 -. 04777 -. 00040 .01160 *.00800 .67500 .04663
.260 16.980 .96860 .22580 -.06010 .99230 -.06694 .00030 .01210 -.01300 .67400 .0463859
.260 19.100 1.09580 .28920 -.,06950 1.13010 -.08542 .00000 .01400 -. 01500 .67400 .05120
.260 21.230 1.20580 .37570 -.08000 1.26000 -.08661 .00790 .01700 -.03100 .67500 .05578
.260 23.340 1.30250 .46680 -.08850 1.38080 -. 08752 -. 00060 .00650 -.01000 .67500 .0621S
.260 25.470 1.40650 .55640 -.09630 1.50910 -.10261 .00040 .00980 -.01500 .67500 .06696
GRADIENT .04590 .0016t .00004 .04658 -.00051 .00009 .00010 -.00067 -.00825 -. 00024
OATE 61 Au& 74 TA9ULATED SOURCE DATA - 0&1l8 PASE 44
0AttS S26C9NTFSttWl6E43VSSXl (AF604S) ( 04 JUN 14 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sR E 4.4tt SO.FT. XHRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE-LI s 15.00
LtP u 19.22Z99 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 1S.000 EL-ERI : IS.000
REV * 537.9359 INCHES ZMRP z 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO : -5.000 SPOBRK a 25.000
SCALE * .0405 SCALE BDFLAP = -t12.000 RUDDER z .000
ELE-06 : 5.000 AIL-08 to0.000
RUN NO. 48/ 0 RN/L - 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL 3 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CIN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.400 -.34050 .06330 -.04640 -.34630 .00081 -. 00tto .02080 .00000 .60200 .04756
.260 -6.260 -.23780 .05090 *.04950 -.24270 .01616 -.00150 .02060 .00000 .57700 .04796
.20 -6.160 -.13580 .04450 -. 05280 -.13980 .02960 *.00160 .01980 .00000 .51300 .047t?2
.260 -4.060 -. 03940 .04090 -.05440 -.04220 .03805 -.00130 .01980 -.00200 .17800 .04792
.260 -1.970 .05620 .04090 -.05550 .05470 .04289 -. 00080 .02010 -. 00500 1.02500 .04743
.260 .120 .15290 .04340 -. 05540 .15300 .04314 -.00040 .02050 -. 00900 .78500 .04786
.260 2.190 .24660 .04970 -.05520 .24850 .04027 -. 00020 .02080 -. 01000 .73300 .04652
.260 4.280 .34060 .05900 -.05370 .34410 .03336 -.00010 .02110 -.01200 .70900 .04531
.260tO 6.420 .44360 .07220 -.05510 .44890 .02212 -.00010 .02140 -.01300 .69700 .04468
.260 8.510 .54900 .09040 -.05850 .55640 .00613 -.00010 .02040 -.01400 .69000 .04438
.260 10.610 .65760 .11510 -.06320 .66760 -.00796 -.00040 .02070 -.01500 .68600 .04503
.260 12.730 .76510 .14600 -.06560 .77850 -.02628 -.00100 .02070 -.01600 .68300 .04584
.260 14.830 .87920 .18720 -.06970 .89780 -.04450 -.00110 .02040 -.01800 .66000 .04727
.260 16.960 .99720 .23790 -.07500 1.02320 -.06332 -.00050 .02060 -.02100 .67900 .04911
.260 19.120 1.12350 .30370 -.08530 1.16100 -.08112 -.00130 .02260 -.02000 .67900 .05130
.2t0o 21.230 1.23330 .39130 -.09550 1.29130 -.08194 .00640 .02480 -.03700 .67900 .05605
.260 23.350 1.32560 .48130 -.10140 1.40780 -.00351 -.00210 .01560 -.01700 .67800 .06280
.260 25.460 1.41630 .56740 -.10410 1.52270 -.09666 -.00210 .01380 -.01500 .67700 .06701
GRACIENT .04561 .00216 .00008 .04637 -.00057 .00014 .00016 -. 00120 .03702 -. 00029
01000- otzol- MOO00- 11000* MW0 9VO000- 9c9t0 100001 111001 191 N31OV80
29990 00*191 00910*- 0t110, 06000*- 9vt001 -O1zG;'T 0a60'- 02999, 0696C1t 00153 092
g1190 OO9A9' 00910- 09510, Wool- ZLVOO*- WWI~ 06A90- 0969t, 0610CI 09913 0 93
7LSS0 00919, OOILS0- 09tao0 00 SLOO ole0- 02293*1 06090- 09612 0190311 063*13 0 93
h1to 0 * 0t9l 002201- M0ao, 0 oPaO' 691901- 0cial' G9990- 0;1621 0006001 031'61 093,
116VP' 00P19* 001301- G9OzO* 00100, zPv90- 01266* 016S10- 0C3* 09L96* 016,91 093,
S69t* 00519, 009101- 09610* 09000, 9Lt*10- Moo, 00P10l- 09911* O6LVt9 asv Goa*
cosla* OO9A9' DOM- 02610* 09000, 219zo- OLPPil 026tfl- 0891* GlaiU 0#1*21 093,
*1tvO OOA9* costa*- Mao30 06000' 63900*- 00P19* aSI0M 09001, 0l39* DC9101 092*
lappol 00999, 00*10*- 0P0301 06000, 9SL00 05)ai5 00PP0- 0*990, OO111 GOP$ I 092,
oepo* 00199, 002101- 0*030' 01000, 20220, 09STlr OGOCO'- 0S990* 0901t* OIv*9 0OW
96VI0O 00*O69' 00010*- Molo * OSOOO* 002c0' 00al1I' 099c0*- 01910' 0190 9 09a3t Goa
SectO' 00611, 09800'- 06610' 0%O00. 89610' 00912' 096S06- 009*0* 01912' 061'3 093'
*OSPO* 0091L, 00100'- 01610' 00000, OEM10 0961t' ozovO*- Hato* osel' 00t* 093.I
aliv10 009S3*1 00100'- 006101 0H00W- 191*0* 01)30' 01610'- 09010' 09920' 016,1- 093'
CZ1VO 0o96y, 00000' 01610' 010001- 19990* 09tiol- 016C0*- oto 09110 *- 000,10 O9 a* 03
tPit10 003*1' 00000, 06610, 000001- 9viao* OZtIFI- OSLCo.- 0091 OrOW1- 09119- 093'
tfito* 00909' 00100' 01030' 0,000*- Osti0' 099121- 00tta'- 03160. 01142*- 0419- 093'
1*110. 00339' 00o00 01030' MO000- SLIGO,- 06101'- 06010'- 03*901 0661*- 00V11- 093'
IV3 lld)x A) 10) Nk) AV8) #43 441 A03 1I) 14d1v 44)14
00*9 /00'9- ~1VAb31N 1)N310VHI loll 2. 1/448 0 /GV *ON4 NMI
000,01 a 90-11v 000* = 90-313
Goa* a b300118 000'a1- 2 ylijg 33)Sot0o0' a 3IV1
000163 a 1890.41 OGG*%- m 08-313 S344)41 SM~'St 2 duwZ 134)44 6S6& 2 A32 -
000*61 * 18-313 Qo*O'o = 01-313 SUM)44 0000' -- 881 9344)41 6632*6t 2 411
00S'Sl 2 11-313 000' 2 V139 S3U)M4 01SB'1t 2 b8x '1i'31 611VIV 2 AM93
vivo 3l81344181d V1V0 3')43u3j3v
1 91 Nfl) to 4009I ISMiISXIA?314.ihS)3 1
so 3918 SIM1 -VIV0 3)11109 03111191 $A 11 Ui~V0
DATE tt AUS 74 TABULATED SOURCE OAT& - OAttl PASE 48
0411i 8t6C9WNF#W8U6E43V$RSX9 (AFSOSO) ( 04 JUN 74 I
RERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC OATA
sEac z 4.41tt1 Sa.rT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA z .000 ELE-LI IS.000
LRr * 19.2299 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 10.000 ELE-RI 1$5.000
BR(F * 37.93599 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = .000 SPOBRK : t25.000oo
SCALE = .0405 SCALE BOFLAP : -1tt.000 RUDDER s ,000
ELE-08 = 5.000 AIL-0 B 5.000
RUN NO. 50/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.260 -t10.390 -.34t100oo .06070 -.04580 -.34640 -.00181 -.00070 .01150 .00100 .60300 .04769
.260 -8.300 -.23980 .04950 -.04910 -.24440 .01444 -.00120 .01120 .00200 .57800 .04723
.60 -6.190 -*.1t3790 .04230 -.05240 -. 14160 .02737 -.00140 .01080 .00200 .51600 .047tt
.260 -4.070 -.04090 .03890 -.05370 *.04360 .03598 -.00130 .01090 .00100 .19800 .04732
.t60 -1.990 .05470 .03820 -.05430 .05330 .04009 -. 00110 .0110 0 .00000 1.02600 .04773
.260 .080 .14960 .04170 -.05440 .14960 .04150 -. 00110 .01110 .00000 .78600 .04700
.260 2.200 .24660 .04680 -. 05440 .24820 .03736 -.00080 .01120 -. 00200 .73200 .04717
.260 4.260 .35950 .05550 -. 05300 .34270 .03010 .00090 .01120 -. 00300 .70900 .04565
.260 6.390 .44020 .06860 -.05480 .44510 .01919 -.00100 .01160 -.00300 .69700 .04479
.260 8.510 .54930 .08710 -.05920 .55610 .00490 -.00120 .01110 -. 00300 .69100 .04464
.260 10.600 .65730 .11170 -.06300 .66660 -.01120 -.00130 .01060 -.00400 .68600 .0449t
.260 12.720 .76150 .14260 -.06350 .77450 -.02864 -.00130 .01020 -.00500 .68200 .04545
.260 14.850 .87790 .18400 -. 06890 .89580 -. 04715 -. 00140 .01040 -.00700 .68000 .04678
.260 16.960 .99950 .23600 -.07590 1.02480 -. 06590 -. 00080 .01070 -.01000 .67900 .04850
.260 19.100 1.12590 .30150 -. 08520 1.16260 -. 08366 -. 00100 .01270 -. 01100 .67900 .05036
.260 21.240 1.23230 .38830 -. 09380 1.28930 -. 08445 .00730 .01710 -. 03100 .67800 .05566
.260 23.340 1.32480 .47980 -. 10050 1.40650 -.08442 -. 00090 .00940 -. 01100 .67800 .06185
.260 25.440 1.41870 .56630 -. 10430 1.52440 *.09820 -. 00030 .00880 -. 01200 .67700 .06670
GRADIENT .04569 .00200 .00006 .04640 *.00070 .00005 .00004 -. 00048 .03484 -. 00019
DA TE tt AUG 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAtte PAGE 47
OAtti 2tSC0M7FeWitSE4%VlRSX9 (IAFGOII 1 04 JUN 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
StE c 4.4ts19 SQ.FT. XWRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI a 20,000
LRE a 19.2299 INCHES YMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 10.000 ELE-RI 2 to0.000
BRtE a 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = 10.000 SPDOORK 25.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE BDOFLAP c -12.000 RUDDER : .000
ELE-OB t10.000 AIL-08 a .000
RUN NO. S1/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRAODIENT INTERVAL -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN COL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.330 -.25040 .05640 -.08850 *.25650 .01061 -.00070 .00090 .00400 .52500 .04918
.2 0 -8.120 -.14390 .04720 -.09210 -. 14920 .02642 -.00100 .00060 .00500 .42500 .04995
.e60 *-6.120 -.04950 .04340 -.09490 -.05390 .03769 -.00100 .00050 .00500 .00400 .05050
.260 -4.000 .04950 .04290 -.09640 .04640 .04635 -.00120 .00030 .00600 1.41600 .04999
.260 -1.910 .14260 .04570 -.09740 .14100 .05052 -.00130 .00020 .00600 .90600 .04964
.260 .160 .24000 .05110 -.09750 .24010 ,05043 -.00150 .00020 .00600 .80100 .04923
.260 2.260 .33340 .05950 -.09710 .33550 .04634 -.00t7?O .00040 .00700 .75800 .04810
.260 4.330 .42460 .07070 -.09540 .42880 .03846 -.00190 .00040 .00700 .73400 .04748
.260 6.450 .52900 .08750 -.09860 .53550 .02749 -.00240 .00060 .00800 .71900 .04665
.to60 6.560 .63650 .109O10 -.10350 .64560 .01314 -.00250 .00030 .00800 .71100 .04679
.260 10.680 .75010 .13620 -.10960 .76280 -.00325 -.00280 .00070 .00600 .70500 .04669
.260 12.810 .65090 .17120 -.10790 .86770 -.02175 -.00250 -.00050 .00600 .69700 .04766
.260 14.900 .96440 .21570 -.11320 .98750 -.03961 -.00180 -.00090 .00500 .69400 .04900
.260 17.040 1.08490 .27100 -.12020 1.11670 -.05877 -. 00050 -.00210 .00000 .69100 .050 0
.260 19.170 1.21590 .34410 -.13200 1.26140 -.07420 .00150 .00080 -.00300 .69000 .05350
.260 21.300 1.29960 .42440 -.12980 1.36520 -.07673 .00750 .01000 -.02200 .68700 .05763
.260 23.400 1.39920 .52660 -.14450 1.49330 -.07254 .00030 .00110 -.00300 .66700 .06461
.260 25.530 1.49290 .61790 -.14700 1.61340 -.08589 .00190 .00310 -.00800 .68500 .06919
GRAOIENT .04517 .00333 .00011 .04605 -.00096 -.00009 .00002 .00014 -.07261 -. 0003t
OIT Et AUC 74 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - 0A1tt1 PAGE 48
OAIS BZSCSMTF$WII6E4SVRSXtI (AFS85) ( 04 JUN 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
tC = 4.41tt1 S.FT. XMRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA .000 ELE-LI : 20.000
Litf * 19.2299 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 1$5.000 ELE-RIt = t0.00
BREF - 7.9359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = 15.000 SPDBRK z 25.000
SCALE 2 .0405 SCALE BOFLAP 5 -12.000 RUDDER a .000
ELE-0B 10.000 AIL-O0 : 5.000
RUN NO. S2/ 0 RNIL x 1.8S GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLN CN CAF CYN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.340 -.24800 .05730 -.08950 -.25430 .01191 -.00130 .00930 .00400 St.52200 .04940
.260 -8.tt20 -. 14460 .04830 -. 09290 -. 15010 .02712 -. 00160 .00920 .00400 .42400 .04983
.tea -6.t130 -.04730 .04410 -.09670 -. 05180 .03880 -. 00160 .00910 .00300 -. 03400 .05063
.260 -4.040 .04970 .04390 -.09810 .04650 .04738 -. 00130 .00920 .00200 1.42700 .05003
.260 -1.940 .14380 .04720 -. 09880 .14210G .05208 -. o00tt0 .00930 .00200 .90700 .04896
.20 .160 .24100 .05210 -.09860 .24120 .05143 -.00120 .00950 .00100 .80200 .04924
.200 2.250o .33540 .06060 -.09770 .33550 .04749 -.00130 .00960 .00100 .75900 .04819
.260 4.370 .42870 .07240 -.09630 .43500 .03953 -.00130 .00950 .00000 .73400 .04729
.20o 6.450 .53000 .08830 -.09980 .53650 .02623 -.00160 .00940 .00000 .72000 .04684
.260 8.560 .64000 .11060 -.10550 .64930 .01414 -.00180 .00870 .00000 .71100 .04644
.260 10.670 .75350 .13900 -.11090 .76620 -.00296 -.00200 .00760 .00000 .70500 .04727
.260 12.800 .85570 .17320 -.11300 .87280 -.02071. -.00270 .00800 .00000 .69900 .04779
.260 14.910 .97730 .22040 -.11940 1.00110 -.03846 -.00250 .00700 -.00100 .69600 .04873
.260 17.020 1.09640 .27550 -.12650 1.12900 -.05748 -.00180 .00630 -.00400 .69300 .05067
.260 19.160 1.22270 .34600 -.13540 1.26920 -.07270 .00000 .00790 -.00900 .89100 .05337
.260 21.270 1.29360 .43240 -.13200 1.36250 -.06655 .00010 .00910 -.01000 .68700 .05831
.260 23.380 1.39650 .52660 -.14430 1.49270 -.07164 -.00170 .00620 -.00500 .68700 .06441
.260 ES3.510 1.48640 .61650 -.14670 1.60880 -.08477 -.00090 .00490 -,00600 .66500 .06961
GRADIENT .04510 .00335 .00022 .04600 -.00097 -.00000 .00004 -.00024 -.07298 -.00030
*&It tt &us 74 TAOULATED SOURCE DATA - OAttS PAGE 49
OAIt1 t6Cim9iNFvitlE43VIRSX (AFt053) ( 04 JUN 74 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
sW( • 4.4119 S.FT. OMRP z 43.5974 INCHES BETA .000 ELt-LI a 20.000
LaRF a 19.2299 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-LO = 20.000 ELE-RI = 20.000
sacP 37.s35t INCHES ZKRP c 13.1875 INCHES ELE-RO c .000 SPOBRK s 2t.000
SCALE t .0405 SCALE OBDFLAP *t-t.000 RUDDER a .000
ELE-OB - 10.000 AIL-05 r 10.000
RUN NO. 53/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL CoF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.330 -.24440 .05930 -.09080 -.25110 .01451 -.00270 .01920 .00200 .51900 .05025Ot
.2t0 -8.240 -.14130 .05170 -.094t0 -.14730 .03095 -.00280 .01910 .00100 .41600 .0495
.260 -6.120 -.04240 .04660 -.09760 -.04710 .04166 -.00270 .01880 .00000 -.11000 .05066
.260 -4.040 .05330 .04600 -.09930 .04990 .05062 -.00200 .01690 -.00200 1.36400 .05022
.260 -1.930 .14680 .04970 -.09980 .14700 .05469 -.00170 .01920 -.00400 .90100 .04997
.260 .160 .24390 .05540 -.09920 .24410 .05474 -.00150 .01940 -.00600 .60100 .04925
.260 2.290 .33960 .06440 -.09820 .34190 .05062 -.00140 .01980 -.00600 .75700 .04613
.260 4.340 .42660 .07570 -.09590 .43110 .04322 -.00150 .01980 -.00900 .73400 .04746
.260 6.440 .53160 .09250 -.10010 .53690 .03224 -.00200 .01930 -.00900 .72000 .04655
.260 6.590 .65160 .11630 -. 10910 .66170 .0176 -.00240 .01880 *.00900 .71200 .04697
.260 10.710 .76330 .14580 -.11520 .77710 .00144 -.00260 .01900 -.01100 .70600 .04704
.260 t12.780 .86610 .17950 -. 11660 .86430 -.01664 -.00350 .01840 -. 01000 .70000 .04611
.260 14.910 .97800 .22460 -. 12020 1.00290 -.03465 -.00360 .01790 -. 01200 .69600 .04697
.260s 17.040 1.09980 .28120 -. 12780 1.13390 -.05338 -.00340 .01830 -. 01500 .69300 .05077
.260 19.190 1.21780 .34900 -. 13240 1.26460 -.07086 -.00370 .01900 -,t01400o .69000 .05337
.260 21.260 1.30550 .43080 -.13430 1.37280 -.07243 .00300 .02190 -.03000 .68800 .05774
.20o 235.390 1.39510 .52820 -.14230 1.40020 -.06916 -.00400 .01430 -.0tO1100 .66700 .06445
.260 25.510 1.48590 .61790 -.14550 1.60710 -.08241 -.00390 .01010 *.00900 .08500 .06983
GRADIENT .04468 .00344 .00040 .04563 -.00089 .00006 .00011 -. 00066 -.06692 -. 00035
OATE tt AU& 74 TASULATED SOURCE DATA * OIAtl PAGE 50
Otls 8t2C9IMTFtWitSE43VRSX9 (AF48054) ( 04 JUN 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
s9!r * 4.41tt SQ.FT. XMRP = 43.5974 INCHES 8ETA = .000 ELE-LI s 10.000
LIEF - 19.2299 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES ELE-*LO = 20.000 ELE-*RI a 10.000
gREP - 37.9359 INCHES ZMRP 2 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO z .000 SPOBRK 2 5.000
SCALE 2 .0405 SCALE BOFLAP 2 -t.000 RUDDER z .000
ELE-06 = 10.000 AlL-O : 10.000
RUN NO. 54/ 0 RNIL = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -4.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COP CLM CN CAP CYN COL CT XCPIL CAB
.260 -10.410 -.36810 .06400 -.03720 -.37300 -.002 3 -.00260 .021t t0 .00000 .61500 .04664
.260 -8.300 -.26350 .05070 -.04140 -.26810 .01220 -.00290 .02100 .00100 .59500 .04762
.260 -6.190 -.16220 .04410 -.04390 -.16600 .02633 -.00260 .02070 -.00t100oo .55400 .04692
.240 -4.100 -.06520 .04030 -.04500 -.06790 .03553 -.00250 .02000 -.00300 .40800 .04682
.2t0o -1.990 .05070 .03930 -.04570 .02930 .04045 -.00210 .0t2120 -.00500 1.22500 .04702
.260 .090 .12580 .04190 -. 04580 .12590 .04171 -.00190 .02150 -.00700 .78600 .04653
.260o 2.210 .22190 .04740 *.04560 .22550 .03878 -. 001t50 .02190 -. 01000 .72700 .04531
.260 4.290 .32030 .05560 -. 04620 .32360 .03152 -. 00160 .02230 -.01200 .70400 .04517
.260 6.390 .41900 .06840 -. 04750 .42400 .02152 -. 00180 .02260 -. 01300 .69500 .04381
.260 0.500 .52420 .08630 -. 05070 .53120 .00795 -. 00210 .02290 -. 01400 .68700 .04317
.260 10.600 .63290 .10990 -. 05400 .64250 -.00839 -. 00260 .02310 -. 01400 .66300 .04375
.260 12.750 .75970 .14080 -. 05490 .75260 -.02586 -. 00510 .02290 -.01500 .67900 .04452
.260 14.840 .85040 .18060 -.05890 .86830 -.04332 -. 00290 .02070 -. 01700 .67700 .04555
.260 16.980 .96880 .23100 -. 06370 .99400 -.06206 -. 00270 .02010 -. 01800 .67500 .04716
.260 19.090 1.08850 .29200 -.06990 1.12420 -.08008 -.00330 .02130 -. 01700 .67500 .04950
.260 21.200 1.18710 .37000 -.07460 1.24060 -. 08441 .00280 .02500 -. 05200 .67400 .05307
.260 23.310 1.28000 .46250 -.08140 1.35850 -.08180 -.00380 .01680 *.01600 .67400 .05950
.260 25.450 1.37070 .54750 -.08380 1.47300 -.09472 -. 00370 .01530 -. 01600 .67300 .06451
GRADIENT .04386 .00184 -.00011 .04658 -.00046 .00011 .00018 -. 00110 .00459 -.00024
0AT 21 AuG 74 TABULATEDO SOURCE oATA - OAtII PAGE SI
OAttS 82e6CtHFtu6E43v685x9 (AF*OSS) ( 04 JUN 14 1
REfERENCE DATA PAEAMETRIC DATA
saw a 4.411tts S.FT. x"RP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA : .000 ELE-LI 10.000
LREF 19.2299 INCHES YMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE*LO 20.000 ELE-RI s 10.000
REF 37ST.9359 INCHES ZHRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO 2 0.000 SPODBRK 25t.000
SCALE = .0405 SCALE BOeLAP -1t.000 RUDOER z .000
ELE-O0 t0.000 AIL-0 r .000
RUN NO. 551 0 RN/L = 1.05 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLH CN CAP CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.260 -10.360 -.29640 .06010 -.07080 -.30240 .00585 -. 00060 .00290 .00300 .56500 .04795
.260 -8.260 -.18940 .04980 -.07650 -.19460 .02210 *.00110 .00240 .00400 .50700 .04824
.260 -6.160 -.09190 .04420 -. 07860 -. 09610 .03413 -. 00120 .00230 .00400 .35000 .04070
.260 -4.050 .00390 .04240 -.07960 .00090 .04265 -. 00120 .00240 .00400 32.07100 .046881
.260 -1.990 .09620 .04420 -.07950 .09460 .04756 -. 00130 .00240 .00400 .96100 .04780
.260 .130 .19310 .04890 -.08050 .19320 .04853 -.00120 .00230 .00400 .80500 .04747
.te 2.200 .28820 .05600 -. 08120 .29010 .04493 -. 00120 .00200 .00300 .75500 .04739
.260 4.5310 .38800 .06730 -. 06170 .39200 .03795 -. 00130 .00180 .00400 .72800 .04594
.260 6.440 .48950 .08250 *.08370 .49570 .02712 -. 00150 .00200 .00400 .71400 .04503
.260 6.540 .59670 .10310 -.08720 .60540 .01333 -. 00180 .00220 .00400 .70500 .04427
.260 10.650 .70260 .12930 -.06970 .71440 -.00277 -. 00200 .00220 .00400 .69800 .04474
.260 12.740 .60500 .16210 -.09010 .82090 -.01944 -. 00200 .00230 .00300 .69200 .04479
.260 14.860 .91450 .20400 -.09290 .93630 -.03745 -. 00160 .00090 .00100 .68800 .04670
.260 16.990 1.03090 .25620 -.09790 1.06070 -.05616 -. 00140 .00090 .00100 .68600 .04759
.260O 19.090 1.14310 .31820 -.10190 1.18430 -.07322 -. 00150 .00290 .00000 .66300 .04957
.260 21.240 1.23470 .39820 -.10210 1.29510 -.07609 .00620 .01130 -. 02300 .68100 .054t1
.260 23.320 1.32290 .49240 -.10850 1.40970 -.07150 .00000 .00330 -.00400 .68000 .05992
.260 25.450 1.40380 .57830 -. 10810 1.51610 -.06131 .00160 .00430 -. 01100 .67800 .06466
GRADIENT .04592 .00295 -.00028 .04676 -.00058 -.00000 -.00008 -. 00005 -2.99918 -.00029
CATC Zt AUG 14 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - OAII PASE st
OAltts t6Ct9NMTFStlt6E4SVStsXS (AeAS) I 04 JUN 14 I
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREP . 4.4rts S.rFT. XNRP = 43.5974 INCHES BETA a .000 ELE*LI 10.000
LREF 19.2tt99 INCHES YMRP : .0000 INCHES ELE-LO : 11.000 ELE-RI = 0.000
BREf a 37.5359 INCHES ZMRP = 15.1875 INCHES ELE-RO = 5.000 SPDBRK 25.000
SCALE a .0405 SCALE B0FLAP * -tt.60 tubobt * .460
ELE-OB z 10.000 AIL-08 5.000
RUN NO. 56/ 0 RN/L = 1.85 GRADIENT INTERVAL 1 -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COF CLM CN CAF CYN CBL Cy XCP/L CAB
.26to -10.400 -.37030 .06230 -. 03330 -.37550 -.00557 -. 00110 .01200 .00100 .61900 .0463t
.260 -8.260 -.26740 .04850 -.03810 -.27160 .00950 -.00160 .01190 .00200 .60000 .04737
.260 -6.190 -. 16740 .04060 -.04070 -. 17080 .02257 -.00160 .01170 .00100 .56400 .04752
.260 -4.090 -.07070 .03660 -.04160 -. 07310 .03172 -.00150 .01180 .00000 .44200 .04747
.260 -t.0t10 .02450 .03600 -.04220 .02330 .03666 -.00120 .01220 -.00100 1.31900 .04705
.260 .070 .119860 .03790 -.04250 .1190tgeo .03782 -.00130 .01250 -.00200 .78200 .04653
.260 2.170 .21610 .04280 -.04290 .21750 .03466 -.00120 .01270 -.00300 .72400 .04622
.260 4.270 .31180 .05100 -.04270 .31480 .02762 -.00110 .01280 -.00500 .70200 .04506
.260 6.370 .41210 .06400 -.04340 .41670 .01792 -.00120 .01260 -.00500 .69000 .04330
.260 6.480 .51470 .07970 -. 04480 .52090 .00288 -.00150 .01250 -.00500 .68300 .04362
.260 10.570 .62020 .10310 -. 04690 .62860 -.01235 -.00180 .01230 -.00600 .67900 .04371
.260 12.740 .72930 .13360 -. 04830 .74080 -.03051 -.00200 .01290 -. 00700 .68600 .04497
.260 14.610 .83940 .17310 -.05220 .85580 -. 04723 -.00180 .01160 -.00800 .67400 .04532
.260 16.930 .96110 .22430 -. 05970 .98470 -.06541 -.00140 .01050 -. 01000 .67400 .04654
.260 19.070 1.06520 .28640 -. 06710 1.11920 -. 08397 -.00170 .01270 -.01100 .67400 .04906
.260 21.200 1.18570 .36550 -. 07060 1.23760 -. 08815 .00490 .01810 -. 02800 .67300 .05272
.260 23.320 1.27160 .44800 -. 07420 1.34510 -.09191 .00000 .01030 -.01400 .67200 .058534
.260 25.420 1.36700 .54100 -. 08000 1.46690 -.09817 -.00080 .01050 -.01500 .67200 .06368
GRADIENT .04577 .00169 -. 00014 .04641 -. 00050 .00004 .00012 -.00057 -.00369 -.00027
0A4T £t AUO 74 TABULATOED SOURCE CATA - OAttls PAGE $
OAtti StSC$MFitfwl643V8iS9 (APoSiIl) 4 64 JUN 74 1
REFERENCE DATA PARANTEIC DATA
1REV a 4.4111 so.FT. XMRP s 43.5174 INCHES SETA a .000 ELI-Ll a 10.g00
LRF t 19.1t99 INCHES YMHRP a .0000 INCHES ELE-LO a .000 ELE-*RI a 10.000
BRE a 537.1359 INCHES ZNRP a 15t.175 INCHES ELERO x .000 SPOORK a 15.000
SCALES .0405 SCALE O0FLAP s -1t.000 RUDDER * .000
ELE-OB a .000 AIL*06 s .000
RUN NO. 57/ 0 RN/L 1.685 GRADIENT INTERVAL a -6.00/ 6.00
MACH ALPHA CL COr CLH- CN CAF CVN CBL CY XCP/L CAB
.200 -10.460 -.43910 .06660 -.00180 -.44420 -.0t22tt -.00010 .00390 .00300 .65000 .0455$
.280 -8.360 -.33610 .05tSo -.00580 -.34020 .00311 -.00080 .00340 .00400 .64500 .04613
.to60 -6.200 -.23180 .04240 -.00930 -.23500 .01713 -.00100 .00310 .00400 .63700 .04615
.260 -4.160 -.13710 .03640 -.01000 -.13940 .02635 -.00t120o .00290 .00400 .62500 .04610
.260 -2.070 -.04290 .03350 -.00990 -.04400 .03198 -.00120 .00290 .00400 .56800 .04550
.260 .020 .05410 .03500 -.01050 .05410 .053306 -.0011tt0 .00300 .00300 .72200 .0457t
.260 2.090 .14790 .03620 -.01000 .14910 .03076 -.00100 .00300 .00200 .67600 .04469
.260to 4.220 .24640 .04230 -.00960 .25090 .02391 -.00120 .00310 .00200 .66600 .04418
.260 6.330 .34900 .05260 -.01040 .35270 .01382 -.00130 .00300 .00200 .66300 .04289
.260 8.410 .45240 .06690 -.01310 .45730 -.00002 -.00120 .00300 .00200 .66200 .04242
.260 10.520 .55630 .08730 -.01610 .56290 -.01579 -.00130 .00300 .00200 .66200 .04276
.260 12.660 .66410 .11470 -.01570 .67310 -.03365 -.00t20 .00300 .00100 .66000 .04362
.260 14.770 .77920 .15190 -.02090 .79220 -. 05181 -.00070 .00250 .00000 .66100 .04507
.260 16.660 .90110 .19940 -.02770 .92010 -.07086 .00000 .00200 -.00200 .66300 .04679
.260 19.020 1.02520 .26010 -.03600 1.05400 -.08827 -.00030 .00450 -.00300 .66400 .04812
.260 21.140 1.13t100 .33990 -.04240 1.17750 -.09085 .00750 .01120 *.02400 .66500 .05t27
.t60 23.260 1.22720 .42190 -.04780 1.29410 -.09707 .00260 ,00460 -.01000 .66500 .05778
.260 25.400 1.33920 .51640 -.05900 1.43130 -.10809 .00150 .00590 -.01200 .66700 .06333
GRADIENT .04598 .00070 .00003 .04655 -.00029 .00001 .00002 -.00029 .00.07 -.00021
